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TO THOSE 
MEMBERS 
OF 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY REGIMENT 
WHO HAVE MADE 
THE SlJPREME SACRIFICE 
THIS WORK IS IlEDICATED 
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~"NTY-p!Jr '?~ • 11E1i YORK'S OWl! " _ .s~ 
Ber Spirit has neTer faltered 
Nor her lot does she ever bemoan 
She's always first to Battle 
And she's known as "l~w York's Own" 
First to rally the Rear Guard 
In the action at Bull Run, 
And first at Santiago, 
Where she spiked the Spanish Gun. 
With Funston at the Border 
She formed "Black Jack's" support 
When he searched the mountains of Mexico 
That served as Villa's Fort. 
Her colors were cased in Flanders 
Her lance was thrust to the Rhine 
As part of the "Twenty-seventh." 
When it smashed the Hin~~~f,~·:,~~n~ i Cb ~, , - ~ ;,, 
Battered and Bloody - she fierc l"y - ~ ~ : ~- " , ~ ~ ~ 
Tore at a Tyrant's might ~ · · ;, ".~ ;:: .: ~ ... ~ ~-
At the last great "Battle of ;th~ ~ ~~:·:~ .:>, ~ :: :· ., 
Yvbere Hitler lost his figlh1;,.! : .. . . • ; . , \ ~ • 
West to the Pacific ~ :; ~~~\ ~~~ ·~:;~ ~~: " . ~. 
She faced to meet the foe 
To take her part in the Grand Assault 
That spelled the Doom of Tokio. 
For those who bear her number 
Eer honor is a MUST 
Her fallen sit in judgement 
On those who've borne her trust. 
So, if you've served her co l ors 
Remember what ~he's done 
You'll be proud of your old Regiment 
And her number -" SEVENTY-ONE." 
Walter E. Donnelly 
Captain C.M.P. 
. .... ...,.," 
~ (l "\ ~ ... 
! 
~.~---~~--'~~------------------------------------------------------
IN MEMORY OF 
LIEUTENANT WILLIAM TECUMSEH SHERMAN 
... 
Lieutenant Sherman enlisted in the Service Company of the Seventy-first Infantry 
NYNG on April 19,1940, and left with the regiment for federal service on September 15, 
1940. He participated outstandingly in all regimental actiTities, graduat~~g from A~tor 
Mechanic School at Holabird Ordnance Depot in 1~ryland. Having qualified for o.c.s., he 
left the regiment at Fort Lewis, Washington and went to the Infantry Scho~l at Fort 
Benning, Georgia where he was commissioned a Second Lieutenant on September 71 1942. 
After serving with the Tank Corps at Camp Beale, California, lieutenant Sherman 
transferred to the Air Corps, and won his pilot's wings at Williams Field, Arizona on 
February 8, 1944. · He received additional training at Salinas F'ield and Chula Vista and 
was eventually sent to Santa Rosa Air Field, California for final training before leav-
ing for duty in the South Pacific. 
A pursuit pilot, flying a P-38, one of the hottest things on wings, lieutenant 
Sherman was killed in an aerial accident over the Santa Rosa Field on May 12,1944. 
I • 
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SOUVErTIR 
Y..A.Y 18 
~TY--1)1?~ ~iJ It (!!171 ~ 
EDITION 
1946 
cf!C>ME STcATION..NEwB BULLETIN 
KEEP ~fffiHOM.FJ FIRES BURNIN<7 
THE HoME STATitN NEWS BULLETIN IS 
A BRAIN CHILD or CA~TAIN DoNALD P. SHERMAN, 
WHO HAS HAD SERVICE IN THE SEVENTY-FIRST INr-
ANTRY SINCE DECEMBER 22, 1911, WHO SERVED 
THROUGH THE FIRST WORLD WAR WITH THE 54TH 
PIONEER INFANTRY WITH SERVICE IN THE MEUSE 
ARGONNE AND THE ARMY OF OCCUPATION AND WHO, 
REMAINED AT HIS ~OSITION AS SU~ERINTENDENT or 
THE ARMORY AT THIRTY-THIRD STREET AND PARK 
AVENUE DURING WORLD WAR I r. 
THE BULLETIN WAS CONCEIVED AND 
CARRIED ON AS A MEDIUM rOR KEE~ING IN TOUCH 
WITH ALL THE MEMBERS Or THE SEVENTY-riRST WHO 
WERE SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE WORLD• 
IT'S rJRST EDITION A~~EARED IN NOVEMBER 1942, 
AND CONSISTED OF A THREE ~AGE MIMEOGRA~HE~ 
NEWS SHEET SENT TO SEVENTY-riVE KNOWN ADD-
RESSES• IT CONTINUED TO BE ~UBLISHED IN MIM-
tOGRA~HED FORM FOR THE FIRST YEAR AND THEN 
GRADUATED TO A ~HOTO orrsET JOSe THIS WAS 
MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE orrER or ~. SIL-
VERMAN or THE PROGRESSIVE PHOTO OFFSET CoM-
~ANY TO ~UBLISH IT AT COSTe MR• SILVERMAN 
CONTINUED TO ~UBLISH THE BULLETIN AT COST UP 
TO THE FINAL CO~Y AND INCLUDING THIS SOUVENI" 
EDITION• OUR HATS orr TO MR. SILVERMAN FOR 
A GRAND JOia 
THE BULLETIN CONTINUED FOR THREE 
YEARS WITH A TOTAL OF THIRTY EDITIONS AND 
OVER 27,070 COPIES. IT REACHED EVERY STATE IN 
THE UNITED STATES AND ALMOST EVERY A.P.O. IN 
THE WORLD• THE EDITOR'S FILES CONTAIN ALMOST 
FOUR THOUSAND LETTERS FROM IT'S READERS FROM 
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD• 
No MONEY OR SUBSCRIPTION ~RICE 
WAS EVER ASKED rOR THE 8ULLETJN AND FROM THE 
SMALL CARD IHSERTED ON THE SEVENTH PAGE or 
EACH EDITION WHICH STATED : 
" THE BULLETIN IS SENT FREE TO ALL 
MEMBERS, THEIR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS. 
WE WILL, ~OWEVER, ACCEPT DONATIONS 
TOWARDS THE COST OF ~APER,ENVELOPES, 
POSTAGE ETC•" 
WE HAVE RECEIVED IN VOLUNTARY DONATIONS THE 
MAJOR PART OF ALL EXPENSES• 
FINANCIAL STATEtvENT 
PAYMENT TO PROGRESSIVE PHOTO 
OFFSET CO. rOR 27,070 COPIES 
OF BULLETIN AT COST 
PAYMENT FOR POSTAGE, INK, 
• ~APER, ENVELOPES ETCa 
TOTAL COST OF PUBLICATION 
RECEIVED FROM READERS AND 
FRIENDS IN VOLUNTARY CON-
TRIBUTIONS 
DEFICIT 
$2,995.75 
I ,630.55 
4,626.30 
4,200.50 
$ 425.90 
[1 Vl7l 
THIS LITTLE INSIGNIA APPEARING AT 
THE HEAD or EVERY PAGE OF THE BULLETIN , 
AND USED BY THE BULLETIN SINCE IT'S IN-
CEPTION, CONTAINS ALL THE NUMERICAL DES-
IGNATIONS OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST REGIMENT 
SINCE ITS ORGANI ZATION IN 1850. 
THE 71 IN THE CENTER BOX REPRE-
SENTS THE ORIGINAL REGIMENT, ALSO THE 71 
NEW YORK GUARD REGIMENT DURING 1917/1919 
THE 17 IN THE OUTER BOX REPRE SENTS THE 17 
REG IMENT NEW YORK GUARD, THE REGIMENT ON 
DUTY IN THE ARMORY TO-DAYa TAKE AWAY THE 
LAST 7 AND YOU HAVE 171, THE DESIGNATION 
OF THE REGIMENT AS THE 171ST VOLUNTEERS 
IN 1898, AND FINALLY IF YOU SUBTRACT THE 
17 FROM THE 71 YOU HAVE LErT 54, WHICH 
REPRESENTS THE 54TH PIONEER INFANTRY, OR 
THE REGIMENT'S DESIGNATION DURING WORLD 
WAR I· 
FOR THE INFORMATION OF OUR FRIENDS 
AND READERS WE GIVE roR THE FIRST TIME THE 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT or THE BULLETIN• 
2 It 1.1]] 71 HOM:: STAT I ON NEWS BULLETIN 
~"NTY-FJ}\> co~ H I S T 0 R Y -81" 
WE GIVE HERE, WHAT WE CALL A THUMB NAIL HISTORY OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY• TKE 
EDITOR TAKES NO CREDIT FOR THIS HISTORY, WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT HE HAS COM~lLED IT FROM 
BOOKS, LETTERS, RECORDS ETC. GATHERED TOGETHER FROM VARIOUS SOURCES OVER A PERIOD OF 
NEARLY THIRTY YEARS. HE HOPES THAT THOSE THAT READ IT WILL GET AS MUCH ENJOYMENT OUT OF IT 
AS HE DID IN COM~ILING ITa 
IN A DINGY LITTLE DRILL HALL AT THE 
CORNER OF DELANCY AND CHRISTIE STREETS, NEW 
YORK CITY, ON JUNE 2, 1850, A GROU~ OF NA-
TIVE AMERICANS GATHERED TO ACT U~ON THE 
SUGGESTION { MADE AT A MEETING OF THE OR»ER 
or UNITED AMERICANS IN THE rALL OF IS49 BY 
WILLIAM B. FERGUSON) THAT A " 100 ~ERCENT 
AMERICAN BORN " MILITIA REGIMENT IE 8RGAN-
IZEDa 
FERGUSON'S IDEA SPRANG rROM CONCERN 
OVER THE ORGANIZkTI0N BY FOREIGN ELEMENTS 
WITHIN THE CITY AND STATE OF ENTIRE MILITIA 
REGIMENTS COM~OSED EXCLUSIVELY OF FRENCH-
MEN, IRISHMEN, ITALIANS AND GERMANS. SUCH 
UNITS, AT A TIME WHEN MILITARY UNITS ENJOY-
ED A BOOM IN ~O~ULARITY DUE TO THE MEXICAN 
WAR, WAS A NATURAL OUTGROWTH OF THE FRATER-
NAL S~IRIT WHICH PROM~TED GTHERWISE AMER-
ICANIZED FOREIGN BORN CITIZENS TO SE~ARATE 
IN RACIAL GROUPS, AND INHABIT SEPARATE SEC-
TIONS or THE CITY OF NEW YORKe 
THEN KNOWN AS THE "AMERICAN RIFLES" 
THE UNIT ORIGINALLY CONSISTED OF rOUR COM-
~ANIES AND WAS ATTACH~D AS A BATTALION TO 
THE FIRST REGIMENT or CAVALRY OF NEW YORK 
STATE MILITIA• 0NLY NATIVE BORN AMERICANS 
WERE ADMITTED UNTIL IN 1859 THIS RULE WAS 
REVOKED IN rAVOR or NATURALIZED CITIZENS• 
EX~ANDING RA~IDLY UNTO THREE BATT-
ALIONS T~E UNIT MADE EXCEPTIONAL PROGRESS. 
IN 1853 IT ADOPTED THE NOW FAMOUS MGTT0 -
"PRO ARIS ET PRO FOCIS." AND CHANGED IT'S 
NAMETO THE "AMERICAN GUARD" 
ALTHOUGH THERE HAS BEEN DIS~UTE AS 
TO THE FACT, PAST HISTORIANS CF THE SEVEN-
TY-FIRST HAVE CLAIMED THAT THE REGIMENT 
WAS THE FIRST NATIONAL GUARD INrANTRY REG-
IMENT CALLED OUT IY PRESIDENT Me KINLEY 
FOR THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR, BY PRESIDENT 
WILSON FOR WORLD WAR f, AND BY PRES I.DENT 
ROOSEVELT FOR WORLD WAR I 1. 
FINE TRADITION AND EXTENSIVE RECORD 
Of SERVICE LIES BEHIN. THE REGIMENT, COMM-
ENDABLE SERVICE ~N RESTORING AND MAINTAIN-
ING LAW AND ORDER WITHIN THE BOUNDS or IT 1 S 
HOME STATE WAS RENDERED BY THE SEVENTY-
FIRST DURING THE "DEAD RABBIT" RIOT IN 1857 
"QuARANTINE RioTs.", 1858: "DRAFT Rle>Ts." 
1863: "ORANGE DAY RI0TSa" 1871: "BUFFALO RIOT" 
1892: AND THE "BROOKLYN RIOTS•" 1895. 
NATIONAL HONORS CAME TO THE UNIT AS A 
RESULT OF THE WAR BETWEEN THE STATES. CIVIL 
WAR ACTIONS INCLUDE THOSE AT ALEXANDRIA, VA• 
MAY 24, 1861, AC~UIA CREEK, MAY 31, 1861: 
MATTHIS PoiNT, VA• JUNE 27, 1861: BULL RUN, 
VA• JULY 21, !861: TANELLYTOWN, D.C. 1862: 
WASHINGTON, D.C. IS62t GETTYSSURG CAMPAIGN 
1863: KINGSTON, PA• JUNE 26, 1863: AND AN 
EXTENSIVE ACTION NEAR HARRISBURG, PA• JUNE 
29, 1863. 
THE UNIT ENTERED THE SPANISH AMERICAN 
WAR WITH ~ARTICIPATION IN THE DECISIVE BATT-
LE or SAN JUAN HILL JULY It 1898, ASSISTED 
IN THE SIEGE or SANTIAG0 DE CUBA, JULY 2-17 
1898 AND FOUGHT AT LA GUASSIMAS, BEING AMONG 
THE UNITS EFFECTING THE ROUT or THE SPANISH 
TROOPS THERE ON JUNE 24, J898a 
THE GUIDO~ or THE SEVENTY-FIRST REG-
IMENT DID NOT APPEAR ON THE BATTLEFIELDS OF 
THE FIRST WORLD WAR, BUT PERSONNEL FROM THE 
UNIT CARRIED IT'S FIGHTING SPIRIT AND EFFEC-
TIVE ARMS TO MANY ~OINTS ON THE EURO~EAN 
BATTLE FRONTS. RECORDS REVEAL THAT THREE 
THOUSAND rORTY (3,040} MEN FROM THE REGIMENT 
TOOK PART IN THAT WARe 
THE REGIMENT WAS CALLED T0 DUTY IN 
1916 AND WAS STATIONED ON THE UNITED STATES 
MEXICAN BORDER UNTIL MUSTERED IN FOR THE 
WSRLD WAR ON MARCH 30, 1917 • IT WAS NOT LONG 
UNTIL WELL TRAINED MEMBERS Of THE SEVENTY-
FIRST WERE FILLING IN COMBAT UNITS HEADED 
FOR THE FRONT. THE !65TH INFANTRY (69TH REG-
IMENT) RECEIVED THREE HUNDRED rlrTY (350) 
OF ITS MEN rROM THE SEVENTY-riRST, WHICH BE-
CAME THE BACKBONE Or THE NOW FAMOUR "RAIN!OW 
DIVISION" To THE 105TH INFANTRY, ONE THOUSAND 
THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY-riVE {1,375) MEN AND 
TWENTY-TWO (22) OFFICERS WERE SENT: TO THE 
106TH INFANTRY, TWELVE {12) MEN AND TO THE 
105TH FI~LD ARTILLERY, NINE (9) MEN. THE 
RESIDUE OF THE UNIT WAS DESIGNATED THE 
"FJrTv-rouRTH PIONEER INrANTRY". "llEN AND 
OFFICERS SENT TO THE VARIOUS UNITS RENDERED 
VALOROUS AND IN MANY INSTANCES INDIVIDUALLY 
COMMENDED SERVICE. THE THIRTEEN HUNDRED 
SEVENTY-FIVE MEN WHO JOINED THE J05TH INFAN-
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SOUVENIR EDITION j11 (_1171 3 
TRY CARRIED THE SEVENTY-FIRST AGGRESIVENESS 
AND EFFECTIVENESS INTO THE BATTLE OF THE HIN-
DEN!ERG LINE (VICINITY OF BoNY) FRANCE, SE~. 
29-30, 1918: IN THE BATTLE OF LA SALLE RIVER 
(VICINITY er Sr. Sou~LEY.) FRANCE, Ocr. 17, 
l9f8: AND IN THE BATTLE OF JONE DE M•R RIDGE 
(VICINITY OF . A!RE GUERNONe) FRANCE, Ocr. 18, 
1918, WHERE THEY SERVED WITH DISTINCTION. 
COMMANDING OFFICER TILL HE WAS ~ROMOTED TO 
BRIGADIER GENERAL IN !935. DURING THIS 
~ERIGD THE REGIMENT MADE GREAT STRIDES. IT 
RETURNED TO THE TRADITIONAL FULL DRESS, 
INSTITUTED THE ANNUAL CHURCH ~ARADE AND 
CHURCH SERVICE ON ~~OTHER'S DAY, AND REACHED 
THE TO~ IN EFFECIENOY IN THE WAR DE~ARTMENT 
OTHER WORLD WAR ENGAGEMENTS INCLU-
DED THOSE OF VIERSTREAT RIDGE (VICINITY OF 
~10NT KEMMEL.) BELGIUM, AUG 31 TO SE~. 2, 191'3 
THE KNOLL, GUILLEMONT FARM, FRANCE, SE~. 27, 
1918: AND AT ST. MAURICE RIVER (VICINITY OF 
CATILLeN.) FRANCE, Ocr. 19-20, 19JS. 
MINOR ACTIONS INCLUDED THE EAST 
PO~ERINGHE LINE AND DICKENDUSH SECTION, BEL-
GIUM, DURING JULY AND AUGUST 1918 • . 
~~MSERS FROM THE SEVENTY-FIRST REG 
IMENT SERVING WITH THE FIFTY-FOURTH PIONEER 
INFANTRY FOUGHT IN THE MEUSE ARGONNE OFFEN-
SIVE SE~• 25, TO Nov. JJ, 1918. LATER THESE 
SAME UNITS MOVED IN TO GARRISON GERMAN TOWNS 
IN THE VICINITY OF WITTLICH, GERMANY DEC 22, 
1918: AND ON Dec. 30, 191S FURNISHED rERseN-
NEL TC THE ARMY OF OCCUPATION TO GARRISON 
TOWNS NEAR COSLENZ, GERMANY. 
DURING THIS PERIOD WHILE THE SEV-
ENTY-FIRST REGIMENT WAS SERVING IN FEDERAL 
SERVICE, THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY, NEW YORK 
GUARD UNDER THE COMMAND OF COLONEL J. HOLLIS 
WELLS WAS SERVING IN THE ARMORY IN NEW YORK 
CITY AND ON VARIOUS DUTIES IN NEW YORK STATE. 
ON MAY 9, 1919, THE AD.JUTANT GEN-
ERAL ADVISED COLONEL WELLS rHAT THE SEVENTY-
RECORDS• 
AUG. 4, 1940 MARKED THE BEGINNING 
OF THE MANEUVERS IN U~PER NEW YORK STATE 
IN WHICH THE SEVENTY-FIRST REGIMENT TOOK 
~ART. THE REGIMENT RETURNED TO THE ARMORY 
AT THE CONCLUSION OF THESE MANEUVERS GN 
AuG. 24, 1940. 
SEPe !6, !940 THE REGIMENT WAS 
MOBOLIZED FOR FEDERAL SERVICE AND MARCHED 
OUT OF THE ARMORY AT THIRTY-FOURTH STREET 
AND PARK AVENUE ON SE~. 23, 1940 FOR FORT 
DIX, NEW JERSEY WITH ONE THOUSAND SIX 
HUNDRED SIXTY-FIVE (1,665) MEN AND OFFICERS 
THE REGIMENT TOOK PART IN THE 
DIVISION MANEUVERS FROM ATLANTIC CITY TO 
CA~ MAY, NEW JERSEY MAY 19-23, !94's THE 
FIRST ARMY MANEUVERS AT A.P.HILL RESERVA-
TION VIRGINIA fROM JULY 3 TO 10, 194(1 THE 
SECOND MANEUVER AT THE SAME PLACE JULY f7 
To AUG. 5, 1941: INDIAN TOWN GAP PENN. fGR 
FIRING EXERCISES SE~. 2-3, 1941• 
THE REGIMENT LEFT FORT UIX, NEW 
JERSEY ON SEP. 26, 1941 FOR THE FIRST ARMY 
MANEUVERSIN THE CAROLINAS AND ESTABLISHED 
A BASE CAM~ IN THE VICINITY OF WADESBOROUGH 
NORTH CAROLINA• FOR TWO AND A HALF MONTHS 
THE REGIMENT FOUGHT OVER THIS TERRAIN AND 
FIRST HAD BEEN SELECTED AS ONE OF THE FOUR ~ARTICIPATED IN THE LARGESt MANEUVER EVER 
INFANTRY REGIMENTS IN THE STATE FOR FEDER- HELD BY THE UNITED STATES ARMYe 
ALIZATI~N, EFFECTIVE JULY J, 1919. THE fOLL- TH~ MOTOR COLUMN WAS ON IT'S 
OWING IS QUOTED FROM THE OFFICIAL COMMUNICA- WAY 8ACK TO FORT DIX WHEN WORD WAS RECEIV• 
TION, WHICH ENDED THE LifE OF THE GUARD 0RG- ED OF THE ATTACK ON REARL HARBO~. THE THIRD 
ANIZATION BUT HERALDED THE BIRTH OF THE NEW BATTALION OF THE REGIMENT LEFT FORT DIX, 
AND GREATER REGIMENT. NEW JERSEY FOR CAMP CLAIBORNE, LeUISIANA 
"I• THE WAR DEPARTMENT HAS AUTHORIZED 0~ JAN• 6, !942 VIA TRAIN, AND THE BALANCE 
FOR THE STATE OF NEW YORK, THE ORGAN!- OF THE REGIMENT LEFT ON JANe 7, 1942 IN 
ZATION OF THE FOLLOWING NATIONAL GUARD MOTOR COLUMN. THE REGIMENT REACHED CAM~ 
UNITS, ~RIOR TO JULY J, 1919; FOUR RE- CLAIBORNE, LOUISIANA WITH IT'S ENTIRE PER-
IMENTS Of INFANTRY. • • • • • • SONNEL ON JANe 16, !942, HAVING TRAVF.LED 
"2• YOUR COMMAND HAS BEEN SELECTED AS SOME NINETEEN HUNDRED EIGHTY (1,980) MILES 
ONE OF THE ORGANIZATIONS FOR FEDERAL BV MOTOR CONVOY, MAKING ONE OF THE RECORD 
RECOGNITIGN UNDER THE ABOVE AUTHORITY MOVES BY MOTOR IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY• 
AND IT IS THEREFOR DESIRED THAT YOU ON SEP. 20, 1942 THE REGIMENT 
PREPARE YOUR ORGANIZATION FOR SUCH RE- LEfT FOR FORT LEWIS, WASHINGTON AND ON MARe 
COGNITION AND FOR THE ~RELIMINARY IN- I, 1943 THE REGIMENT WAS LOCATED AT FORT 
S~ECTION. • • • • • • • LEWIS WASHINGTON AS PART OF THE WESTERN 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST REGIMENT HAD THE DEfENSE COMMAND. 
PROUD DISTINCTION Of BEING THE FIRST REGIMENT THE REGIMENT REMAINED IN FORT 
IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK TO BE FEDERALIZED LEWIS WASHINGTON UNTIL FEBRUARY 1944 WHEN 
AFTER THE WARe IT WENT TO CAMP PoLK, LOUISIANA FOR MORE 
IN 1924 COLONEL (NOW MAJOR GENERAL) MANEUVERS AND FINALLY LANDED IN CAMP 
WALTER A. DELAMATER BECAME COLONEL OF THE PHILLIPS, KANSAS WHERE IT RECEIVED IT'S 
SEVENTY-FIRST REGIMENT AND SERVED AS IT'S FINAL TRAINING BEFORE LEAVING THE UNITED 
STATES FOR FOREIGN SERVICEe 
4 11171171 HOME STATION NEWS BULLETIN 
The regiment sailed from Boston, 
Massachusetts on Sep. 5, !944 and landed at 
Cheerborogh, France on Sep. I5, !944. 
The first companies of the reg-
iment entered combat on the twenty-third of 
October !944. They relieved elements of the 
315th Infantry of the 79th DiTision east of 
Luneville, France, in the vicinity of Emb-
er.menil. The regiment occupied dug-in pos-
itions in I.e Remambois and in the eastern 
part of the Foret De Parroy. In the last 
week of October and the first weeks of Nov-
ember with a series of night attacks, the 
regiment drove the Germans from their re-
maining strongholds in the forest. By con-
tinued active patroling, the Germans were 
kept from any effective offensive action 
in this part of the line. 
One of the most daring patrols of 
this time was made on the thirty-first of 
October by four men from Company "E", Staff 
Sergeants Lawrence and Harold L. Hunt and 
Privates First Class Collie R. Martin and 
John F. Larkin • . These men voluntered to in-
vestigated a patch of woods that was sus-
pected of concealing a mortar position. The 
patrol moved into the woods and upon dis-
covering more of the enemy than they had 
anticipated, the men withdrew and directed 
and artillery concentration on the area. 
They then moved into the woods a second 
time, discovering a machine gun emplace-
ment and mopping it up. Proceeding farther 
they found a mortar position and completel 
destroyed this too. Next they discovered 
an active observation dugout and by moving 
wi'thin point-blank range opened fire and 
wiped out the position. The patrol accom-
plished its mission so effectively that no 
further enemy activity originated from the 
wooded area. Private First Class Collie R. 
Martin was killed in the course of this 
patrolling action. All four of the men were 
awarded the Bronze Star Medal for their ac-
hievements. 
Typical of the bravery of the re-
gimental Medical Detachment in this period 
was the action of Private First Class 
Daniel W. Me Carty. On the twenty-sixth of 
October I944, he left his sheltered posi-
tion during an intensive mortar and artil-
lery barrage to go to the rescue of five 
wounded men. Administering medical aid to 
them while still under heavy fire, he pre-
pared all the men fo~ speedy evacuation. 
Me Carty's action undoubtedly contributed 
to the saving of their lives. For his gal-
lantry, Me Carthy was awarded the Silver 
Star and the Croix De Guerra. 
These last weeks of October and the 
first weeks of November are remembered as a 
long ordeal of foggy rain and soggy mud. As 
_the days went on, the rain became more in-
sistent, driving it's wetness to the very 
skin of the soldier. The men wore wet cloth-
ing for days at a time. Fox holes and gun 
positions were flooded and caved in again 
and again. The men found themselves living 
and fighting in a brown sea of oozing, 
sticky mud. Trench foot became a greater 
danger to the individual than enemy shrap-
nel. A hot meal served while in reserve was 
a greater treat for the front-line soldier 
than a dinner with music at the "iialdorf 
would have been to the average citizen. 
Neither the K-ration caramels nor a 
German broadcast could cheer the weary inf-
antry. Company "B" reported that at 2215 
on the first of November 1944, an enemy 
loud speaker broadcast the following message 
''Welcome men of the 44th. War is hell. Come 
over to our lines and get a hot meal." The 
ref~iment made the war a little more helli~h 
by replying with its mortars and calling 
down artillery fire. 
On the thirte.enth of November I944 
the regiment first took the offensive, lau-
nching and early morning attack in the Las 
Remabois Woods between Embermenil and Lain• 
trey. It was a cold morning and the combi-
nation of the first snow fall of the season 
and the deep mud made battle conditions as 
difficult as possible. The 7lst Infantry, 
with the 114th Infantry on it's right flank 
and the 324th Regiment on it's left, began 
the first of a series of thrusts that re-
sulted in the liberation of Sarrebourg, one 
of the major cities of Alsace. 
The initial attack began at 0710 
meeting stiff resistance almost immediately 
with two battalions being stopped by con-
stant artillery, mortar and small arms fire. 
Company "I" pushed through capturing Leintrey 
by 0930, the first of many villages and town$ 
liberated by the regiment, and went on to take 
Hill 310, it's initial objective. In this en-
gagement the company suffered ninety casual-
ties in three hours. The rest of the day was 
spent by all battalions in consolidating the 
new positions, preparing for the expected 
counter-attack, and radying the~selves for a 
new attack the next morning. The bitter cold 
continued, and cases of exposure and trench 
foot were· numerous among all units. In many 
.cases it was i ·cpossible to ~et adequate sup-
plies through to all the men because of the 
constant shelling of positions by massed 
enemy artillery. 
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At 0700 the next morning the attack 
was resumed which resulted in limited gains 
for all units, but it was on the Fifteenth o 
NoTember that the enemy lines were broken an 
the first German defensive positions overrun. 
The Second Battalion took up positions on the 
right flank of the Regiment with a view to 
establish contact with the 79th Division 
which had been re-committed to the line. In a 
short period of time enemy resistance ceased 
to be the bitter, effective machine it had 
been up to this point, and the towns of Amen-
oncourt, Autrepierre, Gondrexon, Repaix, and 
Igney fell to our troops in the following two 
days. 
On the Eighteenth, Company "K" was 
engaged in attacking, when the leading ele-
ments came under the heavy fire of German 
machine guns, which completely dominated the 
draw through which the company must move. The 
constant gun fire, by halting the advance of 
one company had slowed the entire Third Batt-
alion. Upon learning of the machine gun loca-
tions, Captain Walter J. Reilly, Commander of 
Company "K", went forward to direct the att-
acks against them. He rallied his men and led 
them forward, firing his carbine from the hip 
as the group advanced. This action b~ou~ht 
him under fire from one of the guns and he 
was seriously wounded. Despite this fact, 
Captain Reilly kept advancing, firing con-
stantly until he was again hit, this time 
fatally. His action resulted in the destruc-
tion of the gun crews and enabled the Third 
Battalion to continue to advance to its ob-
jective with a minimum number of casualties. 
Captain Reilly's courage and complete disre-
gard for his personal safety were inspira-
t~ons to his men, and for this he··o· c action 
he was awarded posthumously the Distinguished 
Service Cross. 
Pushing on under close support from 
both our tanks and air corps, the village of 
Foulcreywas entered by troops of the First 
Battalion while it was still afire from ef-
fects of our dive bombing during the day. The 
next day Ibigny fell - one more step on the 
road to the objective - Sarrebourg. From 
Ibigny the Third 3attalion riding atop of 
tanks, and the First Battalion mounted on 
trucks were set out irnmediately, while the 
Second Battalion remaJ.ned in town in immed-
iate reserve to exploit a breakthrough or to 
aid in crushing any counter-attack. It was 
here that contact with the 79th Division was 
finally established. The other two battalions 
worked their way throuEh St. Georges in the 
early afternoon and broke out towards Landa-
nge, two miles distant. It was at this inter-
section that the Third Battalion with tanks 
turned east and south toward Lorquin in-
stead of continuing to the northeast to 
Neuf.moulins. Near Lorquin the Third Batt-
alion encountered a stronf enemy force and 
engaged them all night while the First Batt-
alion held up in the outskirts of Neufmoul-
ins and established security outposts for 
the remainder or the night. 
Lieutenants Luke Le Blond and Donald 
MOon of Company "A" and a platoon of men 
went out at 0500 as a combat patrol to enter 
enemy territory and, if possible, to se-
cure and hold a b'ridge across the Marne Ca-
nal. After meeting resistance in the town 
of Xouaxange, the patrol captured the bridge 
with enemy demolition charges intact. The 
patrol had made it's way to a point twc and 
one-half miles into enemy-held territory and 
reached the bridge at 0645. While peeparing 
hasty positions for the light machine guns 
that were covering the operation, the party 
was _ approached in the darkness by a group of 
men. At a distance of two yards, Lieutenant 
Moon recognized them as Gernwm soldiers and 
opened fire immediately, killing an officer 
a staff sergeant, and a private as they 
attempted to escape. Four prisoners were 
taken from this action and were employe'l to 
disarm the explosive charges placed beneath 
the bridge by the enemy. Soon Allied troops 
and tanks were streaming across the canal to 
Bebing, where the French Second Armored 
Division which had joined the drive turned 
to the southwest to link with the 324th 
Regiment then on to the left flank. 
While the regiment was covering the 
remaining few kilometers a motorized reoon-
naisance patrol, under the leadership of 
First Lieutenant Lyle Hoyt, of the Regiment-
al I & R platoon and another patrol led by 
First Lieutenant Francis Howland and Ser-
geant Arnold Millner of Company "B" were 
sent ahead to scout the immediate Ticinity 
of Sarrebourg. They met resistance in the 
outskirts and were pinned down by heavy and 
accurate small arms fire, which wounded 
Lieutenant Howland fatally, and seriously 
wounded Lieutenant Hoyt. Hoyt made his as-
care while Sergeant Millner, also wounded, 
and the othars were captured • . Millner was 
taken to a private home and his wounds were 
treated by German aid men. Immediately after 
their departure he w~s hidden by the family 
in the cellar potato bin and was not dis-
covered by the returning Germans. The other 
captives, Sergeant John M. Higgins, Corpor-
al Robert Levy, and Private First Class 
Sam H. Bruesch, members of the Regimental 
I & R platoon, and Staff Sergeant Albert 
Chickie of Company "B" were forced to walk 
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the entire distance from Sarrebourg to Stras-
bourh barefoot. Upon arrival they were in-
terned in the city jail. For two days, unti 
troops of our division arrived, all commun-
ications from Strasbourg were destroyed and 
all enemy runners were captured by members 
of the French Forces of the Interior. Con-
sequently, the enemywas in doubt as to our 
positions and did not know the city of Sarr-
ebourg had fallen. 
M$anwhile, on the afternoon of the 
Twentieth, the First and Third Battalions 
were deploYed to the northwest of the city, 
where they succeeded in capturing the comm-
anding high ground. Then troops of the First 
Battalion, working with the French tankers, 
drove into Sarrebourg proper without meeting 
the strong resistance that had been expected 
For three days no artillery support had been 
possible because the foot treops had outdis-
tanced all units of artillery. The large 
percentage of heavy fire-power had been de-
livered by the 8I MM. mortar platoon of Co-
mpany "D". The order was given at 1700 to 
move the remaining companies of the Regiment 
into the city and it's capture was nearly 
complete by nightfall. The following day was 
spent in clearing buildings of snipers and 
rounding up prisoners of war. 
When Sarrebourg had been cleared and 
secured, the Regiment was ordered to con-
tinue it's advance. By the twenty-third of 
November the major part of the regiment was 
in Goerlingen, and defensive positions had 
been organized. The next day the Second 
platoon of Anti-tank Company was fired on by 
enemy artillery and lost one 57 mm. gun, a 
ton-and-a-half truck, and a quarter-ton 
truck. 
At this time, while the regiment was 
on the extreme left flank of the Seventh 
Army, the !30th Panzer Lehr Division attack-
ed, and stiff opposition was encountered at 
Rauwiller. This Panzer Division had been 
trapped and outflanked by the strong thrusts 
of Patton's Third Army to the north ad had 
fled southward to escape. As soon as the 
enemy division had an opportunity to regroup 
it's forces, it was to attack immediately in 
the most vulnerable spot in the newly-conso-
lidated Al lied Lines. 
Overnight Sarrebourg had become the 
key communications center of the left flank 
of the Seventh Army and of prime strategic 
importance. The recaptur.e of the city would 
have seriously impeded the advance of the 
Seventh Army if not stopping it altogether. 
It was to this specific mission- a last fu-
tile attempt to cut the Allies'Saverne oorr-
idor to the Rhine- that the I30th Panzer 
Lehr Division sped. Almost before anyone re-
albed what had happened, German tanks were 
patrolling the streets of Rawiller and fir-
ing point blank into the buildings our 
troops were occupying. 
One of the classic incidents of this 
engagement is the adventure of Major Edward 
Buschkamper, then acting commander of the 
Third Battalion. The Battalion had bean in 
reserve for several days and was thrown in 
at this time to plug a gap in the lines. The 
troops arrived at 0100 and a meeting of all 
of ficers was in progress an hour later,when 
Major Buschkamper looked out the upstairs 
window of his command post and spotted three 
Ti~er tanks deployed in front of the house 
and about seventy-five German soldiers ad-
vancing along the road. The Command Post 
fired on the enemy and they replied with 
machine gun fire. The Tiger tanks began 
firing their 88's at a range of fifteen 
yards. fjfteen officers and one hundred 
forty-seven enlisted men in the building 
were either killed or captured. 
When the Major heard the Germans en-
tering the house, he dashed to the attic and 
concealed himself by crouching in a pile of 
debris atop a smokehouse. While hiding in the 
attic for the next forty-eight hours, he nar• 
rawly missed discovery. He had only a D-bar 
for rations. In the course of the Allied 
counter attack to regain Eauwiller, the town 
wns set afire and hhe Major was forced to 
leave his place of concealment to avoid being 
burned alive. Re plunged through the flames 
and sought a hiding place in the shadows, 
resolving to make his way back to the Amer-
ican lines. By crawling on his stomach for 
two hours, Major Buschkamper passed through 
the German positions and was received by 
friendly troops. On the next afternoon the 
Second Battalion was brought up and attacked 
through thelines of the Third Battalion, 
meeting with stubborn resistance. The follo-
wing day the Second and Third Battalion 
launched another attack with an infantry 
battalion from the 45th Division and aided 
by elements of the F'ourth Armored Division. 
The attack was a success and the lost ground 
was retaken. 
Follwoing a series of small thrusts and 
gains the regiment attacked again on the 
~~enty-Eeventh, and by the end of November, 
positions were occupied near Eywiller and 
Berg:. 
In the first weeks of December 1944, the 
regiment advanced from the vicinity of Ey-
willer and Berg through Rexingen,1Ackwiller, 
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Diemeringen, Lorentzen, Butten,Montbronn, 
and Enchenberg. Holbach and Siersthal were 
the scenes of heavy fighting; and in this 
sector the regiment first encountered, in t 
Simserhoff Fortress, the fortifications of 
the reversed Maginot Line. The great line of 
defenses that the French had constructed in 
the Thirties to halt the German Wehrmacht 
were now being used by the enemy to impede 
the Allied advance. 
The regiment was engaged in reducing 
and inactivating the Simserhoff Fortress :fro: 
the Thirteenth to the Twentieth of December. 
The Simserhoff sat on a high ridge northwest 
of Holbach, its guns commanding the surround 
ing approaches. The reputedly impregnable fori 
tifioations that the Germans could not cap-
ture from the French was the Regiment's goal. 
The fortress consisted of ten fortified unit 
whose turrets and pill-box outposts were 
spread over a thousand yards front. On the 
average, each unit of the Fortress was com-
posed of two larg;e turrets and six small 
turrets above ground and extended three to 
seven levels below ground. The largest unit 
had twenty-four leve~# beneath the ground. 
The- lareest unit pad twenty-four levels be-
neath the ground. The individual sections of 
the Simserhoff were connected with each othe 
by a series of underground passage-ways and 
the Fortress as a whole was connected by a 
railroad tunnel of more than a thousand yard 
in length with a hillside entrance northwest 
of Legeret Ferme. 
The fortified walls of the Simserhoff 
were so thick that heavy artillery ricoche-
ted without penetrating, and five hundred 
pound bombs detonated without apprecj able ef 
feet. The fortress was finally taken after 
our artillery and tank destroyer units had 
damaged the Fortress's heavy guns with direc 
hits. 
The regiment attacked the Fortress wit 
assault teams which were given the mission o 
setting explosive charges in entrances and 
wntilator shafts. Flame throwers and smoke 
grenades were employed in driving out enemy 
personnel. Men of the Sixty-third Engineers 
accompanied infantry in this action. The Fir-
st Battalion captured units One, Two, ~ive, 
Seven, and Eight; The Second Battalion, Units 
Nine, and Ten; and the Third Batt~lion, Units 
Three, Four and Six. Upnn the taidng of the 
For~ress, the First and Second Battalion were 
given the mission of rendering the Simserhoff 
useless as a defensive installation. The door 
and aperatures were blown, the underground 
shafts were sealed, the turrets were wrecked1 
and the emplaced guns were damaged beyond 
further usefUlness. 
The successf'ul assault of the Simser-
hoff was due largely to the excelleiiC'eC>r 
preliminary reconnaissance. The thorough-
ness of the patrolling near the Fortress is 
typified in the action of Staff Sergeant 
Donald B. Harris of Company "A" 11 who Tol-
unteered to lead a night patrol with the 
mission of determining the extent of the 
Simserhoff's wire obstacles in his Batt-
alion's line of attack. The information he 
secured was so accurate that the engineers 
were able to remove all obstacles without 
difficulty, and the Battalion's advance was 
considerably expedited. 
Another example of the extensiveness 
of the patrolling about the Simserhoff is 
the action of First Lieutenant Cecil C.Hunt, 
Jr. of Company "B". Lieutenant Hunt accept-
ed the hazardous mission of reconnoitering 
the area about Unit number five, and cutting 
a path through the protective wiring. His 
mission accomplished, he proceeded to the 
Fort and climbed over some of the turrets 
making a close study of the aperatures to 
determine the types of weapons likely to be 
enco1.mtered. The information he gained was 
invaluable in planning the attack. 
On the Fourteenth of December, while 
the regiment was engaged in the reduction of 
the Simserhoff fortifications, Company "I" 
with the first platoon of Company "M" attach 
ed, was ordered to sieze and secure Freuden~ 
berg, Ferme in the vicinity of Bitche. The 
objective was located eight hundred yards 
forward. Before it could reach the line of 
departure, the Company was forced to move 
for a mile over a route that held four enemy 
fortifieations. of the reversed UAginot Line 
and was subjected to heavy observed artill-
ery fire. Moving under the intense enemy 
fire, the Company advanced to the high gro-
und south of Freudenberg Ferme, and at 1145 
was in position to attack the farm directly. 
Attacking through heavy automatic fire from 
the farm and increasing enemy direct fire 
from emplacememts on the right flank, Com-
pany "I" siezed the farm at 1600 and cap-
tured twenty of the enemy. At 0800, the 
Fifteenth of December 11 the enemy launched a 
motorized counter-attack against Company "I" 
with approximately fifty rr~n. The company 
held its fire until the enem~)c was seventy-
five yards from the farm when surprise fire 
from all the weapons in th .. company caught 
the Germans in the open, killing at least 
thirty, wounding many others, and destroy-
ing one of the two personnel carriers. 
From the Fourteenth to the Nineteenth 
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ot December, the enemy continued to subject 
the far-m to steady and heavy direct and in-
direct fire, sending in as many as thrity 
shells a minute. At the end of this period, 
the heavy shelling had reduced to rubble 
every wall i .n t .he far-m buildings that were 
originally three stories high. Despite being1 
buried many times under crumbling walls, the 
men held their ground, secured the Division 
flank, and accomplished their mission. For 
·their courageous aecomplislnnent of their 
mission, and their devotion to duty, the men 
of Company "I" and the first platoon of com-
pany "M" were recognized with a Presidential 
Citation. 
On the eighteenth of December, ele-
ments of the Third Battalion Q~d3rtook the 
mission of capturing the Freudenberg Obser-
vation Post. This installation, near Freud-
e~berg Ferme ~ a part of the Majinot Line. 
Because of its extensive field of observa-
tion, the fire of a number of Maginot batt-
eries could be directed from it. Despite 
heavy and harassing small arms fire, the 
Battalion took the objective in five hours. 
The Observation Post was found to consist of 
a steel dome twelve inches thick that was 
six feet high and four feet in diameter. T.he 
walls contained four aperatures, four by six 
inches in size. After the taking of the Sim-
aerhoff and the capture of Freudenberg Ferme 
and the Observation Post, the re giment held 
the line in thi5 general area until reliev-
ed by elements of the 398th regiment of the 
lOOth division on the Twenty-third of Dec. 
Following a Christmas dinner that in-
~luded baked turkey and cranberry sauce, the 
regiment enjoyed an excepti.onally calm per-
iod at the front. But there seemed to be a 
hint of something of great magnitude about 
to happen; and our intelligence had deter-
mined that at least two German Panzer Div-
isions, supported by no less than two infan-
try divisions were massed in the sector opp-
osite the regiment. 
On December thirty-first 1944, the Reg-
iment sat on the German border, with ele-
ments of the First Battalion already in 
Germany. The First and Second Battalions 
were on line. The First, supported by one 
platoon of Company "A" 749th tank battalion 
and one platoon of Company "A", 776th tank 
destroyer battalion, occupied a bulging 
sector extending from the high ground south-
west of Obergailbach, france, to Bleisbruc-
ken, France. The Second Battalion with anot-
her platoon of Company "A" 749th tank batt-
alion and another platoon of Company "A" 
776th Tank Destroyer Battalion held the high 
ground northwest of Rimling, France, on a 
·~ -
twenty-four hundred yard front to the right 
of the First Battalion. The Third Battalion, 
except for Company "L" and one machine gun 
platoon of Company "M" which were linking 
the First and Second 'Battalions, was in Reg-
imental reserve at Wittring, France. 
The night was clear and cold, and vis-
ibilijy was good. There was a foot of snow 
on the ground. The regiment was anxiously 
awaiting the coming of the new year. The 
local security was increased because of war-
ning to be on the lookout for German para-
troops. 
At 2350, the German Thirteenth SS Corps 
attacked, with the 19th Infantry, 36th Volks 
Grenadier and the 17th SS Panzer Grenadier 
Division, the First and Second Battalion 
sectors. Dense masses of German infantry, 
dressed in white to blend with the snow, and 
yelling at the top of their voices, "Happy 
New Year, Yankee Bastards." swept towards the 
regimental lines. The enemy planned to over• 
run the battle positions by the sheer weight 
of their forces. It was evident as they app-
roached that they were either drunk or drug-
ged. 
On the left, the Germans hit the third 
platoon of Company ".B", which was holding an 
outpost line, and, by overwhelming numbers 
forced back the outpost. Company "B" at first 
reported this force to be a platoon attemp-
ting to infiltrata the lines, but as the 
attack progressed, the enemy force was esti-
mated to be a battalion. By 2355, Company C 
was attacked on both flanks and Company "A" 
reported increasing enemy mortar and artill-
ery fire. 
Meanwhile the Second Battalion was also 
being hit by hugh numbers. On the right flank 
of the Bat talion's sector, Company "F" was 
being attacked by a force estimated to be of 
five company strength. At 2400, Third Batt-
alion was alerted and ordered to move to the 
road junction south of the eastern edge of 
Bleisbrucken Woods. From there the Battalion 
was to launch a counter-attack against the 
enemy infiltrating tqe Second Battalion's 
right flank. The Third Battalion moved to 
the road junction and took positions on the 
east-west road to await the arrival of three 
tanks from the 749th Tank Battalion. While 
the Battalion was awaiting the tanks. heavy 
automatic weapons fire was received fram 
Bleisbrucken Woods. The enemy was attempting 
to cut behind the Second Battalion and en-
circle it. At this development in the Ger-
man attack, the Third Battalion was ordered 
to move to the west, drive the enemy back 
from the woods and retake the town of Bleis-
brucken. 
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Over on the First Battalion front, Co-~ 
mpany "A" had been attacked four times, and 
each tim& had repulsed the enemy. The Germans 
continued to shell the positions with mortar~ 
and artillery. Because of constant use the 
radios were out due to dead batteries, and 
co~unications by wire were being constantly 
broken by shell fire. A light tank was 
sent forward with badly needed supplies of 
food, radio batteries and ammunition. It re-
turned evacuating a few casualties. 
On the Second Battalion front, the ri-
ght flank was encircled and ~errun. Under 
covering fire from Company "G", in reserve, 
and supporting tank destroyer guns, the righ 
flank withdrew 1000 yards to the south of 
Moronville Ferme. Company "E" on the Second 
Battalion's left flank received an attack of 
two company strength, and the left platoon 
was overrun and forced to withdraw. Enemy 
patrols circulated in the rear of Company "E 
and a burp gun fired into the Battalion's 
command post. Wire communications were broke 
but wire teams worked their way through enem: 
patrols to make repairs. Three enemy compan-
ies penetrated the left adjacent unit, cut 
off Second Battalion's main supply route, and 
threatened the Battalion's Command Post. 
At 0430, January First, Company "G", 
with the remainder of Company "F", and one 
platoon of tanks, supported by machine guns, 
mortars, tank destroyer r,uns, and artillery 
fire launched a counter-attack from Moron-
ville Ferme, and by 0600 had restored all 
positions formerly occupied by Company "F". 
At 0630 Company "E" received an attack of two 
company strength supported by four tanks. 
Despite heavy casualties by mortar and arti-
llery fire, the enemy overran Company "E" and 
forced a six hundred yard withdrawal. At 0800 
Company "E", supported by a platoon of tanks 
and heavy mortar fire from Company "H", laun-
ched a counter-attack and by 0900 had restor-
ed the strong points of the main battle pos-
itions. 
Using covered routes of approach, the 
enemy advanced and in battalion strength be-
gan an attack on the left flank of Company "C111 
For the two hours the fighting continued un-
til the enemv was repulsed with hea>lf losses. 
While the left flank was engaged in this fight 
an~ther force of approximately the sa~e size, 
attacked the right flank of the compruty. This 
enga~ement lasted seven hours and again heavy 
casualties were inflicted on the enemy with 
no losses to Company "c". During; the fight a 
group of thirty Germans has infiltrated the 
line and had attacked the Second platoon from 
the rear. The group was quickly engaged and 
forced to withdaaw. 
From 2400 through 0400, ,Tanuary First, 
Cannon company fired more than 600 rounds 
of 105 mm. Howitzer ammunition a~ainst the 
enemy. Three hundred of these rounds were 
fired in the hours between midnight and 
0100. At daybreak, the enemy requested a 
three hour truce to pick up casualties.This 
was granted and it was estimated that two 
hundred dead or wounded were carried from 
the field. 
Meanwhile the tanks for which the 
Third Battalion had been waiting arrived 
and that attack commenced, with Company "I" 
on the left and Company "K" on the right, 
advancing towards the woods, supported by 
machine gun sections of Company "M". The 
battalion assaulted the south edge of Bleis-
brucken Woods but in a short time enemy 
bazooka fire had knocked out all three tanks 
The attacking companies continued into the 
woods and at 0700 January First, shifted 
the attack westward towards the town of 
Bleisbrucken. The woods were very dense and 
the enemy estimated to be a battalion was 
wearing white snow suits. The fighting was 
close and Ticious. There was no artillery 
or mortar fire used by either side because 
of the . uncertainty of the exact location of 
troops in the density of the woods. However, 
the amount of small arms fire was enormous. 
Steadily the enemy was driven westward thro-
ugh the woods. Company "F" was hit again by 
a company of infantry, four half-tracks, and 
three tanks. Again the right flank was 
swung back 1000 yards from Moronville Ferme. 
During the day heavy artillery and mortar 
fire was directed on enemy formations. Com-
panies "E" and "G" repeatedly repelled enemy 
patrols which tried to infiltrate their 
positions. After establishing contact with 
the right adjacent unit, Company "F" laun-
ched an e,ttack from Moronville F'erme and by 
1715, January First, all positions on the 
Second Battalion main line of resistance 
had been restored. 
Companies "I" and "K" continued their 
advance through Bleisbruc~en Woods until 
dark, when enemy resistance in prepared 
positions on the high ground s~utheast of 
Bleisbrucken halted them. The . strength of 
the Third Battalion had now been reduced to 
150 men. Regimental Headquarters was notif-
ied of the situation and the Battali~was 
ordered to secure the road through the 
woods leading to the town and hold until 
further orders. 
MidniGht of January First found the 
regiment weary but still fighting. The 
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Second and Third Battalions were holding 
their positions under heavy mortar ~dart­
illery fire, w~ile the First Battalion was 
withdrawing under orders to straighten the 
regimental line. The battalion moved to the 
south through the Bleisbrucken Woods which 
was in German hands. By 0700, January Sec-
ond, the move led by Captain Rupp was comp-
leted without a casualty. At 0900 the batt-
alion was order~i to move forward and occupy 
positions along the railroad tracks running 
through the woods. Throughout the movement 
the troops were subjected to constant enemy 
mortar and artillery fire. By 1400 the com-
Janies wer~ in position. 
Meanwhile during the n~ght and early 
morning the Second Battalion had been attack 
ed by infantry, half-tracks and tanks. Again 
Company "F" was overrun and withdrew to Mor-
onville Ferme. A gap was created on Compan 
F's left flank • and Company G was sent to 
fill it. The platoon of tanks from Company 
"A" 749th Tank Battalion was sent to assist 
Company "F". Before Company "G" reached its 
p·osi tion in the gap, it was attacked by a 
company of enemy infantry and pushed back to 
Moronville Ferme. At 0120, January Second, 
the farm was attacked from the north and 
northeast and fired upon by 20 mm. cannon 
from the north. Twenty minutes later more 
enemy infantry attacked from the east and 
southeast, setting the farm buildings afire 
with incendiary bullets. Because of the 
burning buildings and heavy artillery fire, 
the positions became untenable and permis-
sion was granted to withdraw. Covering one 
another's withdrawal, all inits of the Sec-
ond Battalion pulled back destroying a cri-
tical bridge to delay the enemy. At 0700, 
the battalion moved to a new position east 
of Vleiswiller, reorganize_d, and prepared a 
new defense line. 
On January Second, the Third Battal-
ion supplemented by remants of Company ~L" 
which had been on line between the First and 
Second Battalion, made assaults on the enem 
in the woods in an attempt to control and 
set up a line along the railroad south of 
Bleisbrucken. Three times the battalion att-
acked but the enemy we.s too well entrenched 
and the attacks were repulsed. A company 
from a friendly unit was assi gned to help 
and sent along the west end of the woods to 
attack the enemy ri e;ht flank while the Third 
Battalion attacked fro~ the south. However 
this assault was also repulsed. At 1500, a 
friendly battalion at full strength, attack 
ed through the Third Battalion and was imn-
ediately repulsed. The Third Battalion was 
then ordered to pull back and reorganize. 
The First Battalion, holding its sector 
. of the line had been attacked repeatedly dur• 
ing this action. A company of enemy infantry 
made an fanatical attack against the right 
flank of Company "c". For forty minutes a 
fierce fire fight ensued in which Company C 
inflicted a great number o£ casualties on the 
enemy. Repeated attacks were made against Co• 
mpany "C" £ram all directions as the right 
flank was exposed and a 1000 yard gap exis 
At 0530 January Third, the enemy launched 
another attack that carried them to within a 
few yards of the battle positions. Through 
fierce resistance of Company "C", it is es-
timated that the enemy lost sixty percent of 
its effective strength. 
This action on the first few days of 
January can be said to be decisive in one 
way; The immediate threat of a large enemy 
breakthrough was greatly alleviated by Jan-
uary Third. From the Third to the Sixth the 
lines were generally stable with spasmodic 
attacking on both sides. By January Sixth, 
the 114th Infantry attacked through the line 
of the regiment meeting heavy enemy resis-
tance, but the straightening and Stabilizing 
of the lines was accomplished. On the Seventh 
of January, the 114th Infantry relieved the 
regiment. 
For its success.ful battle action from 
the Thirty-first of December to the Third of 
January, the Second Battalion was recognized 
w:i.th a Presidential Citation. 
One of the many instances of supreme 
soldiering in the regimental New Year's en-
gagement is the action of Sergeant Charles 
A. MacGillivary. On January First, 1945, 
Company "I" was alerted and ordered to move 
at 0015 from Wolfling, France, one mile to 
be in position in the event of an enemy 
breakthrough within the regimental area. At 
approximately 0045 the company was proceed-
ing along the road from Wolfling to Gros 
Rederching, France. Sergeant MacGillivary, 
squad leader in the second platoon was give~ 
the mission of protecting the left flank o£ 
the compny. At 0130 Sergeant MacGillivary 
closed in from the left flank and reported 
enemy digging in. A few moments later the 
enemy opened fire with machine guns, halt-
ing the advance of the company. Company "K" 
was given the mission to come around the 
right flank and knock out the oppossition. 
Serge ant 1\ff.acGi lli vary, know in; the position 
of the enemy, voiuntarily went around the 
left f1ank in the rear of one enemy machine 
gun and with an MI rifle at a distance of 
three feet k2.lle both the gt~nner and ass-
istant gunner. Company "K" caused the other 
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remaining machine guns to withdraw pe~itting 
Company "I" to continue to its forward assem-
bly area. By his initiative and prompt action 
after giving knowledge of enemy positions and 
their fire sectors, he prevented great loss 
of life to our troops. 
At 1300, as Company "I" went into the 
attack again, it came under heavy machine gun 
fire. Sergeant MacGillivary, again upon his 
own initiative, knowling the enemy positions 
crawled towards the nest which had halted the 
attacking force and destroyod all three of 
them before he himself became seri01lsly wound 
ed by a fourth machine gun. The Sergeant lost 
one arm as a result of this action. For his 
extraordinary heroic action, with utter dis-
regard for his own personal safety, his agg-
resiveness·and self-sacrifice above and beyon 
the call of duty, Sergeant NAcGillivary was 
awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. 
From the Seventh to the Twelfth of Jan 
uary, the regiment prepared defensive posit-
ions. The First Battalion was in the vicirJ. t 
of Silzheim, the Second Battalion near Wolf-
ling and the Thtrd Battalion at Hambach. The 
Saar River defensive positions were further 
improved when, during the course of the next 
few days, all three battalions moved short 
distances within this rear area and continued 
to straighten the line. 
SooL thereafter the Second Battalion 
moved into the front lines, relieving the 
Third :Sattalion of the 114th Infantry regimen 
From this new location a great deal of enemy 
activity and vehicular movement was observed. 
The re~iment however did not participte in an 
offensive action, as it was committed to the 
task of constructing a series of strong de-
fense lines in the re s ion of the Saar River 
and canal. Should the Germans counter-attack, 
the regiment would have adequate defenses to 
prevent an enemy breakthrough• as had happen-
ed in the Ardennes Bulge. Vi ork on irrproving 
the positions was continued, with emphasis on 
overhead protection and the placing of cance r 
tina wire. The pioneer platoons were particu-
larly active in this last phase of the work. 
The last of January found the men suf-
fering not from wounds inflicted by enemy ac-
tion, but from the bitter cold and violence o 
the elements. Fox-holes had to be blown in-
stead of dug, because of the frozen earth. 
Frost bite and trench foot were the most for-
midable f011s· the regiment faced durin.:: t hose 
severe winter days and nights. 
The regiment remained in reserve status 
from the First to the 7welfth of February, 
with the three Battalions establishin,s head-
quart ers at Etting, Bining, and Kalhausou. 
Training schedul es were followed and the 
fir;hting men enjoye::l such welcome exper-
iences as taking showers, chanGing cloth-
ing · and attending movies. The forty-fourth 
division band played on several occasions. 
After resumin~ front line status, the 
regiment attacked. The mission was to stra-
ir;hten ths lines elinimating a bulge caused 
by a German area that protruded into the 
re,c-iment' s sector. The regiment jumped off 
at . 0545 on the Fifteenth of February, and 
the attack progressed successfully as the 
objectives La Sch l ossberg, Maranville Ferme, 
and Rimling were achieved. In the course of 
the attack the Third Battalion's Commanding 
Officer Lt.Col. Robert L. Wadlington dis-
covered the exact position of an enemy 
machine gun nest which had pinned down the 
battalion. Using himself as an aiming stake, 
Lieutenant Colonel Wadlington emptied his 
pfustol directly at the German machine gun, 
killing two gunners and thereby enabling 
Sergeant Raymond Powell of Company "K" to 
score a direct mortar hit on the pos1;tion 
which was hidden in a draw. This action 
allowed the entire battalion to complete 
its mission successfully. 
The regiment's attacj came as a comp-
lete surprise to the new German units of 
the 37th regiment of the 17th Panzer Gre-
nadier Division. These units had come on the 
line the night before and consisted of six-
ty to sevsnty men, one group of which were 
completely composed of drivers, because the 
enemy lacked the necessary fuel to operate 
their vehicles. 
After the rsbiment's original success, 
tha enemy counter-attacked on the morning 
of the Sixteenth and forced Company "F" to 
relinquish some 800 yards of th:J newly ac-
quired teri tory. As a result, the :Hrst Batt• 
alion, with Company "G" took the offensive 
in the vicinity of !.foronville Ferme and ,..a-
ga i ned the ground lost in the preceeding 
hours. Having eliminated the curvature in 
the line , the Eirst and Third Battalions 
remainad in the newly 2·ained positions. The 
sector was not dormant, howevGr, for on the 
Seventeenth of February, four tanks suppor-
t ed by strong infantry units attacked the 
right flank pos i tions of the First Battalion 
and forced the outposts to withdraw. Pri-
.,e.t e First Class Paul W. Robinson and ?ri-
. e.t e Firs t Class Alfred Tanne r on the Third 
i3at tn.lion's left flank formed a Company "K" 
bazooka t eam and advanced towards the tanks. 
Although under he avy fire, Gunner Robinson 
scored a direc t hit on th3 l ead tank and 
set it afi re. The s:J cond tank, seeking to 
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avoid the deadly aim of the two bazooka men, 
veered away but ran into a mine field and was 
destroyed. The remaining two tanks withdrew 
along with the foot troops. Enemy rockets 
landed in the Regimental position soon after-
wards. 
Durin~ the last days of the month of 
February, the Regimental lines remained stab-
le, although activity was never lacking. Pat-
rols were sent frequently into enemy territo-
ry, often capturing prisoners and bringing 
them back for interrogation. The enemy con-
tinued heavy artillery activitias. 
The first two weeks in March were com-
paratively quiet while the regiment maintain-
ed defenses. The Third of March found the 
enemy in possession of the high ground from 
which movements and positions of the reGiment 
could be observed. From that hill the Germans 
were directing artillery and mortar fire and 
it was ordered that this hill be taken. The 
mission Waf' to be accomplished by a daylight 
patrol from Company "E"• Volunteers were call ... 
ed for and from them fourteen men were selec~ 
ed. ~ong these were Technical Sergeant 
Shirley Cox, Technical Sergeant Nathan Sca~l­
zzo, Sergeant Emanuel Sowder and Private 
First Class Theodore Poling. The patrol was 
divided into two groups, one led by Technical 
Sergeant Cox, and the other by Technical Ser-
geant Scavuzzo. The patrol started out at 
1200 and all went well until the men were 
only ten yards from the nearest known enemy 
positions. Suddenly the enemy opened fire 
with at least four machine guns, machine pis-
tols, and grenades. ~nile part of the patrol 
was seeking cover in a near by dug-out, others 
succeeded in withdrawing down the hill. Be-
cause of the hazardous position it was decid-
ed that the remainder of the patrol should 
withdraw. With full under s tanding of the 
overwhelming odds, Sca~1zzo and Poling chose 
to remain behind in order to provide a cover-
ing fire. Cox returned fire on one of these 
machine guns, wounding two of the enemy. From 
his position ahead of the knocked out gun, 
Cox be gan to work himself to a place from 
which he could fire upon the other enemy in-
stallations. By firing his Browning Automatic 
Rifle and throwing hand grenades, Cox killed 
or wounded six more Germans. He continued to 
fire upon the enemy until he was fatally 
wounded by their machine gun fire. 
Serg3 ant Sowder, r ealizing that his men 
could not move in any direction and that their 
escape was imper ative, instructed the group 
to give him coverine fire, while he advanced 
unnoticed to within six feet of the machine 
gun nest. He then opened up with an automatic 
weapon and 3ither killed o~ wour.ded the Ger-
mans operating it. Other enemy gunners turn-
ed their weapons upon Sowder, but he continu• 
ed firing upon them to permit his comrades to 
make their way to safety. He was killed in 
this action by a machine gun to his right 
rear. 
When the others has withdrawn a short 
distance, Private First Class Poling was 
ordered to follow. Before he reached the 
group he spotted a hidden enemy machine gun 
which was in position to fire upon the with-
drawing group. With conspicuous bravery Poling 
fired upon the weapon deliberatly trying to 
draw its fire away from his comrades so that 
the:.r would have a chance to escape. The Ger-
man gunners then gwung upon Poling wounding 
him in both legs, then turned again on the 
withdrawing group; before they could fire, 
they were again receiving fire from Poling. 
Despite his wounds he had crawled up closer 
to the position and was continuing his eff-
orts to cover the withdrawing group. He was 
hit in the back with a stick grenade and 
killed instantly. 
Technical Sergeant Scavuzzo, seeking an 
advantageous position, quickly crawled be-
tween two enemy emplacements and fired on the 
Germans with his sub-machine gun. He succeed• 
ed in killing two of them, however, he gave 
away his own location by doing so. He found 
cover in a nearby shell hole and from there 
began to throw hand grenades, knocking out 
a fourth German machine gun nest. 
The patrol was withdrawing successfully 
when a German with his machine pistol opened 
up on the group. Technical Sergeant Scavuzzo 
showing gallantry far above and beyond the 
call of duty, with utter disregard for his 
life, jumped from the comparative safety of 
his hole and fired at the enemy. Uis action 
cost him his life when he came into range of 
a German officer's machine pistol. Due to 
the heroism and sacrifice of Cox, Scavuzzo, 
Sowder, and Poling the remaining ten members 
of the patrol returned safely to the Batta-
lion positions. For their action in accord-
ance with the highest traditions of the 
military service, Technical Sergeants Nathan 
Scavuzzo and Shirley Cox, Sergeant Emanuel 
Sowder and Private First Class Poling have 
been recommended for the Distinguished Ser-
vice Cross. 
On hhe Sixteenth of 1~rch, elements of 
the Third and Forty-fifth Divisions relieved 
the regiment and attacked through our posit-
ions towards Germany. After 144 days of hard 
fighting under continuous mental and physical 
strain, the regiment was given its first rest 
and placed in strategic reserve. A bivouac 
"· 
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1- ~~ area near Bilzheim, France, was chosen where the War. As Wren checked these, the stranger 
.u• rehabilitation, training, and salvage were disclosed that he had a plan for surrendering 
to carried on. The men participated in various the town without bloodshed. After a confer-
athletic games and enjoyed two camp shows and ence with Lieutenant Lundquist, the man's 
several moving pictures which were presented plan was accepted. It was a tense situation 
in the area. At the close of the performance as the column advanced through the town. 
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of his United Service Organization show, Miss First came the little man ordering all inhab-
Marlene Dietrich was made an honorary member itants off the streets and into their cellars. 
of the Regiment. Next came Wren with his sub-machine gun train-
After nine days of relaxation, the ed straight ahead, just in case it was some 
regiment entered Germany on the Twenty-fifth German treachery. Finally came the men of 
of March 1945. The entry was made along the Companies "I" and "K", cautiously watching 
route of advance of preceding American units. the civilians as they closed their shutters 
The first regimental command post in Germany or lingered a few seconds on the streets. 
was established in Wiedenthal. Two days later Even though there were several positions 
the regiment crossed the Rhine River south of hich could have been defended advantageously 
Worms. The crossing was a quiet one over a y the Germans, apparently the American's 
ponton bridge concealed by an artificial scheme had disrupted their plans. The whole 
smoke screen. own including the telephone exchange, water 
Germany's eighth largest city, Man- orks, electric plant, several munitions 
nheia, with a metropolitan prewar population umps and numerous other places of military 
of 500,000 is situated on the right bank of alue were captured intact without a single 
the Rhine River. It is divided into a northe casualty. 
and southern half by the Neckar River, which Meanwhile the Second Battalion advan-
flows into the Rhine at that point. Mannheim ced on Ka!'ertal, another suburb and seized 
was the largest city taken by the regiment it. The First Battalion, from positions on 
and was the first real street fighting en- the outskirts of Mannheim, began moving !'or-
countered sinoe Saarbourg. ward with Company "A" on the rightand Company 
Moving southeastward from Worms, the "C" on the left. Company "B" was in reserve 
regiment relieved elements of the Third Infan but ready to advance to either flank if the 
try Di..vision on the outskirts of Mannheim. At necessity arose. Led by Lieutenants Charles 
0600 on the Twenty-eighth of March, the reg- Perellie and James Sweeney, and accompanying 
iment began the attack. The Third Battalion medium tanks of the 772nd Tank Battalion, 
drive towards Freudenheim, a suburb of Mann- Company "A" made slow progress towards the 
heim. Not a shot was fired when the Battalion Neckar. Sniper fire was intense and mortars 
took the town. and artillery wrecked havoc on our troops, 
As companies "I" and "K" approached but by noon, Company "A" had reached the 
along the main highway, the leading men sudd- river bank. Company "C", also moving slowly 
enly noticed a lone figure approaching them did not encounter much resistance on the left 
with a hugh white flag. This in i~self was flank. Clearing a hospital on the river's 
not particularly ~~usual, yet there was some- edge, Company "C" took up positions for the 
thing strangely different about this person. night. 
Wary of a German triok, First Lieutenant · While our troops were taking the northern 
Conrad Lundquist, Third Battalion Intelligenc half of Mannheim, the civilian leaders and 
Officer, halted the advancing columns and dis the commander of the German garrison were at 
patched Private First Class Marvel Wren of th odds in the southern half of the city. The 
Third Battalion Intelli;ence and Reconnais- civilians, dreading the Am~rican Artillery 
sance Platoon to investigate. As Wren neared fire that was systematically leveling their 
the exeited stran~er, he noticed what seemed city, wanted to surrender the southern half 
to be signs of extreme relief • The man carrie without a fight. The German Commander was 
a number of papers in his hand, and as he equally determined and wanted to continue 
came within speaking distance, surprising resistance. Throughout the attack, the city's 
things happened in rapid succession. First of,entire communication system was in working 
all Wren could scarcely believe his ears when ,order. So on the afternoon of the Twenty-
the man began speakine Enelish. Before Wren eighth, a civilian leader telephoned our 
could recover from this, the man presented troops and offered to surrender. He asked to 
his papers whioh proved to be his American meet an Allied delegation at 1810 near the 
citizenship certificate, his American Legion remains of the blown center bridge. Our Art-
membership card, and his credentials from an illery ceased firing and American represen-
American firm that he had repreeented before tatives led by Colonel (now Brigadier 
.....___, 
---
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General.) Robert L. Dulaney was at the appoi1 
nted spot at 1800. Ten minutes later the 
German commander directed an intense concen-
tration of artillery and flak fire at the 
Neckar's northern bank. This barrage lasted 
approximately ninety minutes. His apparent 
intention was to wipe out the American party. 
In this he was unsuccessfUl; but the surren-
der move was momentarily halted. 
The intrepid civilians were not dis-
couraged however. Early in the morning on t 
TWenty-ninth, one civilian crossed the river 
in Company "C" terri tory. While he was being 
interviewed by the Battalion Staff, more ciT· 
ilians crossed in Company A's sector. Again 
the German commander sent over an artillery 
barrage. Although no concrete agreement was 
reached, it was decided that an assault boat 
with Lieutenant Dale Hatfield, Company "B" 
charge, was to cross the Neckar followed by 
another boat in which the civilians were to 
cross. As soon as they crossed the rest of 
Company "B• followed, along with Companies 
"A" and "C". The whole battalion had moved 
to the southern side by 1030. 
The First Battalion encountered spor-
adic eDemy machine gun fire while crossing 
and also drew artillery fire when landing. 
As on the northern side sniper fire was en-
countered also, but resistance was comparat-
ively light. By nightfall, the regiment had 
completely cleared and conquered the once 
great city of Mannheim. 
While the First Battalion was clear-
ing the southern sector of the city, the 
Third Battalion moved through the city to the 
east, captured the municipal airfield on the 
outskirts and drove back to the Rhine to 
olean out territory still in German hands. 
The Second moved east by southeast across the 
railroad tracks towards Rheinau, while the 
First Battalion followed the main autobahn 
t~ards Heidelberg and captured Sechenheim. 
The next morning elements of the Tenth Armor~ 
ed and the Sixtywthird Infantry Divisions re-
liewd the Regiment. 
In the course of the attack on Manhe 
the medium tank on which Staff Sereeant Gil-
bert Rivera and his squad of Company "A" men 
were riding, was halteu by intense sniper 
fire. Sergeant Rivera immediately manned a 
fifty caliber machine gun mounted on n tank 
turret and by his accurate fire eliminated 
the resistance. Advancing a few hundred yards 
farther, the tank-riding. squad met with anot 
her group of snipers. Sergeant Rivera again 
promptly engaged and dispersed the ene~ al-
though he was critically wounded in the act-
ion. For his courage, Sereeant Rivera was 
awarded the Bronze Star Medal. 
Typical of the bravery and loyalty of 
the Medical Detachment, in the Mannheim en-
gagement, was the action of Technician Fifth 
Grade Berardino Rossi. When numerous casual-
t.ies were inflicted on his company during the 
attack, Rossi, Company "A" aid man, displayeJ 
outstanding courage in treating the wounded. 
Although the area was under sonstant enemy 
fire, he moved fearlessly among the men to 
carry out his duties of administering first 
aid. Fis prompt action saved the lives of a 
number of soldiers. For his service, Rossi 
was awarded the Bronze Star ll~dal. 
With the .Mannheim victory tucked under 
the Regimental belt, the outfit moved out 
onto the Reichsautobahn and headed north. 
This was a stretch of the f~d highway de-
signed by the Germans to suppliment an in-
adequate railway net, if the country's bor-
ders should be threatened. But now the sys-
tem was the main artery for the movement of 
Allied war materiel to the enemy's interior. 
This was indeed the driver's delight 
as the Regiment sped on in Division convoy -
no mud, no ruts, no crossroads, no traffic 
jams and no villages with narrow crooked 
streets and gaping civilians. F.ere was only 
that broad, smooth, concrete ribbon reaching 
away into the distance, joining all the 
principal cities of the Reich. 
About forty miles north of Mannheim, 
the convoy swung off the main highway and 
headed east and northeast through the out-
skirts of Darmstadt and into a wooded bivouac 
area just outside Babenhausen. F.ere the reg• 
iment had its first glimpse of German jet-
propelled plenes. One afternoon at sundown 
everyone was jolted into a trench-digging 
mood by the whine of two planes flying over 
and departing at a terrific speed. It was 
only after the planes had passed and dropped 
severa~ bombs in the rear areas that the men 
of the regiment realized that they had just 
seen one of the War's latest and most out-
standing developments. 
After several days, the Regiment's move 
through Germany was continued to the north• 
east across the Main River, then north to 
an area in the vicinity of Hanau. Here the 
regiment took up positions and became a part 
of the left flank security for the Seventh 
Army. The regimental command post was locateJ 
in the village of Somborn 
In the early part of April, the regim-
ent was alerted and moved southeastward to 
the ville.ge of Wenkheim, approximately fift-
een miles southwest of Wurzburg. During the 
following ten days the men were given a pre-
view of a peace time training schedule; 
lectures, marches. and parades. From Wurzburg 
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comes tales of destruction, s.rt treasures, 
and wine cellars • .A.long with the tales came 
samples of Rheinwein and SchaumWein. On the 
TWelfth, the First Battalion executed an un-
scheduled training maneuver. While engaged in 
clos~-order drill, supposedly miles from any 
enemy, Company "D" was suddenly pinned down 
by rifle fire from another company of the 
Battalion which had sighted a group of fiftee 
German soldiers and officers. They traveled 
only by night in their attempt to make their 
way back to the German lines. There capture 
was due to the quick action of the security 
guards from Companies "C" and "D" • A few days 
later the regiment moved to a biTouac area 
northwest ofWurzburg and remained there for 
several days. 
Since the victory at ~~heim, the reg 
iment had not been actively engaged in fight-
ing. Its duties had consisted largely of se-
curing roads and bridges, guarding against 
sabotage, and rounding up enemy stragglers wh 
had eluded advanced elements of the drive int 
Germany. Now came the order to proceed south-
ward by a long night and day move to contact 
elements of the 63rd Division, relieve them, 
and take over the job of following a column o 
the fast moving lOth Armored Division. On 
April Nineteenth, contact was made in the ge-
neral Ticinity of Lorch, and the regiment was 
once more in the thick of the fight. 
Then began a mad dash to the south. 
The regiment, riding tanks, tank destroyers, 
artillery trucks, jeeps, and captured German 
vehicles,eruised through villages looking for 
the disorganized and beaten enemy. The roads 
were lined with wrecked and smoldering trucks 
Surprised, sullen, and some·times pleased civ-
ilians stared in open-mouthed wonder at the 
seemingly endless column of Allied Vehicles. 
The excited children ran to the roadside and 
shouted for Schokolade and Kaugumme. Fighting 
was sporadic but bitter. The First Battalion 
met fanatical resistance at Bad Dietzenbach, 
bowled it over with only a few casualties and 
pressed on. The Third Battalion, after a sev-
enteen mile march, beat down the bitter Ger-
man resistance at Welzheim, took the town and 
captured General der Inf'anterie, General -
Lieutenant Helmut Thumm, former Commanding 
General of the 64th Corps in the Colmar oper-
ation of January 1945. Confused, beaten, and 
exhausted enemy soldiers were surrendering by 
droves, and the Danube River was just ahead. 
The First and Third Battalions entered 
the city of Ehingen, only about a mile from 
the famous waterway. The enemy retreated ac-
ross the river, dynamited the bridge and fled 
The next day the Battalions crossed the river 
· which was neither blue nor particularly 
beautiful, by means of tanks and assault 
boat& but encountered no enemy resistance. 
By this time the 63rd Engineers had com-
pleted a ponton bridge, and the Second 
Battalion now in Regimental reserve crossed 
over it on April Twenty-fourth. 
Across the Danube, the regiment struol 
south and east toward Illertissen on the 
Iller River. Upon reaching the river, the 
First and part 6f the Third Battalion es-
tablished bridgeheads for the armor by 
crossing in assault boate under enemy fire. 
Companies "I" and "K" crossed over a dyna-
mited bridge with a hawser for a guide line 
Later trees were felled and used to make 
the blown out bridge a temporary crossing 
for foot troops. The Second Battalion 
effected a crossing a mile south encounter-
ed no opposition and be6an mopping up the 
villages to the south and east. 
At this time the weather became cold 
and rainy and the enemy began surrendering 
in increasing numbers. Their utter disorgan• 
ization, physical discomfort, hunger, and 
rumors of a German surrender, prompted 
them to give up by whole platoons and com-
panies. It was no unusual sight to see long 
columns of German foot troops marching 
along the highway looking for a American 
soldier to whom they could surrender. 
Following in the path of the Tenth 
Armored Division, on the morning of April 
Twenty-eighth, 1945, motorized elements of 
the Third BattaliOQ seized Grunsberg, Thal-
hofen, and Heggen. At 1345, the Battalion 
entered the Austro-German border town of 
Fussen and completely cleared it. The 
Regimental orders at this ti~e were to 
proceed into the German National Redoubt; 
so the regiment drove south by southwest 
with the ultimate objective of linking 
with elements of the Fifth Army coming 
north from Italy, through the Brenner Pass. 
Proceeding west along the Vils River, 
the Third Battalion crossed at Steinach, 
into the Austrian Tyrol. Eut the striking 
beauty e.nd spectacular grandeur of the Alps 
had to be forgotten in the press of combat. 
Encountering resistance at the north end 
of the pass to Reutte, the Battalion stopp-
ed at the town of Vils to for.m a plan ot 
attack. 
In the meanwhile, First Battalion tr-
oops reached Rieden, Germany, but the ad-
vance to Fussen was hindered by the steady 
rearward flow of enemy prisoners and equip-
ment captured enroute. The Second Battalion 
jumped off early in the morning taking 
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Seeg and ad~anoed steadily on Fussen in con-
junction with the T.nird. 
At 1700 on the Twenty-ninth of April, 
from the Ticinity of Vils, Third Battalion 
set out to siese Reutte and block all roads 
leading there. After having encountered 
heavy machine gun and small arms fire, and 
numerous road blocks which 1fere blmtn by 
Company "A", 63rd Engineers, ~ird Battalion 
captured Reutte. Continuing, the Third st-
ruck out for Heiterwang, and although slowed 
down by sporadic anti-tank and artillery fir 
secured new positions in the town. The Sec-
ond Battalion, following in the wake of the 
Third, stationed guards on all roads and 
bridges. Throughout the fighting in this 
sector, the regiment was hindered by poor 
roads, very heavy snow, landslides, road-
blocks and German demolitions. 
On April Thirteenth, at 0545, the 
Second Battalion continued southward bypass-
ing the Third near Heiterwang. Foot troops 
of Companies "F" and "G" reached Bichlbach 
with Company "E" following. on trucks. The 
Battalion met with occasional sniper fire 
but eventually contacted the Tenth Armored 
Division northeast of Lermoos. Company "E", 
operating with the Tenth Armored columns, 
drove east, and after a two hour fire fight, 
seized Lermoos and cleared Oberdorf, Unter-
dor£, and Ehrwald. Companies "F" and "H" 
occupied and held Bieberwier. The Third 
Battalion proceeded through Lermoos, accom-
panying other elements of the Tenth Armored 
Di~isian towards Dormitz. Advanced riflemen, 
meeting road-blocks and landslides, the 
Battalion held up and regrouped in the Tic• 
ini ty of Lermoos. 
On the First of May 1945, the Third 
Battalion, with parts of the 772nd Tank 
Battalion and the 63rd Engineers, continued 
the attack to the south. Near the Blind Sea, 
the Battalion was soon hindered by road-
blocks and landslides, and also encountered 
small ·arms machine gun, and 47 mm. fire. 
Leploying of£ ~he road to the left and righ 
the Battalion was pinned down by sniper ane 
direct 88 mm. fire from over the ~lind Sea. 
Previous to this, Lieutenant Warren Wild of 
Company "L", led a combat patrol to locate 
the enemy and to provide flank security. 
When the patrol located two 88's, 81 mm. 
mortar observer, Sergeant Walter J. Macho-
wiak, Company "M'', radioed back the approx-
imate position of the guns and called for 
mortar fire which successfully neutralized 
them. Although constantly herrassed, Lieu-
tenant Wild and his men remained in their 
discovered position until the guns were 
silenced. Sergeant l~chowiak was awarded 
the Silver Star and Lieutenant Wild, the 
Bronze Star for this action. 
After the 88's were knocked out, the 
Battalion moved up but discovered a thirty 
toot crater in the road on the north side ot 
the landslide, and a forty foot crater on 
the south side, caused by German demolitioLS 
Foot troops, after havine eliminat ed more 
sniper fire, were able to push ahead, but, 
because of the condition of the road, · mech-
anized units remained halted. At the end o£ 
the day, Company "K" reported strong oppo-
sition entrenched in the hills, and also in 
the town of Fern. Enemy strength was esti-
mated at 800 men. 
At 0200, on the morning o£ the 
Second of May, the Third Battalion con-
tinued its southward drive through heavy 
fire from machine guns, self propelled guns, 
88's and panzerfausts. After a bitter fire 
fight in which Companies "I" and "K" report .. 
ed seventy-eight casualties, the enemywas 
driven from Fern. The Fern Pass road was 
cleared of a landslide, and heavy traffic 
began moving slowly at 1210. The Battalion 
continued its slaw progress towards Fern-
stein and the southeast. 
At 1330, the First Ba~talion moved 
out from Ehrwald, also towards Fernstein. 
Led by Captain Harold A. Rupp and First 
Lieutenant Archibald McLeod, and armed with 
nothing but infantry weapons, the First Bat-
talion advanced rapidly and by a brilliant 
and energetic strategical maneuver, crossed 
Mt. Wanneck, height 2495 meters, and coming 
in from the south surprised the German gar-
rison in Fernstein at 1745. Said members of 
Company "D" machine gun section: "Never 
again will we look at a mountain, much else 
try to climb one with machine guns on our 
back" Advallcing to the north, along the Fen 
Pass road, the F'irst Battalion met up with 
elements of the Third and secured the entire 
pa~s. 
In the maneuver over Mt. Wanneclc, of 
the Nieminger Ridge, the First Battalion 
succeeded in preventing the enemy £ram blow-
ing the Fernstein bridge. Company C's Lieu-
tenant McLeod, leading the advance elements 
captured the 47th Volkstrum Grenadier Div-
ision Bommand post with all its staff in-
cluding the commander, Oberst Carl Langesee 
and caused the complete disruption of the 
German defenses. Along with Lieutenant Me 
Leod, six Austrian members of the German 
Army, led the way over the mountain. The 
Austrian Is leader, Oberleutnant WlQX v:enk, 
was re~ponsible for the rapid advance over 
the mountain and i n a large measure was also 
responsible for surprising the German 
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garrison at Fernstein. One hundred and three 
prisoners were taken, along with a complete 
battery of' 88's. More prisoners were captured 
as the two Battalions linked-up. 
At 0830, May Third, the Second Battalion 
with Company "B" attached, jumped off' to the 
southeast to sieze the Regimental objective, 
Telf's. Passing through the First and Third 
Battalions, the Second drove steadily towards 
Nasserei th where Company "B" was detached. At 
1645, the Battalion passed Stras and at 2005 
entered Telf's where 1000 prisoners were takBn 
Oberleutenant Max Wenk was instrumental in 
bringing about the fall of' Telf's. Accompany-
ing Second Battalion on its drive, he succe-
eded in talking enemy troops in small towns 
in the path of' the advance into surrendering 
without a fight, as well as bringing about 
the capture of' enemy personnel m9lming road 
blocks situated to harass our troops. 
The First Battalion, meanwhile, foll-
owed the Second toward Nasserieth where Com-
pany "B" was rejoined. An enemy column was 
encountered south of' Dormitz Ly Company "B", 
the Battalion's leading element. When a fire 
fight ensued, Company "A" was ordered to the 
left to outflank the enemy. During this man-
euver, 119 prisoners were captured. Companie 
"A" and "B" then continued to Dollinger, 
seizing and holding the town. 
The next day, Yay Fourth, was con-
cerned chiefly with mopping up operations an 
making contact with adjacent allied units. 
Many more prisoners were taken as our road 
blocks were established. Motor patrols ran 
constantly from Nassereith and Telf's to Bar-
weis. Mopping up continued the next day and 
the road reconnaissance was again maintained 
around Barweis. At 1705, the regiment was 
notified that all hostilities in the Tyrole 
sector would cease as of' 1800, N~y Fifth. 
Th~ough mud, rain, sleet and snoW, 
bitter winter days and nights, sometimes 
fanatical and sometimes sporadic enemy res-
istance, the Seventy-first Infantry Regiment 
had a brilljant record of 203 days of combat 
144 consecutively in direct contact with the 
German forces. When word was received ttat 
hostilities had officially ceased in the 
European theatre of Operations, the one tir::e 
mighty aggressor was completely defeated on 
the Regimental front. Through the foothills 
of the Vosges, the rolling Alsatian terrain, 
the cold, winter ni ghts spent in static pos-
itions, the New Year's Eve attack, the cros-
sing of the Neckar River, the fall of Mann-
heim, the drive through Southern Germany and 
·the Austrian camp~ign, tte men of the 7lst. 
maintained a high record of combat efficienc 
In the first week of' June, the regi-
ment was alerted for shipment to the Paci-
fic Theatre by way of the States. Moving 
by motor convoy from Austria, the regiment 
spent the first night of their homeward 
trek in bivouac near the historic city of 
U~m on the Danube. Leaving Ulm, the regi-
ment traveled by- truck to Hardheim, Germany 
where an extensive salvage, rehabilitation 
training and athletic schedule was aarried 
out for ten days. 
A combined rail and motor .movement 
bro~ght the regiment to Rheims. Such places 
as lieiuelberg, Strasbourg, Sarrebourg, Nancy 
and Metz were on the route of travel. While 
at Camp Pittsburg, near Rheims, passes to 
Paris were the order of the d~. From Camp 
Pittsburg, the regiment moved to Camp Twenty 
Grand, near Le Havre, and after a two night 
stay, left the great Continental port, 
crossed the English Channel and disembarked 
at Southampton. F'or many, this was the first 
view of the land of our great Ally, Britain. 
While in England, the regiment was 
stationed at Camp Tidworth, only ninety 
miles from London and sixty-five miles 
from Bournemouth, the combination Palm 
Beach and Atlantic City of England. Passes 
were issued to both places. 
July Eighth, the regiment began moving 
by rail to Scotland. Boarding the Queen 
Elizabeth in the Firth of Clyde, the reg-
iment set sail for the States on July 
fifteenth. Five days later, the Queen 
docked at Pier ninety, New York City, and 
the fighting men of the Seventy-first 
Infantry Regiment had returned to the 
wonderland that is home. 
~fter about a thirty day leave the 
regiment assembled at Camp Cha£fee Arkansas 
with the idea of training for the Pacific. 
The V-J day sounded in the meanwhile and 
on the thirtieth of November 1945 the 
Seventy-first Infantry Regiment was in-
activated back to paper as a national Gual"d 
Regiment. There it will stay till the new 
Seventy-first Infantry Regiment New York 
National Guard Regiment is activated in the 
Armory at Park Avenue and Thirty-fourth 
Street New York City for new and more 
glorious records. 
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The House of Service salutes 
The 7lst. Regiment 
on its 96 years of service 
CHAIRS 40,000 S£ATS F'OR RENT PORT ABLE BARS 
TABLES 
PLATFORMS TENTS BLEACHER SEATS DECORATIONS 
THOMAS A. DEMING CO. TNC. 
250 WEST 571H STRE~T 
NEw YORk N. V • 
Tn. REcToR 2•2659 
NEW YORK PAYS TRIBUTE TO AMERICA'S DEAD OF ALL WARS 
ON MEMORIAL DAY. Drilled ~ the minute the Seventy-first Regiment, New 
York National Guard, oNe of the units in the colorful parade, made a striking appecw-
4nce as it mcwche(l up Fifth Avenue. 
' 110 MONT IGELLO Ave. 
JERSEY c tTY NEW JERa&Y 
TEL· DELAWARE a-~&o9 
BOOSTERS 
CHARLES J. SMITH 
JIM NARDINE 
WILLIAM H. ISOM. 
LT. EDWARD A. ILLSCHE 
CARL B. EIMER 
SGT R.A.DEREs, co. F 7tsT. 
A.P.LUNCHEONETTE - 120 E 34 ST. 
LTeAUGUST L.KREUGER TE'XAS 
BOI BONDY rROM CALlrORNIA 
BOI BONDY rROM CALirORNIA 
MR• ZOLTAN ZEISLER 71ST VETS 
MR. ZOLTAN ZEISLER 71ST VETS 
MR. CHARLES A. PATTERSON 
CA~T. H. A. Ru~P rROM PENN. 
CAPT • H. A. AU~~ FROM PENN. 
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= THE SEVENTY-FIRST 
REGIIVENTAL 
INFANTRY 
RIOO 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST REGIMENTAL RING IS 
MORE THAN AN EMBLEM OF THE ORGANIZATION. 
IT IS A SYMBOL OF UNITY, BINDING T8-
GETHER IN FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD ALL SOMMIS-
SIONED OFFICERS OF THE REGI~ENT,PAST AND ~RE­
SENT, A LINK Or GOLD ABOUT THE MIDDLE FINGER 
OF THE LEFT HAND, WHERE, NEAREST THE OUTER 
SKIN, THERE rL8WS THE BLOOD OF EVERY SOLDIER 
HEARTe 
IT SIGNIFIES TRUST, LOYALTY, AND DE-
VOTION AND ENDLESS TRINITY ENSHRINED IN ITS 
CIRCUMFERENCE, A. CONSTANT REMINDER THAT THESE 
THREE ATTRI!UTES ARE THE ~RIMARY QUALIFICA-
TIONS OF EVERY TRUE LEADER OF MEN• 
IT IS AN EMBLEM OF ACHIEVEMENT INDI-
CATING TO THE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER THAT 
HE HAS SUCCEEDED IN HIS ~ROFESSIGN OF ARMS, 
AND THAT THERE IS NOW INVESTED IN HIM, THE 
TRUST OF HIS SU~ERIORS, THAT HE, AS A COMMIS-
SIONED OFFICER SEVERS HIS ~ERSONAL CONTACTS 
WITH THE RANKS, AND WILL BE LOOKED U~ON IN 
THE FUTURE, AS A LEADER WORTHY OF THEIR CON-
FIDENCE, TRUST AND DEVOTION• 
IT RE~RESENTS ALL THE TRADITIONS OF 
THE REGIMENT, HAVING BEEN WORN IY OFFICERS IN 
TIMES Or STRIFE, AND ON ALL THE BATTLEFIELDS 
OF THE REGIMENT SINCE IT'S INCE~TIONe 
IN IT'S CENTER 19 A BLOODSTONE, EM-
BLAMATIC OF BRAVERY, BUT . WHEN THAT BLOODSTONE 
HAS BEEN BROKEN, IT MAY BE RE~LACED BY THE 
WEARER• HOWEVER, UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THIS 
8L60DSTONE IS DESTROYED IT WILL NOT IE ~E­
PLACED IY ANY OTHER• 
U~ON RECEIVING A COMMISSION IN THE 
ARMED FORCES, THE RING MAY BE ~URCHASED BY 
THE OFFICER'S COM~ANY OR FAMILY AND ~RESENT­
ED TO HIM, IUT SHOULD NEVER IE ~URCHASED BY 
THE OFFICER HIMSELF. THE RING MUST ALWAYS IE 
~ ' PRESENTED TO THE OFFICER• 
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CLUB OFFICERS 
Chairman: 1st S~t. James L . Fifer 
Viee Cltairman: M.- S~t. Arne Rundber& 
Secretary: T . - S~t. Julian E.. Lahoski 
Treasurer: S.- S~t. John SprinA 
Ch. E.xeeutive Com.: 1st S~t . Paul LeGoza 
Club Steward: S . - S~t. John N. Brown 
BOARD MEMBERS 
T. - S~t. James Mannin~ 
T.- S~t. Orlando A. Laterza 
THE INSIGNtA 
AT THE LEFT IS THE 
INSIGNIA Or THE 
FAMOUS ROCKER CLUB 
Or THE 71ST REGI-
MENT • IT IS THE 
71ST REGIMENTAL 
INSIGNIA SUtr-ER-
IMPOSED ON THE 44TH 
DIVISION INSIGNIA• 
THIS CLUI EXISTED 
UNTIL THE AEGI~ENT 
WAS INACTIVATED AT 
CAM~ CHAFrEE ARK. 
SALEM PRODUCE 
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 
72-25 - 37th AVENUE 
Comer 73•• StrHt Jackson Heights, N. Y. 
LONG ANB FAITHFUL SERVICE 
M E D A L 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST REGIMENT GRANTS A 
MEDAL FOR LONG AND FAITHFUL SERVICE WITH 
THE REGIMENT• ONE FOR TEN, FIFTEEN, TWENTY, 
AND TWENTY-FIVE YEARSe 
THE TWENTY-FIVE YEAR SERVICE MEDAL, 
WHICH EVERY OFFICER AND ENLISTED MAN STRIVES 
TO OWN, IS OF SOL •• GOLD, WITH 71 SET IN 
DIA~ONDSe 
THERE ARE MANY OFFICERS AND MEN WH8 
SAW SERVICE IN WORLD W~R II WHO ARE THE 
PROUD OWNERS OF THIS TWENTY-FIVE YEAR MEDAL. 
A ~ICTURE OF THIS MEDAL IS GIVEN IN 
THE SPACE BELOW. 
' L E T ' S G 0 " 
MAJOR DANIEL T. MURPHY 
r INFANTRY 
COMPLI rvENTS 
MA.JOR 
WILLI AM ECONOtv'OS 
COMPL I ~NTS OF 
~s. HERBERT GROESBE~ 
JR• 
TEL. MU. 4-9087 it.-, 
~ 
SPLENDID ~ 
BAR AND GRILL. INc. 
STEAKS AND CHOPS 
FORMEFILY II 222 LEXINGTON AVENUE 
c.o. COMPANY E 71 COR.33RDSTREET 
~To JOHN J, BRENNAN 1 
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GUARDING THE MOTHER'S TABLET 
For nearly ten years, the 71st has set aside Mother's Day for 
its annual Church Parade. It is part of the ceremonia on this 
da~· to decorate the tablet "To Our Mothers" with> a 'ring of 
pink cm'tllJtions. 
A:tly person who has ever been a member 
of the SeventY-first Infantry will almost 
immediately recognize the above picture. It 
is a picture of the Mother's Bronze Tablet 
erected on the Drill Hall wall in the Armory 
in 1924. 
Major General Walter A. DeLamater, 
while he was Commanding Officer of the reg-
iment instituted the Annual Church Parade an 
Church service on Mother's Day each year. 
Every year since that date the Seven 
first Regiment has paraded up Fifth Avenue t 
St. Thomas Church :for its Annual Church 
Service. 
Continuing this custom the 17th Reg-
iment New York Gu~ has held it's Annual 
Church service on the same day each year in 
St. Thomas Church. 
COMA.. I ~ENTS OF 
Qraham Stationery Company 
2 6 WEST 44TH STREET 
NEW YORK 18, N. Y. 
BRYANT 9 • 9291· 9292 
Some Members of '•F" Co. 
r ;Sgt "Toby'' Camparscone S/ Sgt. "Chuck" Doell 
BOULEVARD AUTOMOBILE 
PAINTING &: BODY 
REPAIR CO. 
7Q 43-45 Queens B''l:rd, 
Wini'ield L.I. 
Tel. F.A 9•9460 
COMPL I MENTS OF 
A FRIEND 
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-~ LIEU!ENANT'S BABS ~ ' 
When Captain (now Major) Michael c. 
Galiano visited the armory on a fUrlough, he 
turned over to the Editor of the Bulletin, 
the Seventy-first Regimental Lieutenant's 
bars, to be placed in the safe for safe-
keeping until such time as the Regiment was 
back in the Armory and the bars a~ain placed 
in competition. 
The history of these bars is very 
interesting and follows: ln 1915 the new 
York School of the Line was organized by 
General John F. O'Ryan. The regular army 
assigned and officer (Captain Albert T.Rich) 
to take over a company of the Seventy-first 
and test the advisibility, through his per-
sonal observation and report, for federaliz-
ing the National Guard of the United States. 
It was during this period of his in-
vestigation and the promotion of Se·cond 
Lieutenant Ernest c. Dreher to First Lieut-
enant that Captain Rich presented Lieutenant 
Dreher with this pair of silver bars, such 
pres9ntation being instigated by his opinion 
that he was the outstanding Lieutenant and 
the most likely in the regiment to succeed. 
When Lieutenant Dreher was promoted 
to Captain he presented the bars to the Lie-
utenant whom he thought was the outstanding 
Lieutenant _and the one most likely to suc-
ceed and this was the beginning of the cus-
tom which has since been carried on by the 
regiment. 
We give the list in order of the 
Lieutenants who have been the proud owners 
of these bars during their existance. 
1. Lieut. Rich. 
2. Lieut. Dreher. 
3. Lieut. O'Co~or. 
4. Lieut. Hoffman. 
5. Lieut. Gels 
o. Lieut. Martens. 
1. Lieut. Sullivan 
e. Lieut. Rafter. 
9. Lieut. Mayer 
10. Lieut. Sherman 
11. Lieut. Macsalka 
12. Lieut. Komancsek 
13. Lieut. Galiano 
SALEM DAIRY AND 
DELICATESSEN 
72-23 - 37TH AvE 
JACKSON HEIGHTS 
L.l. N.Y. 
(now Colonel NYRL) 
(now Captain AUS) 
(now Major AUS ) 
(now Lt.Col.AUS) 
(now Colonel AUS) 
(Lt.Col. deceased) 
(now Captain NYRL) 
(now Lt.Col.AUS) 
(now Major AUS ) 
(now Major AUS ) 
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WILLIAM BICKWIT 
C 0 S T U M E J E W E L R Y 
MANUFACTURER 
AND 
WHOLESALER 
55 WEST 42 ND. STREET 
NEW YORK 18 N. v. 
COMPLIMENTS 
0 F 
J 0 S E P H V. M o G R A T H 
FUNERAL DIRECTOR 
91 - 20 --- 37TH AvE. 
JACKSON HEIGHTS 
NEW YORK 
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SOUVENIR EDIT I ON 
THE 11ST REGIMENT 
lAS REVIEWED DURING 
ITS EXISTANCE BY TWO 
PRESIDENTS OF THE 
UNITED STATES ON APR. 
26,1911 BY WILLIAM 
HIWARD TAFT IN IT'S 
ARMORY AND ON A DAY 
I ~I C"AUpt SMITH N. Y • 
111(1171 23 
IN 1933 IV FRANKLIN 
0. ROOSEVELT• THE 
PICTURE AT THE RIGHT 
WAS TAKEN AT THIS 
REVIEW• The Seventy-first Infantry passing in review before Pres. Roosevelt.-Camp Smith, 1933 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY IN ST. THOMAS CHURCH 
At AN ANNUAL CHURCH SERVICE ON MOTHER'S DAY. 
luKE FosTER PHILIP WAGNER 
lEONARD HYAMS PH I LIP ROSEFEL T 
JAMES WIESMANN ISRAEL KESTEN 
lsr.Lr.J.J.~ALEER JR• 
~---- -
Sergt Royal Dana of Co.I 17th NYG 
with 3725th Q.M.Truck Co. USA 
BREW'S CAFE 
58 EAST 34TH ST•t 
NEw YoRK CITY 
Warrant 
Officer 
J. Appleton, 
Regiment, 
York Guard, 
where he was 
Editor of the 
regimental 
monthly. 
• 
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"Pompon" of the Seventy-first 
No HISTO~Y or THE SEVENTY-riRST WOULD 
!E OOM~LETE WITHOUT A MENTION or "PoMPON" 
WHEN MICE SEEMED LIKE MAKING THEIR HOME 
IN THE OrriCERS CLUB AT THE ARMORY A rEW 
YEARS AGO THE OrriCERS MEss COMMITTEE SE-
CURED A CAT AND TURNED IT OVER TO OWEN SCA 
LON THE NIGHT WATCHMAN. IN A SHORT TIME THE 
CAT BECAME THE ~ET or THE REGIMENT• HE WAS 
OUTFITTED WITH AN EXACT MINIATURE or THE 
REGIMENTAL SHAKO, MADE TO MEASURE BY MESSRS 
AIDABOCK AND COMPANY. 
WHEN OWEN RETIRED THE CAT SEEMED TO 
DISA~~EAR AND UNTIL RECENTLY THERE HAS BEEN 
NO SUBSTITUTE FOR "PoM~N" 
WITHIN THE LAST rEW MONTHS A NEW CAT 
HAS AP~EARED ON THE SCENE AND WHO KNOWS, 
WE MAY HAVE A NEW "PoM~ON" 
SISKIND HARDWARE 
THE STORE THAT 
SU~~LIES THE 71ST 
PAINT 
HA~DWARE 
HousEWARES 
LOCKSMITH 
ELECTRICAL 
sr6 T~IRD AvENuE 
NEW Yo~K 16 N • Y. 
ESTABLISHED 1904 
TEL• MURRAY HILL 
6-9589 
N A T F E R B E R 
CosTUME JEWELRY 
MANUrACTURER 
AND 
WHOLESALER 
19 WEST 34TH STREET 
SUITE 719 
NEW YORK CITY 
TELE~I'IONE 
PENNSYLVANIA 6-693~ 
L 0 W R Y ' S 
B A R 
' 
G R I L L 
465 FOURTH AVEe 
NEW YORK CITY 
WELCOME H 0 ME 
To 
THE 7l ST. 8 0 Y S 
FROM 
THE 71 sT AR~.{)RY EMPLOYEES 
HAvemcycr 4-8034 
~lower/and o/ Queeno, !Jnc. 
B A R N E Y • S 
DaiCATESSEN 
DAIRY l GROCERIES 
73-QS ROOSEVELT AVE• 
JACKSON HEIGHTS 
LONG ISLAND 
N. Y. 
SGT. SAL M. BATTAGLIA 
COMA... I MENTS OF 
tsT.SGT. E.A.DILZER 
rORMERLY 
COM~ANY A 71BTeiNr. 
FROM MIAMI FLORIDA 
FLOWERS 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Roosevelt Ave. cor. 74th St. 
J~ckson Heights, L. 1., N. Y. 
TIILIIPHONII GRAMIIIIICY 5·21128 
JULIUS JURGENSEN 
INTERBORO MEDAL AND BADGE 
303 FOURTH AVENUE 
COR . 23JtD ST • 
NEW YORK 
(j ~ I??P/1 n?M fs-
' 
~,c;; 
R.r.~c;<G ,..N' 
COMA... I ~ENTS OF 
A.P.LUNCHEONETTE 
120 EAST 34TH STe 
NEW YORK 16 N.Y. 
:f'i 
Of, 
[N 
~ 
5·2828 
SEN 
&.DGE CO. 
UE 
Is 
.-'# 
OF 
rE 
ST. 
~.Y. 
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COMMANDING 
SEVENTY-FIRST 
OFFICERS 
INFANTRY 
During it's long history, the Seventy-
first Infantry has had many famous Commanding 
Officers. On the drill floor, at the entrance 
to the Colonel's quarters have been placed 
two bronze tablets under which appear all the 
names of the Colonels and the dates of their 
service as Commanding Officer of the Regiment. 
- -. 
• COLONELS Uf • 
SEVENTY-FIRST INFA~TRY N. Y. N. G. 
IHO BY THEIR PATRIOTISM, DEVOTION AND 
LEADERSHIP HAVE MADE THE REGI~ENT 
ALWAYS A POWER rOR THE ~ROTECTION or 
• COUNTRY, STATE, CITY AND HOME• • 
1852 - 1861 
Abrahams. Vosburgh. 
1861 - 1862 
Henry P. Martin. 
1862 - 1863 
Charles Henry Srni th. 
1863 - 1865 
Benjamin L. Trafford. 
1866 - 1869 
Theodore Vi. Parmele. 
1869 - 1872 
Harry Rockafel1ar. 
1872 - 1884 
Richard Vose. 
1885 - 1887 
Edwin A. Me Alpin. 
1887 - 1891 
Frederic Kopper. 
1892 - 1898 
Francis vinton Greone. 
( promoted to Brigadier General 1898) 
1898 
Wallace A. Downs. 
( 7Ist. Regt. N.Y.Volunteers ) 
1898 - 1899 
Augustus T. Francis. 
(17lst. Infantry 1898) 
1899 - 1919 
William Graves Bates. 
(54th Pioneer Infantry 1917-1919 ) 
1917 - 1924 
James hollis Wells. 
(7lst. N.Y.Guard 1917-1919) 
1924 - 1935 
Vial ter A. De Lamater. 
( promoted to Brigadier General 193~) 
1935 - 1939 
George F. Terry. 
1939 - 1940 
J. Gardiner Conroy. 
( killed in action 1943) 
1940 
William R. Jackson. 
(promoted to Bri~adier General 1940) 
1940 - 1942 
Grant La.yng. 
( 71st U.S.Infantry) 
1941 - 1943 
A. Conger Goodyear. 
( 17th Regiment N.Y.G.) 
( promoted to Brigadier General 1943 ) 
1942 - 1943 
John F. Landis. 
( 71st U.S.Infantry) 
1943 - 1944 
Norman c. Caum. 
( 71st U.S.Infantry) 
1943 - 1945 
James c. Mackenzie. 
( 17th Regiment N.Y.G.) 
1944 
Ercil D. Porter. 
( 71st U.S.Infantry) 
1945 -
George L. Bliss 
(17th Regiment N.Y.G.) 
.. 7( It 
ALWAYS IN OUR HEARTS 
AL• GREEN 
T-Sgi. James E. Manning 
COMPL.I rvENTS 
CAPT• ROBERT E. HEUN 
rORMERLY 
CoMPANY 1 71sT INr. 
rROM RICHMOND INDe 
BERGER SERVICE 
CLEANING, DYEING 
VALET TAILORING 
Ill EAST 34 ST. 
NEAR PARK AVE• 
NEW YORK 16 
COMPL.I MENTS 
CAPTAIN 
ANTHONY DE MATTIA 
rORMERLY 
MEDICAL 0ET.7(sT. 
COMPL.I MENTS 
SERGEANT 
WILLIAM J. NAAR 
F'ORMERLY 
SERVICE COe71sT. 
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'0 ~ Memhe~::fe'•F" Co~ 81' 
00 
lst; Sgt. Frank DeJulio Os·car G. Marek 
(;3,·· :::::. ~: { :i. ~ 
·.• . . 11 
~-- . ' . 
.. ···~<'.c..J.: ..... . 
"' 
T ; Sgt. Frank Claus Ervin Owsian:hy Sj Sgt. David M. Carey 
;~ ~ .. !ft<• • 
Tj Sgt. "Cliff" Cl~ussen S/ Sgt. "Joe" Bichler "Gabby" Gabbaccia 
so 
I 
l 
a 
c 
0 
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HOME STATION NEWS BULLETIN 
Published monthly for all 
~st and present members 
of the 71~ Infantry U.S.A. 
and the 17!!1 Regiment N.Y.G. 
EDITOR-PUBLISHER-OWNER-TYPIST 
CAPTAIN DONALD P. SHERMAN 
17!.!! REGIMENT ARMORY 
PARK AVENUE AND 33~ STREET 
NEW YORK 16, N.Y. 
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ,....- NOTHING 
The Bulletin is sent FREE to all members, their families 
and friends. We will, however, accept donations ta.vard the 
cost of the stencils, paper, envelopes,posta~e etc. Donations 
of stencils, paper, envelopes or stamps wilr also be accepted. 
SOUVENIR EDITION MAY 18, 1946 
The Regimental . Flag 
A picture of the Regimental flag. 
These colors of the SeTenty-first 
Infantrywere the first issued to 
a Regiment of Infantry in the State 
of New York. 
WHERE THE 7lsr. LUNCHEONS ARE HELD 
ONE PARK 
R E S T A U R A N T I ~ C • 
ONE PARK AVENUE 
NEW YOR< 
SEVENTY-FIRST ME~IBERS ALWAYS V£LCOJE 
We Deli..w 
s. & w. 
Dairy & Grocery 
490 THIRD AVENUE 
Bet. 33rd & 34th Sta. 
NewYorkCil7 
CAledollia 8·8780 
Lt.Patrick 
Naughton 
Co. "E11 7lst 
MUrray Hill 6-~70 
LExington 2·3378 
Pa'Lk d11.adiwn 
RESTAURANT 
and 
DELICATESSEN 
5I> EAST 34th STREET 
NEW YORK CITY 
Ill 
LTeCOLeKENNETH A.LEONARD 
HQ•Co.7Jsr INF. NYNG 
Hq. IX CORPS USA 
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THE OAK ROOM SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY ARMORY 
The Oak Room is the enlisted men's dining room in the Armory and was 
completed during the time that Colonel George F. Terry was Cornm.anding Officer 
of the Re giment. It is located on the main floor on the eastern end of the armory 
next to the Library. It is connected with a fully equipped kitchen and contains 
a ba r at one end which serves draft beer to the men. The walls are adorned with 
t he insignias of the reg iments of the 27th Division which were dona t ,:ld t o the 
Armory by Colonel J. Gardiner Conroy. 
Colonel EdwnrJ F. fillight 
29 
:Major John W. Delaha..'l'lty 
Howitzer Co. 7lst Inf. 
Hq.lst.:sn.7lst US Inf. 
Lt.Col. George J. Klemm 
G-3 Hqrs 9lst Infant ry 
Divi s i on USA 
forme rly P & T Officer 7lst.Inf. 
Lt.Col.Francis 
J. Bonini 
formerly with 
Hq.Co.71st.Inf. 
now 
Hqrs.ll92nd. 
En gineers USA 
BEST WI SHES 
S I D N E Y 
Air Corps USA 
FROM 
K A H N 
COMPL I NENTS 
OF 
roRMERLY 1WM J. FITZGERAL~ 
ANN ARBOR 
HOWITZER co. 7tsr INFANTRY I MICHIGAN 
ltTit17l HOrvE STAT I ON NEWS B ULLETI N 
. COI.DNELS OF THE SEVENTY -FIRST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
Colonel 
ABRAHAM S. VOSBURGH 
August 1852-May 1861 
Colonel 
THEODORE W. PARMELE 
1866-1869 
Colonel BENJAMIN L. TRAFFORD 
1863-1866 
HENRY P. MARTIN 
1861-1862 
Colonel 
'IN 
EDITION 31 
COLONELS OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
Colonel 
RICHARD VOSE 
1872-1884 
Colonel 
VINTON GREENE 
. 1892-1898 
1887-1891 
EDWIN A. McALPIN 
1885-1887 
Colonel 
WALLACE A. DOWNS 
71ST N. Y. VOLUNTEERS 
1898 
------- ~ 
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COLONELS OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
AUGUSTUS 
THEODORE FRANCIS 
1898-1899 
CQONEL 
WALTER A. DE LAMATER 
1924 - 1935 
WILLIAM G. BATES 
1899-1915 
COLONEL 
GEORGE F. TERRY 
1935 - 1939 A. 
EDITION l1rziJ71 
COLONELS OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
J. GARDNER CONROY 
1939 - 1940 
CQONEL 
A. CONGER GOODYEAR 
1941 - 1943 
17TH REGIMENT N.Y.C. 
1940 - 194:2 
COLONEL 
WILLIAM R. JASKSON 
1940 
COLONEL 
NORMAN C. CAUM 
1943 - 1944: 
33 
34 
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COLONELS OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
JAMES C. MACKENZIE 
1943 - 1945 
17TH• REGIMENT N.Y.G 
17TH REGIMENT N. Y. G. 
B E S T W I S H E S F R 0 M 
IVEL CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION 
21 I WEST 6tsT STREET 
NEW YORK 23 N. Y. 
COLONEL 
ERCIL D. PORTER 
1944 
~
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"l~"NTY-F'! n ~~ OFFICERS ~{.s~ 
-V AND ENLISTED MEN .., ' 
._,,, ' Capt. Jack 
·"( 
Hochstadt 
Lt. Col. 
Robert R. Presnell 
u.s.A. Signal Corps 
formerly 
Co.M,7lst. 
5th.Signal 
Unit USA 
Capt.Robert E. 
Read formerly 
Co.L,,71st. Inf. 
now 
Hq.co.l62nd.Inf. 
USA 
SGT ROBERT E. 
BALZER 
ARMORY EMPLOYEE 
530 BoMB Sq 
380 BoM! GRP. 
Capt.Jerry Pirone 
Major A. Kroeber formerly 
Co. D 71st Inf. now 
Hq.72nd Service Grp. AAF 
Capt.Robert Sidenberg 
Co."F11 71st Inf.lJSA 
Lt.Col.Francis J. Ridgeway 
(Serv.-71) 
Aast.Chiet Fiscal Officer 
Fi.f'th Se:rrl oe Command 
Major Wm. V. 'Neb 
for.merly Co.H,7lst. 
Lt.Col.Leit Anderson 
(Cap-71) 
Signal Officer 
New Guinea 
Lt.Col. William L. Ioo'b ( I-71) 
MaoDill Field ~ Florida r-------------------------• COLONEL CHARLES MEYERS 
JOE PEARMAN,CLOSTER, N.J. DEPUTY THEATRE PROVOST 
MARSHALL C.B. I .THEATRE 
LLOYD H.ANDERSON,KENOSHA,Wt SERv.Co. 71sr.1Nr. 
Lt.Col. Charles 
F. Biaenius 
fUajor- n) 
G-2 North West 
Seetor 
s 
1st. 
• 
IT1r t17l 
WHILE YOU WERE AWAY 
PERHAPS A NUMBER Of TIMES THE QUESTION WAS RAISED w I WONDER WHAT'S COOKING 
IN THE OLD vOINT ON PARK AVENUE?" 
THE TWO PICTURES ON THIS PAGE WILL REMIND YOU Of A WORTHY PROJECT S~ONSORED 
BY THE SALVATION ARMY IN YOUR INSTITUTION. 
37 
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT, WHEN EVERY HOTEL IN TOWN WAS fiLLED, OVER 100 BOYS IN 
UNifORM, MOST Of THEM COMING fROM THE RAILROAD STATIONS, fOUND OUR REGIMENT AND ITS 
f ACILITIES A BRtGHT SPOT TO HIT. THE MEN ARE GIVEN A CLEAN BUNK AND A BACON AND EGG 
BREAKfAST SERVED IN THE OAK ROOM, fOR A SMALL REGISTRATION fEE Of fifTY CENTS. OVER 
5,000 MEN HAVE PASSI;D THROUGH OUR DOORS TO TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS 1-RACTICAL SERVICE. 
THIS SERVICE WAS MADE POSSIELE BY A VERY LARGE GROUI- Of VOLUNTEERS Of MEN AND WOMEN 
f ROM NEARBY BUSINESS HOUSES WHO GLADLY GAVE THEIR TIMEe 
WE SAY THE REGIMENT SERVED WELL AT HOME AS WELL AS AWAY. 
THE GUIDING SPIRIT, PRESENT EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY IS CAPTAIN FREEH Of THE 
5A.LV.AT10N ARMY WHO APPEARS IN THE PICTURE ABOVEe 
38 
Corp. Jacob 
Shaffer 
Hq.co.17th Regt 
7 52nd Bon1) S q 
458tl.~. Bomo Grp. 
Co lone 1 Ernest 
C.Dreher 
Co.A.1 7lst In£. 
Selective Service 
Capt. Thomas 
Ga:n..'1on 
S-1 7lst Inf USA 
It [[[171 HOME STATION NEWS 
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Colonel Lindsey J. Griffith 
Co. "I" 7lst ~£ NYUG 
C.O. S.I.Termina.l N.Y.Port 
..,. 
Lt.Col. Fritz A. H. Ga.dewoltz 
(Serv-71) 
c.o. l9lst Training Battalion 
a 
lUI 
-. . . 
. 
Lt.Col.Arthur B. 
Slli th (B-'11) 
324th Intantry 
44th Di vi sian 
11aj or He.ns 
Brunner 
Major Mid-..s.el Lt.Col.Steve 
C. Galiano Kovacs 
. 
0 
Lt.Col. Ira P. Doctor (B-71) 
Signal Corps 13th .Bn. 
Co.c, 7lst.Inf. 71st In£ USA 
44'th Div.staffj.Booc.·n: 
~ ~ - MRS 
S. Me Kee 
C.0.2nd.Bn. 
7l.:::t L"'lf 
I ~ R 
MR. BERT BROOKS 
Lt.Col.Craig 
Bedl•3 Co. B 71 MRs EMMA JuRGENSEN MRS CONSUEtO PHIPPS 
~ 
SOUVENIR: EDITION r 1 fll] ~~ 39 
S/Sgt Louis 
Astero!'f' 
e.~lst FA 91 
'?~~~~~~~ -:I~r~s>~ 
Lt. Col. Jolm J. 'Willb• ( ~-n) 
C.0.716th li.P.Bn. lfn Tort: City 
Uajor John J. Gussak 
Co. L, 7lst Inf. NYNG 
Asst.Provost Marshall CBI 
enere.l Ames 1' • .trown USA 
formerly Co. M 7lst Inf. }:11\G 
c.sp. Thor::a.s 
Corley 
lst.Sgt I 7lst 
in 'the Nary for 
Worl War II 
The Adjutant General New York State 
Lt.Col.Deniel 
A:.sulli van 
Co.) 71st Inf 
EalJ.oon Sq. 
Lt.Col.Robert J.N.c Bride 
Co.1.1 71st Inf. 
Chief of G-3 Section USA 
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.:Zu.L INFANTRY RIFLE 
-- -le.a.R.-
.. Reading from left to right: Second Lieutenant W. J. Ankeline, Second Lieutenant Emil Alisch, Second Lieutenant Sylvestec ]. 
Hartmann, First Lieutenant Dennis F. Quinn, First Lieutenant William Gleason, Captain Alexander Grossman, Captain Charles 
F. Bisenius, Major Frank P. Thornton, Commanding Officer, 2nd Batallion, 7lst Infantry, N . Y. N. G.; First Lieutenant Arthur 
A. Smith, Captain Edwin J. Rafter, Captain William V. Webster, First Lieutenant Joseph Macsalka, First Lieutenant Alexander 
Komancsek, Second Lieutenant Fritz A. H. ·Gadewoltz, Second Lieutenant MichaleC. Galiano. 
THE rOLLOWING orriCERS IN THE ABOVE PICTURE WERE IN WORLD WAR If AND CAME OUT WITH 
THE FOLLOWING RANKS: MAJOR W.J.ANKELINE; lTeCOL•EMIL ALISCH; CA~TAIN SYLVESTER J.HARTMANN 
(KILLED IN ACTION) CAPT.DENNIS F. QUINN; LT.COL. WILLIAM GLEASON; LT.COL.CHAs.F.BISENIU Sj 
LT.COL· ARTHUR A.SMITH; CoLONEL EDWIN J, RAFTER: ~JOR WILLIAM v.WEBSTER; LT·COL.JOSEPH 
MACSALKA; MAJOR ALEXANDER KOMANCSEK; LT.COL.FRITZ A.H.GADEWOLTZ; MAJOR MICHAEL C. GALIANO 
The above is a picture of the World War I bronze tablet erected on the drill 
floo·~ of the armory. This tablet was unveiled on November 161 1927 by Ambassador 
Paul Clnudel at a. Review. The roll contains the names of eight hundred fifty 
killed in action, died of accident or disease and wounded in World War I 
~0 o?~ j:l>/ MRs FRANCES BRUST MRs HERBERT MARKOWITZ MRs BERTHA BROOKS MR.HERBERT MARKOWITZ MRS ELIZABETH GRANT Ml ss WIN I FRED MC ALEER • 
lJI71171 
ON FRIDAY MORNING THE 20TH or JULY 1945, THE SEVENTY-rtRST INrANTRY ARRIVED IN 
VOAK HARBOR ON BOARD THE QUEEN ELIZABETH. THE HONORABLE FIORELLO H. LA GUARDIA, 
or THE CITY or NEW YORK GAVE THE VETERANS OrriCERS CLUB or THE 71ST REGIMENT THE 
or THE FERRYBOAT TREMONT AND A ~ARTY or SOME 250 WENT DOWN THE BAY TO GREET THE 
• THE "CTURES BELOW ARE ONES TAKEN THAT. DAY• THE QuEEN ELIZABETH ON WHICH THEY 
IVED AND THE OTHER TAKEN ON THE TREMONT SHOWING rROM LErT TO RIGHT MRS GRANT lAYNG, 
L GRANT lAYNG (WHO WAS THE COMMANDING OrriCER or THE 71ST WHEN THEY LErT THE 
IN 1940) MARLENE DIETRICH (WHO WAS MADE AN HONORY MEMBER Or THE 71ST IN FRANCE) 
NEWBOLD MORAIS (RE .. RESENT I NG THE MAYOR) 
41 
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jfflajor ~rank 1!ttk €amp ~o. 53 
INSTITUTED JULY 1ST, 190!1 
1tnittb 8ltp11niQ) War "\1 tttran~ 
DEPARTMENT OF NEW YORK 
HEADQUARTERS 71sT REGIMENT ARMORY 
33rd S'l'REET & PARK AVENUE 
NEW YORK CITY 
MEETINGS FOURTH MONDAY EACH MONTH 
AMERICANISM 
Americanism is an unfaili~ love of country, loyalty to its institutions and 
ideals, eagerness to defend it agalllst all enemies; undivided allegiance to the Flag, 
and a desire to secure the blessings of Liberty to ourselves and posterity. 
Commander 
DAVID T. TUNSTALL 
4726- 16lst Street 
Flushing N. Y. 
Phone FLushing 9·0818 
Sr. Vice Commander 
WILLIAM G. POOLE 
Adjutant 
WILLIAM H. TRACY 
3127 • 95th Street 
Jackson Heights, N. Y. 
Phone NEwtown 9·1018 
Quartermaster 
FRED BOHLIG, P. C. 
609 West 147th Street 
New York City 
Dedicated to the Comradas & Shipmates of the MAJOR FRANK KECK CAMP No.53, Dept. 
of New York: whose loyalty and devotion to their flag and country deserve the Eternal 
Gratitude of the Nation which t hey helped tp preserve: This history is affectionately 
inscribed: By Your 'Northy Camp Historian: ALVERT Vl. SMITH 
* * * * 
The object which prompted the compilation of this history of Camp 53: was to 
cement more closely the bonds of COM.R.P..DESHIP and perpetuate the ME!ZORIES formed in 1898: 
As well as to weld more firnly together the ties of FRIENDSHIP and LOVE which exist 
the ex-service men of '98. It is therefor hoped t hat this HISTORY will give the true 
TORY of SERVIC~S rendered to our beloved United States of America, by the men who served 
their Elag and voluntered their se :::·vices and who fought on foreign soil for the freedom 
of their fellow-men and the sacred honor of their Country. If' this desired thought and 
effort can be accomplished in the composition and compilation of' this HISTORY, it will 
tend to perpetuate the ?,:El.IORIES of the VICTORIOUS days of 1898; when the Kingdom of S 
was def'eated on land and at sea, when the Phillipine Insurrection, Boxer Wars in China 
1900, uprisings in Cuba and Porto Rico were supressed. 
On July 1~1905, at the Annual dinner of the 3rd Battalion of the 71st N.Y. 
Voluntl3er Infantry, which was favorably and wide ly known as "KECK'S BAT~ALION" held in 
the 1Iotel l.:S.rlborough, 3 '''ay a.11d 37th Strf;) et, New York City, f0r the purpose of' celebra 
ing the .3attle of San Juan 1Iill, Caba, J,1ly 1, 1098, and in which this battalion under 
the command of ~,·1ajor Frank Keck . participated in the charge 'at San Juan Hill in the full 
strength, thereby adding renown and glory to the men that formed the Battal; on which was 
solely under the corru:ta.nd of ::Io.j or Frank Keck. It had been the custom to meet each ye ar 
on the anniversary of this L ;;porto.nt event and renew friendships and pledge ties of 
COMRADESHIP anew~ the result of which was to promote a faeling to be joined in closer 
bonds of' COMRADESHIP, by perfecting an organization which one and all would be in clos 
commmlication than in past years. An organization of this kind had been suggested fre-
quently 1 but the r.s never before arose an occasion where it could be born under such 
splendid auspices. The ?.~ajor Frank Xeck Ca.r.lp No. 53 U.S.1'1.V. was organized, charter 
ed, n...uu.c rical s-;:;rong th 250 comrades, meetinb s are held fourth Monday of each month in 
ve t erans room, 7lst ~le r, iment An aory 33rd Str0et &: Park Avenue Kew York City. The vete 
Spa..nish-k,wrican ". lar here assemble and a r e helpful to one another when in sickness and 
distre3Se 
PAST COMMA.NDERS 
190G-G-7 *Jeremiah Hunter 1922 *Jolm Robinton 1935-6 Noah Bruford 
1908-a ~. Marti~ Watson 1923 Fred We gener 1937 Stephen W.Clancy 
1010-11 Fred erick BohJ.ig 1924-5 Joseph W. Heaney 1938 Jos. H. Me Dennott 
1912-13 *Fr .·::~.n~( Keck 1926 Albert C. Mollers 1939 Frede rick B. Clarke 
1914 George Conlin 1927 *Ali' C.Benschoff 1940 Clarence F. Seward 
1915 Alvert W. Smith 1928 *Thomas F. Dooley 1941 William H. Wood 
1916 Solomon Weil 1929 Richard N. Henry 1942 Francis A. O'Neill 
1917 *Howard Griffiths 1930 Jolm J. Slevin 1943 Henry E. Watkins 
1918 Charles R. Bartel 1931 George L. Trenner 1944 Francis A. Adams 
1919 Yiilliam Snyder 1932 George H. Yiessel 1945 *Edwin E. Martein 
'1920 Harry Cook 1933 Fred J. Mever 1946 David T. Tunstall 
1921 Albert Hoar 1934 Paul c. !\ie.'i-tersteig 
* Deceased 
'et r.Y. 
1018 
. c. 
reet 
1 
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Some facts about the Seventy-first Int. 
t hat you would like to lrnow: 
J\.~mbers of the 7lst Infantry Regiment 
The Seventy-first Infantry received the 
lowing awards:-
1 Medal of Honor 
1 D.s.c. 
J., Soldier's Medal 
142 Silver 3tars 
1,167 Bronze Stars 
1,635 Purple ~arts 
The following fi~ures were sent us by 
257 
46 
1,332 
as approximately 
Killed in action 
Died of wounds 
Wounded. 
USA wear the following battle ribbons. 
1. Northern France 
2. Rhineland 
3. Central Europe 
Request has been made to the War 
Department for permission to wear the 
Pacific Area ribbon as the 1st Battalion 
71st Infantry served in that area. 
COMfl I !VENTS OF 
LT. COLONEL AND MRS 
KENNETH KUHN 
COMPliMENTS OF 
SAMUEL ANDERSON 
K- 71 
BELOW ARE A ~V CITATIONS FOR T.HB REGIMENT. 
ORDERS) 
33 ) 
HEADQUARTERS 44TH DWANTRY DIVISION 
AWARD OF MERITORIOUS SERVICE UNIT PLAQUE 
APO 44, u.s.Army 
2 March 1945. 
Under the provisions of Section I, Circular 345, War Department, 23 August 1944, as 
d, the Meritorious Service Unit Plaque is awarded for superior performances of duty 
the pe rformance of exceptionally difficult tasks, and for the achievement and mainte-
of a high standard of discipline during the period indicab3d, to: 
SERVICE COMPANY, 71l'!t INFANTRY REGIMENT, from 1 August 1944 to 15 January 1945, 
France. 
X X X X 
By command of Brigadier General Dean; 
Lieutenant Colonel, A. G. D. 
Adjutant General 
ORDERS ) 
183 ) 
HEADQUARTERS 44TH IUFAlaRY DIVISION 
APO 44, Camp CHAFFEE, ARY..ANSAS 
BATTLE HOHORS - CITATION OF UNIT 
X 
GEORGE E. MARTIN 
Colonel, G.s.c. 
Chief of Staff 
29 August 1945 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of Section IV,Circular No.=333, 
Lepart'!llent, 1943, the following na"'led organization is cited for outstanding perfor-
of duty in action: 
BATTALION, 7lst INFAN1'RY REGH1EHT, is cited for ou"::standing perf:>r:!nance 
i n action against the enemy in eastern France from 31 December 1944 to 2 January 
• On 31 December 1944 the 3econd Battalion, 7lst Infantry, supported by one platoon 
"A" 749th Tank J2nttalion and on0 platoon, Ccrrnpany "A" 776th Tank Destroyer i3att-
he ld the high ground northwest of Rimling, Fra...."l.co, on a 2400 yard front. At 2345 
December 1944, the 37th Panzer Grenadier Regiment of the 17th SS Pa....'rlzer Gr <:madi?r 
t launched an attack to sieze Sart•eboure;, France, and cut the main supply of the 
Anny. The enemy had plannei to overrun the position by shear v1ei :·:ht as they 
ke d in dense masses. The in:.tial atte.ck of five coml)a...'rlies strenEth agai.nst the ri ,!,ht 
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half of the Second Eattalion forced Company "F" to withdraw although the enemy suffered 
huge casualties as a result of friendly artillery and mortar fire. A penetration of the 
adjacent unit threatened the supply route and the command post installations. Another 
which was to help drive the enemy from the sector became involved in the penetration and 
the Second Battalion, with supporting elements, counterattacked and restored the orig 
positions. The enemy made repeated attacks on 1 January 1945 and again all positions 
restored by a counterattack. The Second Battalion, 7lst Infantry Regiment, at greatly 
duced strength, contained eight enemy assaults and inflicted terrific casualties upon 
enemy, forcing them to withdraw with their mission uncompleted. 
BY COMMAND OF MA.JO:a GENERAL DEAN: 
OFFICIALa 
FRANK PAUL 
Major AGD 
Acting Adjutant General 
GElli: RAL ORDLRS ) 
NUMBER 182 ) 
HEADQUARTERS 44TH INFANTRY DIVISION 
APO 44• CAl4P CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS · 
BATTLE HONORS CITATION OF UNIT 
GEORGE E. MARTIN 
Colonel G.s.c. 
Chief of Staff 
29 August 1945 
By direction of the President, -Under- the provisions of -s-ection IV, Circular No.3:33, 
War Department, 1943, the following named organization is cited for outstanding perfor-
mance of duty in action: 
COMPANY "I" 71ST INFANTRY REGIMENT, is cited for outstanding perfonnance of 
in action from 14 to 19 December 1944. On 14 December 1944, Company "I" 7lst Infantry, 
ordered to sieze and secure Freudenberg Farm in the vicinity of Bi tche, France. The 
tive was located 600 - 800 yards forward. Before it could reach the line of departure, 
Company "I" was forced to move one mile east over a route that held four enemy fortifica• 
tions (part of the Bitche Maginot Line) and was subjected to heavy observed artillery 
Moving over the route under terrific enemy fire, the company moved up on the high ground 
south of Freudenberg Farm. At 1145, 14 December 1944, it was in a position to attack the 
farm directly. Attacking through heavy automatic fire from the farm and increasing enemy 
direct fire from emplacements on the right flank, Company "I" siezed the farm at 1600 
captured twenty of the enemy. At 0800, 15 December 1944, the enemy launched a motorized 
counterattack against Company "I" with approximately fifty men. The company held its 
until the enemy was 75 yards from the farm when surprise fire from all the weapons in 
company caght the Germans in the open, killing at least thirty, wounding many others, 
destroying one of the two personnel carriers. From 14 December to 19 December 1944, the 
enemy continued to subject the farm to steady, heavy direct and indirect fire with as 
many as thirty shells in a given minute. At the end of this period, every wall in the 
courtyard had been reduced by heavy shelling. Despite being buried under crumbling walls 
many times, the men of Company "I" held their ground, secured the Division flank, and 
accomplished their mission in a courageous display of fortitude and devotion to duty. ~ .. Ni 
BY COMMAND OF MAJOR GEl~RAL DEAN; 
OFFICIAL: 
FRANK PAUL 
Major AGD 
Actin~ Adjutant General 
COMPL..I tv£NTS I COMPL..I rv£NTS 
ATLANTIC & PACIFI 
AND JESSE STERN 
FORMERLY 
AUGUST ZIEGLER 
REAL ESTATE 
BROKER 
3-19 !50TH sr. COMCO OIL Co.INCe 
740 CONEY ISLAND 
AVENUE 
BROOKLYN N.Y. 
NY Co. A 17TH REGT., WHITESTONE 
NYG FROM 
Co.K 1898 CUBA 
GEORGE E. MARTIN 
Colonel GSC 
Chief of Staff 
Phone JID.2-9536 
TUDOR CITY 
TAVERN 
765 Second Ave. 
Cor. 41st St. 
New York C~ty 
s 
A 
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Captain 
Nils H • .Anderson 
SGT MORRIS 
ADLER-SERV• 
71 
""'~:NTY-F'J h 
C...-('; :'1 }..'OFFICERS AND .(f8A -~Y ENLISTED ~N ~ • 
BE.RNAFlD A .HUL y 
71sT tNF us~ 
lTeCOLe ARTHUR 8. GRANT . 
FORMERLY Co. l 71ST INF 
99TH SIGNAL BN USA 
LT· J.V.RICHE LT~COL.EDWARD C.MILAU ce.e 71ST INF 
FORMERLY How.co.7tsT 204TH MP co USA 
G-3 I ITH A/B Dtv.USA 
~OLONEL ALFRED D. REUTERSHAN 
FORMERLY Co.A 71ST INFe 
MISGT JoHN w.WHEELER 
SERVICE Co.71sr. 
Lt.~bert Eben 
Band 71st Inf 
Colonel Edwin J. w·ter 
c.o. Co. G 7lst Inf 
c.o. 4th u.s.Inf. · 
Lt.lJavid Tracey lr.CoL.CARL WELGE 
MEDICAL 71ST 
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GOLD STAR OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY 
WORLD WAR 11 
THAT WE MIGHT LIVE 
Major Charles L. 
Darbie 
c.o. lst.Bn. 7lst. 
Killed in action 
European area 
Dec 30 1944 
2nd.Lt. William T. 
Sherman 
Service Co. 7lst Inf 
Pilot A.c. 
Killed 
Santa Ana Air Base 
California 
May 12 1944 
Lt. Daniel P. 
Higgins 
Co. D 7lst Inf. 
KiJled in action 
C)kinav;a 
Apri 1 12 1945 
96th Infantry DiT. 
Captain Victor li 
Brigg_;s 
Co. L 7lst Inf • 
Killed in action 
Fr~.nce 
HoT. 17 1944 
Co. C 16th Inf • 
Lt. Robert T. 
Robinson 
Killed in action 
Be l e;ium Bul:3e 
Co • '3, 60th Ar~1rora d 
Division 
Pvt. Patrick R. 
O'Donnell 
Co. "G" 7lst Inf. 
Paratrooper 
Killed in Italy 
Feb 17 1944 
2nd.Lt. John P. 
Cookingham 
lsT.BN·H~·71sT INr. 
Ranger Officer 
Killed in action 
at 
Anzio, Italy. 
Feb 21 1944 
Corporal John 
Tashjy 
Service Co. 71st 
Killed in action 
in France 
Lieut. James 
Monahan 
Co. E 7lst Infantry 
Killed in action 
175th Infantry 
in France 
June 12 1944 
Lt. BernarC. L. 
Pulver 
forme1·ly Co.I ., 7lst 
Killed in action 
in Italy Feb 29 19 
EDITION 
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GOLD STAR OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST INfANTRY 
VIORLD WAR II 
THAT WE MIGHT LIVE 
Lt.Col. Frederick 
c. Mayer 
P & T Officer 7lst 
Infantry 
Ecec.Officer 324th 
Infantry 
Lt. Forman J. Carey 
Jr. 
formerly Co.H,7lst. 
Killed in Action 
at Luzon Apr.5,1945 
Co. "ll'' 103 rd Inf. 
43rd Division 
Capt. Sylvester J. 
Hartmann 
Serv.co. 7lst Inf. 
Killed in Italy 
Hq. 2nd.Rep.Depot 
2nd.Lt. Harry F. 
Brennan 
Co.A 17th Regt.:EYG 
Lost in Air crash 
u.s.A. 
2nd. Air Force 
29th Bomb.Grp. 
Lt. 8teve Sanizcosk 
Co. I, 7lst Inf. 
Killed in action 
Co. L, 9th Inf.USA 
Pvt. Robert H. 
Bondy Jr. 
formerly Co. G 7lst 
Killed in action 
7th Weather Sq. 
AAF 
Captair. Walter J. 
Reilly 
c.o. Co. K 7lst Inf 
Killed in action 
No~ 18 1944, France 
~Sgt C~orge Butler 
Serv.co.7lst Inf. 
Died in Hospital 
F't.Iewis, Wash. 
Hq.Eattery 212th 
C.A.A.A. 
S/Sgt Thomas Moog 
Co.L 71st.Inf.t:SA 
Killed in action 
France 
Lt. Charles Duddy 
co. 
Killed in Action 
Co. K, 17th Inf 
47 
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<!o.·E~ 
LfST WE fORGET 
Cox, Shirley G. Jr. T/Sgt 
Sca-ruzzo, Nathan T/Sgt 
Leclair, Maurice M. S/Sgt 
Baysinger, Cl:iofford ·sgt 
Bisaillon, Herman J. Sgt 
De Frehn, William A. Sgt 
Kanvel, Warren L. Sgt · 
Leggett, Clyde A. Sgt. 
Perin, Marcel F. Sgt. 
Sowder, Emanuel H. Sgt. 
Coaty, Le ~oy v. Pfc 
Gregory, Robert H. Pfc 
1944-4-S 
Harpel, Eugene D. Jr.Pfc 
Harris, Earl T. Jr~ Pfo 
Hummer, Robert L. Pfc 
Houston, David E. Pfc 
Irey, James K. Ffc 
Jakse, Josephs. Pfc 
Martin, Collie R. Pfc 
Moore, Charles R. Pfc 
Moore, Ezra F. Pfc. · 
Olsen, Edwin w. Pfc. 
Peckman, Donald D. Pfc 
71sJin£. 
Poling, Theodore Pfc. 
Price, Ben Pfc 
Shinbaum, Lawrence S.Pfc 
Squires, Harry G._ Pfc 
Tome, Chester w. Pfo. 
Webber, Harold P. Pfe 
Barton 1 Joe J. Pvt 
Conley, Charles Pvt. 
Rohrer, Oscar F. Pvt. 
Schenk, Richard Pvt. 
Smallacombe, Bert H. Pvt 
T-hompson. Elmer E. Pvt. 
.C. J. NUTTALL AND OOROTHY HAZEN 
OF' 
THE NEW YORK ANTIQUES FAIR 
NOW A VETERAN EXHIBITOR IN 
THE ARM::lRY 
EXTEND A CORDIAL HANDSHAKE TO .. NEW YORK'S Ovt-J." 
'WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR THE MANY FRIENDLY COURTESIES 
SHOWN US BY THE BOYS WHO ARE REGULARLY LOCATED 
IN THE ARMORY 
WE WISH THE RETURNING VETERANS A "BANG-UP" GOOD TIME 
. 
EDITION 49 f11Zll71 
ON THE WALL or THE COMPANY ROOM or 
ARMORY HANGS A BEAUTirUL 
PL AQUE SENT TO THE ARMORY BY CAPTAIN ROBERT 
SIDENBERG THE COMMANDING Orr I CER OF' COMPANY 
F DURING THE EUROPEAN CAMPAIGN. THIS PLAQUE 
GIVES THE NAMES or THOSE MEMBERS or COMPANY F 
7IST INrANTRY THAT MADE THE SUPREME SACRiriC.E 
AND WE GIVE THAT LIST BELOWe 
CHARLES L. ANDERSON 
RANDALL E. ARNOLD 
RALPH J. BOYD 
DAVID C. B~RDICK 
JAMES R. CALLOWAY 
RA Y~!OND CZ~JA 
8)NARD P. DRABNIS 
WILLIA~ J. ERICKSON 
GEORGE H. GLENN 
STEPHEN J. GLINSKY 
THADDEUS M. KOWALA~ 
LEROY J. LARSON 
ROBERT R. LAUE 
SAMUEL J. MATANI 
CHARLES J. Me DANIELS 
ALVIN Me KENZIE 
JAMES M. MINER 
ALAN R. PION 
DARRELL B. REED 
CLARENCE E. ROHRBAUGH 
FLOYD D. RUSK 
CHARLES J. SHORT 
MELVIN SILBERZAHN 
DONALD J. SWEARINGEN 
JOHN S. WADDELL 
SCOTT H. WATSON 
EDWIN M. WHEELER 
DOYLE H. WILLIAMS 
PRESTON S. YOUNKfNS 
Colonel J. Gardiner Conroy commanded 
the Seventy-first Infantry N.Y.N.G. tor a 
short period in 1939 and 1940 and was then 
transferred to command the l65th Infantry 
( old 69th ) He was killed in action while 
leading a tank attack on the Japs at Makin, 
November 21, 1943 for which he was awarded 
the Distinguished Serviee Cross posthumously 
The picture above 1~ a photograph of 
an oil painting which was presented to the 
Veteran Association ef the 7lst Re giment 
and unveiled at a very impressive ceremony 
on the 8th of June ~945 i~ the Veteran's 
room at the armory~ 
Phone 
Far Rockaway 7-2270 
nc. 
In LOYing lloaor;r o'L 
* DOROTHY N. Jl!ROUS!K • 
552D4 Baae Unit A.A.F.,WAC. 
1·20-1923 •• 8-6-19~ 
* SLEEP 11 PBCE * 
A Pub! ic Address 
Rental Service 
102 ROGER AVENUE 
INWOOD 
Long Isl and 
New York 
• 
WATKIN W. SHARP 
50 
SGTSeMlJRRAY AND 
LINSALATO AT FT.DIX 
MAJOR JOHN J. DRISCOLL 
U.S.ARMY AIR FORCE 
! 1 I ( 117f HO~ STAT I ON NEWS 
~~TY-PJ}\> '0~ S N A P S H 0 T S 8~ 
"' 
ENTRANCE TO OFFICERS TENTS AT FTeDIX NJ 
I 9 4 0 
Maj. Daniel 1'. Murphy 
FORMERLY COe8 7JST 
COMPANY' F 71 ST STREET FORT Dl X N.J. 1940 THE 71ST BAND OUT FOR MORNING PRACTI 
AT FORT DIX N.J. 1940 
COMPANY F 7IST AT GUARD WoUNT IN FORT DIX N.J. 1940 
LT. HASKAMP AS OFFICER OF THE GUARD AND SGT MEYERS 
AS SERGEANT OF THE GUARD 
.. _, 
S/Sgt Murray Blumenthal 
Co. D 71st Inf. Wounded 
NoT.in France. Picture 
taken in Liege Belgium 
Still in hospital 
!Y 
n 
IC E 
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THE ARMORY DRILL FLOOR, ON WHICH ALL THE TROOPS DRILL AND WHERE ALL THE REVIEWS 
ARE HELD• IT HAS APPROXIMATELY 40,000 SQUARE FEET AND WITHOUT CHAIRS ON THE FLOOR 
SEATS ABOUT 2,000, WITH CHAIRS PLACED ON THE FLOOR 6,000 CAN BE ACCOMODATED. 
W E L C 0 M E 
H 0 ME 
WORSE!v'ERE PHARMACY INC. 
WM. H. LUCKEY, PH.G. PHARMACY 
COLUMBIA AND BROAD AVENUES, 
PALISADE PARK, NEW JERSEY 
PHONES MO 6-5108 & 6-5497 
THE SHJP THAT SUPPLIES 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST 
P'HONitS 
TRA~AL8AR 7-4551 
SUSQUEHANNA 7-7780 
FLOWERS 
TELEGRAP'HED 
ANYWHERE 
~ma"!J JfoGett 5~or 
Flowers of Quality 
136 West 72nd St. 
New YMk 
ORIGINAL CREATIONS EST. 188!1 
51 
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THE NATIONA.L SECURITY W011iENS CORPS 
was incorporated in June 1941 as a 
preparedness group. Its original pur-
pose was to alert women to all emerg-
encies in peace or in war, by train-
ing them to~ respond with their special 
skills to recognized authority, mili-
tary or civilian. 
This organization reached a total mem-
bership ot over five hundred. A dinner was 
given in the Grand Ball Room of the Commo-
dore Hotel to raise funds for the purchase 
of a mobile canteen. This canteen was used 
principally to feed the troops of the New 
York Guard when on week end maneuvers and 
shooting trips to Camp Smith Peekskill, NY. 
The organization furnished typists 1 
clerks etc. for the 
various regiments of 
the New York Guard. 
They drilled once a 
week under various 
instructors. 
Be sides help-
ing the N.Y.Guard 
these girls assisted 
the Red Cross and 
the Treasury Dept. in 
the sale of bonds and 
savings stamps. 
They carried on 
schools for training 
in Nutrition, Canteen 
Motor Mechanics and 
truck driving, map 
reading and radio. 
The Corps held 
many social events 
among which was the 
Review of the Corps 
and Christmas party held in the 7lst 
Regiment Armory on the 2 2nd of De 
1944. The Review was given to Major 
General Walter A. De Lamater (retire 
a past Commanding Officer of the 71st 
Regiment. Colonel Hildred I. Sherman 
the Commanding Officer of the Corps 
entertained the General and his staff and 
staff of the Corps at a dinner in the Hotel 
Me Alpin before the Review. At the end of 
Review the entire corps marched to the bal• 
cony, all the lights were dimmed and a huge 
Christmas tree on the drill floor blazed in 
light and the entire corps sang "Christmas 
Carols" This was followed by dancing and 
refreshments. 
The pictures on this page show the 
at the Christmas 
and the Reviewing 
officer arriving at 
the reviewing stand 
for the review and 
the mobile canteen 
at work serving the 
troops at a maneU"" 
With the close 
the war the Corps 
voted to disband 
to-day we, of the 
York Guard have ve 
pleasant memories 
the many many hours 
spent with the mem• 
bers of the corps, 
both at work and at 
play. 
Ill 
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Many, many times the Editor has been 
the question, ~ben was the 7lst. Inf. 
ralized after World War I u so for the 
53 
of all concerned we give below MEdallion 3-4061-2-3 
each company:-
DA.TE OF 
UNIT FEDERALIZATION 
nst Regiment 
Baa.dquarters Co. 
Sanitary De te.chment 
Serrloe Company 
Howi t r.er Company 
lst.Bn.Hdqrs.co. 
Company "A" 
Company "B" 
Company "C" 
Company "D" 
2nd.Bn.Edqrs .co. 
Company "E" 
Company "F" 
Company "G" 
Company "H" 
Srd.Bn.Rdqrs.co. 
Company 11 I" 
Company "K" 
Company "L 11 
Company "M" 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dee. 
Oct. 
June 
Aug. 
Oct. 
June 
Oct. 
June 
Oct. 
Sep. 
Nov. 
Oct. 
Jan. 
Dec. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
~0 1920 
30 1920 
5 1919 
16 1919 
16 1920 
21 1921 
30 1919 
7 1919 
24 1919 
30 1919 
21 1921 
30 1919 
24 1919 
19 1919 
11 1919 
21 1921 
2 1920 
16 1919 
7 1919 
7 1919 
SC ENE IN IC ELAND 1942 
THIRD FROM RI GHT IS SGT RAYMOND ALBERT 
or COMPANY F 71ST INFANTRY 
LAII~D. BISSELL & MEEDS 
MEMBERS 
NEW YORK STOCK EXC H ANGE NEW YORK COCOA EXCHANGE NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE 
NEW YORK CURB EXCHA~GE NEW YORK COFFEE & SUGAR EXCHANGE COMMODITY EXCHANGE. INC. 
' ILADELPHlA S10CK EXCHANGE NEW YORK COTT ON EXCHANGE CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE 
BARCLAY 7-3500 
120 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK GITY 
SCHLEIFER & LUBELL 
Ma,..faaurers of 
@hilJ.rens OJresses 
LT. COL. 
J.F.CONLIN 
MEDICAL 7f 
• 
520 Eighth Avenue 
New York 18, N.Y. 
LT.COL. 
JOSEF'H R. 
LEWIS 
F'ORMERLY 
COeK 71ST 
WITH 
HQ•CO· 
3RDeBN• 
382ND INr. 
USA 
Sun Starr Photo. 
Capt. Francia Oliver Jr. 
71 ST HAS AL\'IAYS 
BE EN KNOWN AS A 
FI RST AND HERE IS 
ONE OF HER OFFICERS 
A FOR ME R G CO WHO 
VIAS F I ~ST TO THE 
RHINE 
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: 
CENTRE MARKET ARMORY. 320 ST REET ARMO RY (JUST WEST OF SI-XTH AVENUE), 
~ LOCATIONS OF 
· THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY 
BEFORE ITS PRESENT 
LOC ATI ON AT 
PARK AVENUE & THIRTY-FOURTH STREET 
OLD ARMORY, BROADWAY, BET. 35TH AND 36TH STREETS. BROADWAY, 44TH AND 45TH ST R EETS. ARMO RY. 
56 ltCU17I HOME STATION NEWS 
You BOYS THAT SPENT THE WINTER IN FORT DIX NEW JERSEY IN 1940 WILL REMEMBER 
THE ABOVE PICTURE. IT IS ONE OF THE COMPANIES OUTSIDE THE MESS 
THERE WERE LOTS OF ~ARTIES HELD FOR THE 
BOYS DURING THE FEW DAYS THEY WERE IN NEW YORK . 
UPPER PICTURE AT LEFT THE BUFFET TABLE FOR THE 
OFFICERS PARTY HELD IN THE OAK ROOM. UP~ER 
RIGHT THE 7!6TH MILITARY PoLICE BAND BEING LED 
BY THEIR COMMANDING OFFICER lT.COL. JOHN J. 
WILLIAMS• lOWER LEFT A PARTY OF OFFICERS AND 
THEIR WIVES AT THE HOME OF SERGT FRANK M. 
GONSALVES OF OLD F COMPANY NOW AN ARMORY EMPL 
~OOSIERS 
PEARLSTONE PHARMACY MR. JOHN J. Me ALEER 
Lr.JoHN J. Me ALE ER JR.ji<ftRs. JoHN J. MC ALEER 
IR EDITIOO 111 t 117J 
Compliments 
of 
BACHE & CO. 
MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE 
57 
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SOME PICTURES OF THE 17TH INFANTRY NEW YORK GUARD IN ACTION AND OTHERWISE. 
WITH AN APOLOGY TO _"LIFE" 
E GIVE YOU THE PICTURE OFT~ 
ULLETIN: MISS LILY PONS, THE 
UGHTER OF THE REGIMENT. 
AT A VERY IMPRESIVE CERE 
HELD ON THE MALL IN CENTRAL 
NEW YORK CITY ON SEPTEMBER 22 
1940, WITH THE WHOLE REGIMENT 
DRAWN UP AT ATTENTION, MISS 
WAS PRESENTED WITH A 7JST CA P, 
REGIMENTAL INSIGNIA AND A L 
BOUQUET OF AMERICAN BEAUTIES 
COLONEL GRANT LAYNG THE CO 
OFFICER OF THE REGIMENT AND 
THE DAUGHTER OF THE REGIMENT . 
MISS PONS HAS SENT US THE 
PICTURE APPEARING ON 
PAGE AND AUTOGRAPHED IT FOR T 
BULLETIN• 
SHE HAS ALWAYS RESPONDED 
A CALL FROM THE REGIMENT AND I 
EVERY WAY IS A REAL DAUGHTER 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY • 
.
 
! 
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'~ THE SEVENTY-fiRST INFANTRY, NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD, BEING USUALLY FIRST IN EVERYTHING, WAS THE rl 
REGIMENT TO HAVE A MILITARY WEDDING IN CAMP SMITH, AT 
PEEKSKILL, NEW YORK. 
ON JULY 12, 1928, WHILE THE SEVENTY-fIRST I Nf"• 
ANTRY WAS IN CAMP SMITH tOR ITS TOUR Of fiELD DUTY, lT 
CAR LOSS J • CHAMBERLIN Of THE MEDICAL DETACHMENT Of THE 
REGIMENT WAS MARRIED TO MISS GRACE ANN DOWLING. 
WHEN THE REGIMENT HAD CONCLUDED EVENING PARADE 
ON THE 12TH Of JULY, INSTEAD Of LEAVING THE PARADE 
GROUND, THE REGIMENT SWUNG BACK INTO TWO MASSED COL 
fACING THE IMPROVISED ALTAR, WITH AN AISLE IN THE 
CENTER FLANKED BY SIXTY OffiCERS. THE BRIDE IN HER 
WHITE GOWN AND LILIES Of THE VALLEY AND ORCHIDS AND 
ACCOMPANIED BY THE COLONEL AND HER BRIDESMAID, AND WITH 
THE REGIMENTAL BAND PLAYING THE MENDELSOHN'S WEDDING MARCH 1 
WALKED UP THE GRASS CARPETED AISLE EETWEEN PRESENTED SABRES. 
MEANWHILE THE COLOR BEARERS HAD PLACED THE 
COLORS AT EITHER SIDE Or THE ALTAR AND THE BEST MAN MAJOR JOSEPH 
E. KING (MD) AND THE REGIMENTAL CHAPLAIN, REV. RAYMOND 
S.BROWN Of TRINITY CHURCH, MT.VERNON HAD TAKEN THEIR 
PLACES• ARRAYED IN HIS ILMA MATER, THE CHAPLAiN 
ADDED A fiNISHING TOUCH Or DIGNITY AND SOLEMNITY 
TO THE PICTURE• . 
AND SO WITH ' THE IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY 0~ THE 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH, WITH THE COLONEL GIVING THE 
BRIDE AWAY, THE SOLDIER AND HIS MAlO WERE WED• 
THEN CAME THE PROCESSION BACK fROM THE ALTAR, 
THROUGH THE BIG REGIMENT AND UNDER AN ARCH OF 
SIXTY SABRES• 
LT. C~AMB£RLIN WAS A BRILLIANT YOUNG NEW 
YORK SURGEON ON THE SURGIGAL SERVICE Of TWO NEW 
YORK HOSPITALS AND MAKING A REPUTATION fOR BRAIN AND 
CANCER SURGERY• HE BECAME CAPTAIN AND LEfT fOR TEXAS 
TO TAKE UP A COURSE TO BECOME fLIGHT SURGEON Or THE 
NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD AND WAS UNfORTUNATELY KILLED ON 
JuLY 16, 1931 AT BROOKS FIELD, TEXAS• 
A WELCOME HOME TO THE BOYS FROM AL. SCHULMAN 
MUrray Hill 4-9363 
(JJ~ Ca!R & BM 
WINES- LIQUORS 
between 35th. & 36tla Su. 537 'niiRD AVENUE 
NEW YORK, N. Y, 
CAPT.ANTHONY 
lA Of THE MED.DET. 
TAKEN IN T~E SOUTH 
PACIFIC• 
~ . 
SOUVENIR EDITION [T[r 1171 61 
CQMPAlfi tiAn SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N.Y.N.G. 
We know that this was one of the first of the origi~al companies, t:'lerefore, 
born in 1850, its first Captain being Sa"'!uel s. Parker. ·,·:hen the ltegiment was for-
med., Parker was made N'JB.jor, and later the company seems to have gone out of ex:..s-
tence. For a reason not known, Captain Charles H. 1"/'heeler, of Company B, with 30 
men were transferred to the vacant letter A; probably to be the flanking compan;)'• 
There is no record of why and when he left. 
The next we learn is that John P. Hopkins was made Captain in 1854. \;hen he 
left, or his successor came in, is not on record, but we learn that the company 
was disbanded, and that the Captain at that time 1857, was R. 'iiells Kenyon. 
The "Light Guard" was transferred from the 55th rtegiment in 1858, as Company 
A of the ?1st, and as such continued to exist until 1876, when it was disbanded 
by orders No. 48. AGO. directing that Company A., 7lst Regiment, be consolidated 
with the other companies of the regiment., and that the officers of it be rendered 
supernumerary. " R.O.f/: 9• May 1 •. 1880, assigned the members to Companies B. H, and 
I. R.O. # 21. December 271 1880, again reestablished the company and it has con-
tinued since that date. 
The company went to the Mexican Border and was mustered out Oct. 6.,1316. 
Called into V•orld War I service J,:arch 25.,1317 and stationed at Liberty, !lew York. 
To Van Cortlandt Park, New York from Aug. 14,1917 to Sap. 29.1917 and then went to 
Spartanburg, s.c. 
The Rer,iment was split up on GO #9 Hq. 27th.Div. Oct 1.1917 at Camp ·Nadsworth 
s.c. and most of the personnel was transferred to the 105t~ Infantry the remainder 
became the 54th Pioneer Infantry and went through service in France and Gernany. 
The company continued at the armory as Company A 7lst Res;iment Nev; York Gt.arJ 
during the War. Reorganized after the war and continued as National Guard ur.til 
called into federal serwice for World War II Sep. 15, 1940. Left the armory Sep.26, 
1940 for Fort Dix, New Jersey. 
Company A carr·ed on in World -~~ar II with the 7lst Regiment through Fr-:mce and 
Germany (see Re[imental history) and was inactivated at Camp Chaffee, ArkRnsas on 
Nov. 30 .,1945. 
-Company A, 17th Regiment New York Guard was sworn into service January 17,1941 
and continues in the armory to-day. 
Following are the com'11B.nding officers of the company in order of their com;nand: 
Samuel s. Parker: Charles H. Y·'heeler; John P. Hopkins; R. l'1ells i\:enyon; John !\. 
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CONTINUATION OF COMP.AllY "A" I 
Garland; Da·vid D. Hart; ·nniam G. Tompkins; 
Samuel w. Osgood; Ernest A. Des f.Iaretes; 
Thomas B. Kniffen; E de Kay Townsend; Charle!S 
M. Kennedy; i:.dward Charles O'Brien; John H. 
"Nhi ttle; Edward B. Bruch; William A. 3ohu-
maeka; J. Willians Macy; RaJ~ond F. Hodgdon; 
Samuel W. Hall; Daniel M. Sullivan; Justus 
w. Kranz. 
Following are the commanding officers 
of Company A 17th Regiment N.Y. G. in the 
order of their command; 
Arthur B. Chase; Arthur B. !·!i tnick; Charles 
A. Greeff, Arthur W. Bint;ham; John L. Ge.nn 
HENRY C. GUTER 
MEDICAL DET. 71sT 
Tech. Sgt. Arthur P. Murphy 
Hnq.Co. 71sT INF. 
WELCO!vE TO 
S A V 0 I A P I Z Z E R I A 
FROM 
C A R 0 l 
HOME OF F I NE I TAll AN FOOD 
477 THIRD AVENUE 
A CHAPLE IN THE JUNGLE 
Captain Raymond Shiland Brown, 
CHA~LAIN OF THE 71ST INFANTRY FROM JAN 14, 
1921 TILL HIS DEATH ON OCT 15,1928 
TAKEN SOMEWHERE IN NEW GUINEA JULY 1~43 
THE EXTREME RIGHT IS CAPTAIN ANTHONY 
DE MATTIA OF THE MEDICAL 0ET 7JST lNFe 
THE JOE'S RESTAURANT 
987 THIRD AVENUE 
NEW YORK 
NEAR 59TH STREET ON THIRD AVENUE 
WELCOMES 
T HE B 0 Y S H 0 M E 
SOUVENIR EDITION 
COMPANY "B" SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
This was the seoond company or the "American Rifles", organized in 1850. 
It's first commandant was Christopher Risley, of whom we haTe no further infor-
mation. February 4th 1851, Charles H. Whee ler became its Captain and for rea-
sons unknown, unless it was to be the flank company, withdrew with thirty men, 
and took the Tacant letter A in the new regiment then forming in 1852; this seems 
to haTe broken up the company, if so, a new one was organized, for we find that 
on November 15, 1853 D. D. B1auve1t Jr., was made Captain; it did not seem to be 
a healthy child. 
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Captain Blauvelt was elected Major, December 7, 1857. January 1. 1858, 
Captain Geor~e w. Wheeler ( a West Point graduate), came from the Staten Island 
Light Guard (73rd Regiment), with fifteen men; his military education made him a 
poor mixer with the "boys", and ten or fifteen not longer after withdrew to Company 
G. In February 1859, Captain Whee ler, with his men, was transferred to Company F, 
and B was disbanded. 
Soon after this Lieutenant Benj. L. Trafford (afterwards Colonel) organ-
ized a new company, but like its predecessors, it was short-liTed and did not exist 
long after the inspection of 1859, the few that remained organized a B.L.Trafford 
Association, which in Januar.y 1861 again started a Company B. As the war broke out 
soon after, they were able to recruit a full company for that occasion; ·they were 
not, however, able to hold enough of the men on their return to enable it to live, 
and on November 20 1861, the company was transferred to Company E. 
When the Regiment was for the second time ordered to the front, the 
Engineer Corps, not being by law recognized, it organized a new Company B, under 
Captain Joseph w. Forbes; it went out of existance upon the return fram service. 
In the fall of 1862 the old members started to raise a new company, and 
this time with success, electing Charles A. Stetson Jr. (an old member of the reg-
iment) Captain, and in October we~·e mustered in, and have continued to date. 
However in 1885, there was very little life in it, it was n early gone; The Veteran 
Association was endeavoring to raise a new company, known as the "Harlem Company" 
to take the vacant letter E, as it was difticult to keep the men together until 
sufficiently numerous to be musterec' in, there being only about three or four live 
men left in Company B. Its officers resigned, Abel w. Belknap was made Captain 
January 21, 1887, and the "Harlem" men were recruited into it; it became later the 
largest and strongest company in the regiment, reaching the full number in 1893. 
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CONTINUAT ION OF COMPANY ~ 
THE COMPANY WENT TO THE MEXICAN 
BORDER AND WAS MUSTERED OUT OCT 6,1916 
CALLED INTO WORLD WAR I SERVICE MAR 25t 
1917 AND STATIONED AT HANGOCK NEW YORK. 
To VAN CoRTLANDT PARK, NEw YoRK CITY, 
~UGUST 14, TO SEPTEMBER 29, 1917 AND 
THEN TO SPARTANSBURG, S.C. 
THE REGIMENT WAS SPLIT U~ ON GO 9 
HQ. 27TH.Div.CAMP WADswoRrH,S.C. Ocr 1, 
1917. 
THE COMPANY CONTINUED AT THE ARMOR 
As CoMPANY B, 71sr REGIMENT NEw YORK 
GUARD DURING THE WARLe REORGANIZED ArTE 
THE WAR AND CONTINUED AS NATIONAL GUARD 
UNTIL MUSTERED INTO fEDERAL SERVICE rOR 
1NORLD WAR II SEPTEMBER 15,1940. LErT TH 
ARMORY SEPTEMBER 26, 1940 roR FoRT D1x 
I\1EW JERSEY • 
COMPANY 8 CARRIED ON WITH THE 71ST 
REGIMENT IN WORLD WAR I I THROUGH FRANCE 
AND GERMANY (SEE REGIMENTAL HISTORY) AN 
WAS INACTIVATED AT CAMP CHAffEE, ARKAN-
SAS ON NOVEMBER 30, 1945. 
COMPANY B 17TH REGIMENT NEW YORK 
GUARD WAS SWORN INTO SERVICE JANUARY 17 
1941 IN THE ARMORY AND CONTINUES TO-DAY 
THIS IS ONE Or THE rEW COMPANIES 
THAT HOLDS AN ANNUAL REUNION EVERY YEAR 
FOLLOWING ARE THE COMMANDING Orr-
ICERS Or THE COMPANY IN ORDER OF THEIR 
COMMANDf 
CHRISTOPHER RISLEY; CHARLES H. WHEELER; 
DAvID 1). BALUVEL T JR.; GEORGE IM. V.!HEELE 
BENJAMIN L. TRAFFORD; JOSEPH w. FORBES; 
CHARLES A. STETSON JR.; ANDREW M. UNDER 
HILL; MATHIES S. EUEN; HENRY H. EVERTSE 
THOMAS H. 8. SIMMONS; CHARLES N. SWIFT; 
HENRY K. WHIT E; STEPHEN CuRTis; EuGENE 
F. SMITH; JOSIAH P. MARQUAND; T. WALN-
~~RGAN DRAPER; ABEL w. BELKNAP; CLINTON 
HART SMITH; WILLIAM L. HAZEN; WILLIAM 
S. BEEKMAN; J. WESLEY LYON; STANLEY 
BuLKLEY; ALBERT E. DowNES; CLAUDE W. 
BoYNTAN; JosEPH W. UTTER; ARTHUR A. 
SMITH; RENFREW S. ALLEN; 
THE FOLLOWING ARE THE COMMANDING 
oFFICERS or CoMPANY B 17TH REGIMENT NYG 
IN ORDER OF THEIR COMMAND: 
ROBERT J. GEtS; DAVE H. MoRRIS; WALTER 
MAYNARD; GEORGE 8. LEvv; HENRI EsQUERRI 
NELSON 8. TARLTON; NILS P. ANDERSON• 
A SALUTE TO 
THE 54TH PIONEER INFANTRY 
FROM 
A 54TH PIONEER VETERAN 
GREETINGS TO All 
S E V E N T Y - F I R S T M E M B E R S 
FROM THE 
KANNER FAMILY 
-------
T/SGT lOUIS KANNER 
FORMERLY HQ.Co.71sT.INr.NYNG 
96TH 80MB.$Qe2NDe80MBeGRPeUSA 
~~S RosE KANNER MRS HELEN SAMPLES 
MISS ANNE KANNER MISS IRIS KANNER 
MISS FRIEDA KANNER MISS LINDA KANNER 
COMPLIMENTS 
0 F 
THE WO~JEN'S AUXILIARY 
ASSOCIATION 27TH DIVISION INC. 
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ONE OF THE AMBITIOUS VETERANS OF COMPANY 
''B" 7IST INFANTRY NYNG HAS SENT IN A LETTER 
TO ME LISTING THE NUMBER OF MEN THAT HAVE 
ORIGINATED IN "8" Co. 71ST INFANTRY AND WHO 
HAVE SINCE BECOME OFFICERS. THEY ARE AS 
FOLLOWS: 
CoLONEL JosEPH w. UTTER 
LT. COLONEL ARTHUR A. SMITH 
" CRAIG BEDLE 
It LEIF ANDERSON 
" IRA DocTOR 
" PAUL 0SCANYON 
" GEORGE KLEMM 
MAJOR RENFREW S. ALLEN 
" MICHAEL RIVESTO 
It JOHN J. MURPHY 
II DANIEL MURPHY 
CAPTAIN JAMES DUNNE 
" ROBERT SMITH 
" JAMES HANNAFIN 
" ROBERT FESSELMEYER 
" JAMES DOWLING 
" RoBERT NoE JR. 
" JOHN RICHE 
LIEUTENANT ROBERT GALLAGHER 
II RALPH BERARDI 
" JAMES LARES 
II NICHOLAS CURTI 
COUNT THEM UP 22 OF THEM AND PERHAPS 
HE MAY HAVE MISSED SOME. 
I N ME M ORY 0 F 
1sT. SE RG EANT 
CHARLES E. GOODWIN 
WI TH THE BEST WISHES 
or 
A FOR ME R MEMBER OF 
THE REGIMENT • 
.:BOOST£ R'S 
DURING THE FIRST PART OF THE WAR WHILE 
THE SEVENTEENTH REGIMENT HAD GUARDS IN THE 
ARMORY DURING THE NIGHTt THE FATHER DUFFY 
CANTEEN USED TO PULL UP TO THE 33RD STREET 
ENTRANCE OF THE ARMORYEVERY EVENING AT 
TWELVE MIDNIGHT AND HAND OUT SANDWICHES, 
CAKES, ICE CREAM AND COFFEE TO THE GUARDS. 
IN THE PICTURE BELOW IN THE CENTER YOU 
WILL SEE ~~S CORELLI WHO WAS THE GRAND 
HOSTESS OF THIS CANTEEN, TOGETHER WITH A 
FINE CREW OF VOLUNTEER GIRLS, TWO OF WHOM 
APPEAR IN THE PICTURE BELOW• 
.Boo f)T S"R o 
SGT.GE9RGE MuRTAGH 
Co. A 71sT. 
Lt . Col.Ar t hur A.Srni t h ISergt. John Elter Sgt. W. J • Finch Berkshire N.Y. 
CA PTAIN SAUUEL SENFELD 
ADJ UTANT 
17TH INFANTRY N.Y.G. 
TAu.lADGI! 9-2333 
Cla3on Point 
Wine 6 Liquor 
1810 RANDALL AVE. 
Cor. Sound View Ave. 
BRONX. N.Y. 
COMPLIMENT.3 OF 
R & H Plumbing & 
Heating Contract 
760 Second ATe., 
New York N. Y. 
RHINELANDER 4 • 0~ 6!5 
DETZEL QUALITY 
FURNITURE 
1490 TH I RD AVENUE 
CORNER 84TH STR IE I:T 
N EW YoRK 28, N . Y . 
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T/SG"' 
T/5 
T/ 
T/:q, 
T/5 
T/4 
SGT • 
PFCo 
S/SGT 
PFC. 
PFCo 
T/5 
PFCo 
PFC • 
PFCo 
CPL. 
PFC • 
PFC. 
PFCo 
T/5 
T/3 
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KILLED AND MISSING IN ACTION 
HEAD0.UARTERS COMPANY 
JAMES v. MCCLEAN 
JAMES D. HALEY 
WALTER F. LASALLE 
WILLIAM P. MATTHEWS 
GABRIEL J. CEIARE 
SERVICE COHPANY 
ANDERS ISACSEN 
ANTI-TANK COMPANY 
HAROLD BARNES 
'~AYNE e. CoLE 
PHILIP McDoRMAN 
JosEPH ZuKowsK 1 
KILLED OTHER THAN IN ACTION 
LUTHER GOURLEY 
DIED OF NATURAL CAUSES 
JOHN J. 'JERHEEVE 
MISSING IN ACTION 
CHARLES C. BATES 
8RUCE E. COFFIN 
RoBERT w. MAURI 
HAROLD STOHRY 
ALFRED 8. TOMLINSON 
RIC~ARD N. WILSON 
Rl CHARD N. ZDYB 
MEDICAL DETACHMENT 
EuGENE T. BAGLEY 
RoBERT R. BoRCHARDT 
GEORGE S. MATZENGER 
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY 1sT BATTALION 
NoNE 
CCIMPM!Y "A" 
LOUIS RANK 
ANOTHOJY J. BENTIVEGNA 
EDWARD w. Bl SKER 
r,EORGE J. BRENNER 
~DWARD R. CooPER 
JoHN A. Cox 
VERNON DICKENSON 
GLENDON L. FAHRINGER 
CLYDE A. FIELDS 
JERRIS R. RowE 
EDGAR 1.0 . ScHIETZELT 
WILLIAM C. SINGLEY 
HAROL~ If. SMITH 
CALVIN R.SPRINGSTON 
JOHN::-. STEIN 
WILLIAM WANZELAK 
CHARLES E. WEBB 
~DWARD WILLIAWSON 
WILLIAM M. liNDLER 
COMPANY "8" 
PFc. RussEL D. BLANK 
lAWRENCE ~. CALDWELL 
S/SGT AL13ERT CHICK IE 
JAMES J. DuBA 
CHESTER Jo GORCZYNSKI 
PFCo WOODROW GIESON 
PFC. 
LT. 
LTo 
LTo 
PFCo 
RUDY HARDIN 
LELAND R. HARKINS 
DALE H. HATFIELD 
FRANCIS G. HOWLAND 
CECIL C. HUNT JR. 
FRED E. KLOSS JR. 
PFCo ERIC Ho LARSON 
JOHNNIE B. LONG 
S/SGT EDWARD F. LORENZ 
PFC. 
PFCo 
PFC 
S/SGT 
JOHN R. LOTWICK 
DAVID R. LLEWLLYN 
'I{ ILL I AM K • MARSH 
FRANK K. MASTALSKI 
PFCo ~ONALD Go MCKINNEY 
S/SGT THOMAS J. MoOG 
PFC. 
CAPT. 
S/SGT 
WILLIAM L. O'DELL 
0RD 1 E A. PosT 
PAUL L. PYLE 
BERNARD E. SEEGER 
WESLEY E. SMITH 
SGT. EARL L. STEWART 
SGT. JOSEPH L. WAGNER 
PFCo EDWARD WATTS JRo 
T/SGT WALTER YONLAK 
SGT. 
SGT. 
I SGT 
SGT. 
PFc. 
PFC. 
SGT. 
PFc. 
S/SGT 
Pre. 
LTo 
COMPANY "C" 
DAVID R. ALLISCN 
Ross H. CAROTHERS 
ROBERT J. FRIEDMAN 
CALVIN A. GRAY 
BENNY So HERNANDEZ 
HOWARD 1). HOLCOMB 
KAROL E. JASTREBSKI 
S. T. KROPP 
CHARLES E. f',bHR 
JOSEPH QUASKY 
GEORGE J. RESETAR 
JOHN J. SITKO 
CHARLES H. SMITH 
JOSEPH J. SWOLKA 
HARRY P. UBER 
JOHN A. WILKENS 
IRVIN J. YOUNG 
COMPANY "D" 
SGTo JACK Lo ALLEN 
PFCo SAM FARRIS 
PFCo CORNELIUS J. GALLAGHER 
S/SGT STEPHEN J. HARivlAZA 
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Pre. 
Pre. 
SGT. 
CF>L. 
T/5 
Pre. 
SGT. 
SGT. 
Pre . 
T/SGT 
SGT. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
SGT. 
S/SGT 
SGT. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
SGT. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
T/SGT 
Pre. 
Pre. 
SGT. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
, Pre. 
SGT. 
SGT. 
KILLED AND MISSING 
COMPANY "D" CoNTINUED 
MICHAEL D. MARZETTI 
LAWRENCE w. RICH 
~SES F • WALMER 
EuGENE TuccHOLSKI 
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY 2ND.BATTALION 
WILL IAM J. LOOMIS 
GEORGE J. ZAIKAWSKY 
COMPANY "E" 
JOE J. BARTON 
~L I FrORD BAYSINGER J~. 
HERMAN J. BISAILLON 
LEROY v. COATY 
SH IRLEY G. Cox JR. 
CHARLES CONLEY 
WILLIAM A. DEFREHN 
RoBERT H. GREGORY 
EUGENE D. HARPEL 
EARL T. HARRIS 
DAVID E. HOUSTON 
RoBERT L. HuMMER 
JAMES K. I REY 
JOSEPH S. JAKSE 
WARREN L. KANDEL 
MAURICE M. LECLAIR 
CLYDE A. LEGGt.TT 
COLLIE R. MARTIN 
CHARLES R. MoORE 
EZRA F. MoORE 
EDWIN w. 0LSEN 
T)oNALD D. PECKMAN 
MARCEL F • PER IN 
THEODORE POLING 
BEN PRICE 
OSCAR F. ROHRER 
NATHAN SCAVUZZO 
RICHARD C. SCHENK 
LAURENCE S. SHINBAUM 
PERT H. SMALLACOMBE 
MANUEL H. SOWDER 
HARRY G. SQUIRES 
ELMER E. THOMPSON 
CHESTER w. TOME 
HAROLD P. WEBBER 
COMPANY "F" 
CHARLES L. AND8RSON 
RANDALL E. ARNOLD 
RALPH J. BOYD 
DAVID c. BURDICK 
JAMES R. CALLOWAY 
RAYMOND CZAJA 
EDWARD P. DRABNIS 
WILLIAM J. ERICKSON 
GEORGE H. GLENN 
Pre. 
Pre. 
S/SGT 
SGTo 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre . 
Pre . 
Pre . 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre . 
Pre . 
Pre. 
Pre . 
Pre. 
r>re. 
Pre . 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
S/SGT 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
CPL. 
LT. 
Pre. 
CPL. 
S/SGT 
S/SGT 
Pre. 
Pre. 
CPL • 
S/SGT 
IN ACTION 
COMPArN "F" CONTINUED 
STEPHEN J. GLINSKY 
THAODEUS M. KOWALAK 
LEROY J. LARSON 
ROBERT R. LAUE 
SAMUEL J. MATANI 
CHARLES J. ~DANIELS 
ALVIN MCKENZIE 
JAMES M. ~~I NER 
ALAN R. PION 
DARRELL P. REED 
CLARENCE E. ROHRBAUGH 
FLOYD !). RUSK. 
CHARLES J. SHORT 
MELVIN SIL9ERZAHN 
ryoNALD J. SWEARINGEN JR. 
JOHN S. WADDELL 
SCOTT H. WATSON 
EDWIN "• WHEELER 
DOYLE H. WILLIAMS 
PRES~ON S. YOUN KINS 
COV1PANY "G" 
JACK D. BRENTS 
OSCAR J. 8URPEAU 
RONALD G. CHANEY 
EDWARD H. EICHeERGER 
DON E. ELLIs 
NOAH w. ESTES 
WARREN H. GRESSEN 
SYLVESTER M. GILLES 
EDWARD HUCKEMEYER 
MIKE KUGER JR. 
EDWARD L. MCALARNEY 
LOUIs H. McPHEARSON 
ryE NNISON L. NALL 
PERNARD A. NYMAN 
RAYMOND W. SCHROEDER 
MARION E. STUCKEY 
JOHN A. TORRES 
RoBERT n. UPTON 
KE NNETH 0. WATKINS 
HERBERT R. RIC~TER 
COMPAt.lY "H" 
ANGELO BERARDI 
RUBEN 80RENZWEIG 
EDWARD c. RRADLE¥ 
CLAIR G. CRIBBS 
FRANK J. ~EBHART 
f.iE RtJE RT JESCHKE 
CASIIMI!i F. JEZ 
JAr/.ES S. MCDOUGALL 
GE RALD G. MoRIN 
T)ANIEL L. PATTERSON 
HERMAN S. PERELMAN 
ROBERT L. WILSON 
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KILLED AND MISSING IN ACTION 
HEAm.UARTERS CQ\nPANY 3RD . 9ATTAL I ON COI'vlPANY "K" 
CAPT. 
Pre . 
T/5 
Pre . 
PFQ . 
FFc . 
Pre. 
S/SGT 
Pre. 
PFC. 
CPL. 
T/5 
S/ScT 
SeT • 
PFC. 
PFc. 
PFc. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
Pre. 
PFc. 
S/SGT 
SeT. 
SeT • 
Pre. 
S/ScT 
Pre. 
S/ScT 
PFc. 
tFC • 
S/ScT 
PFC. 
Se T. 
PFc. 
JAY f< . McLARTY 
ALBERT J. BoMBAY 
GLEN =1 . KISCR 
ERV IN R. PETROVIAK 
PAUL J . RICHLE 
CO"vlPANY "I" 
JAMES B. ABBOTT 
MARR R. ANTHONY 
CASMIR S. AUGUSTYN 
CLOREN D. AYERS 
HmA ER L • BL A 1 R 
MANU EL 0 . BRowN 
WILB~RN L. CANTON 
J OS EPH H. CHASSE 
JoHN L. CoRNETT 
JOHNNIE T. DE ~RANG E 
'JAVIS E. DOU CHET 
CHARLES H. EHRLICH 
JOSEPH H. FEICHT 
EVERETT $. FULLER 
CYRIL J. GERBER 
JA \A ES c. HEATH 
RICHARD H. HuFFMAN JR 
LOUIS H. LAMP 
CARL W. LUOMA 
~ENO P. MASCUILLO 
JOHN McGEEHON 
EuGENE F. ~~MAHON 
JOHN M. Ml HOV I CH 
PAUL MITRISION 
JosEPH A. MuRPHY 
DoNALD R. ~ICHOLSON 
JoLE '). OsTRANDER 
ROBERT R. PHILLIPS 
,JosEPH J. RoBERT 1 
FRANKIE ROBNETT 
HENRY C. RoTH 
RuDY RuziCH 
WALTER c. SCHWAP.TZ 
STANLEY F. SCIBEK 
HERMAN C. SHEWCRArT 
FOREST R. SMITH 
RALPH c. STOKES 
PAUL E. SYMES 
CHARLES A. TREMPER 
~~ARSHALL W • !}/ALTER 
NORMAN P. WANNER 
FREDERICK F. WELCH JR. 
T~OMAS E. ~HITLEY 
WiLLIAM A. "ILLS 
JAMES E. WILSON 
PFC . 
IJFC. 
f'FC • 
S/Sc;T 
Pre. 
PFC. 
';GT • 
DFc. 
3/SGT 
PFC • 
SeT . 
PFC. 
PFC. 
PFC. 
CAPT. 
PFC. 
PFC. 
T/ ScT 
PFC. 
T/SGT 
PFC. 
T/SG T 
SGT. 
S/SGT 
PFCo 
PFCo 
S/SGT 
LT· 
SGT. 
PFC • 
PFC. 
PFC • 
PFC • 
PFC • 
CHARLES vv. ADAMI 
"EORGE R. [=l.A~JDO 
LESLIE A. PASTI L 
JAMES E. CA~<NE LL 
GILBERT J. DYSARCZYK 
')oN L. FLATTERs 
THOMAS A. FO LEY 
GRANT w. G-1 fSE 
JA'AES HORVATH 
JOSEPH A .• JILES 
GEORGE P. JOYCE 
RAYMOND L. KAR BOWSKI 
\MAYNE KIMBROUGH 
~,_lAMES D. KING 
ROBERT J . LECHOWICZ 
JA\AES E. LYNCH 
WA LTE~ MA Lit-.I KY 
JOHN c. MAWH 1NNEY 
JOSEPH P. MC~LYNN 
ALLEN H. PRIDE MORE 
ED WARD G. RAMBlER 
WALTER J. REILLY 
FILBERTO REYES 
NoRMAN ScHoENBERG 
ROBERT J. Sr·--1 1 TH 
ITALO susl 
LUVERNE 0. \"ARRINGTON 
ANDREW WARRIOR 
JOHN S. WILSON 
LEO J. WROBLESKI 
COMPANY "L" 
JOHNNY BINKLEY 
FRANCIS H. FENT 
MARVIN E. FRY 
ROLLA G. GLICK 
IRVING GOLDSTEIN 
RICHARD M· GORMAN 
JESSIE D. HATLEY 
EDGAR H. HERTLE 
MARVINE HUGHES 
MORRIS KIPLINGER 
WILLIS F. f,.fURR 
ROY E. PETTIGREW 
PATTY PICONE 
MoRTON C • PoWELL 
EDWARD C • QUEEN 
R. c. ROCKWELL 
PAUL ROSKO 
JAMES ? . SMITH 
JAMES P. SMITH 
(}UY B. STEWART 
WALTER H. THOMPSON 
WILLIA~ E. ~ODRUFr 
JOHN l I MBARDO 
T/ 5 MICHAEL FEDUSH 
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KILLED AND MISSING 
"' 
/ 
IN ACTION 
COMPANY "M" 
FRANK T. CASCARELLI 
CPL. CARL G. EcKERT 
HENRY 8. FALKENBERRY 
Pre. HAROL~ R. HERBERT G R E E T I N G s SGT. MERELE A. JOHNSON 
Pre. GEORGE 8. KIVELL 
S/SGT JULIus D. LARGE 
Pre. FosTEP D. LovE 
PFc. JosEFH M. PAU~MBO 
PFc. JOHNIE H. POLLOCK T 0 A L L Pre. PAUL E. POLLOCK 
T/SGT· MATTHEW J. RACHEL 
CPLo JOHN c. SANTOS 
CPL. BOYCE THRESHER 
THE ABOVE LIST OF' MEMBERS OF THE 71 st SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY, KILLED AND MISS-
lNG IN ACTION IS A COPY OF THE LIST THAT 
WILL APPEAR IN THE 71ST HISTORY AND WAS 
FURNIS~ED BY THE REGIMENT. 
:::80 o .S. TE""R ..S M E M B E R s 
CAPT.GLEN G.COURTNEY MA~Y E. BARNETT 
SGT. ARNE RuNDIERG FRANK FASANO 
F R 0 M 
SPAGHETTI ITALIAN S T Y L E 
" 
~ 
" 
DICK MC NEILL 
TaAD& MA"" ""-'" MAIQI 
BET. 5TH&. MADISON AVES. 
N 1!W Y tru: BllANCHU 17-19 EAST 59rH STREET NJrW Yo..: BRANCHes 
230 WEST 3+rn ST. NEw YoRK, N.Y. 17-19 EAST 59rH ST. 
Nert tl) Pmn. Statiof'l 
----
B<t. 5th & Madison A<I<.S. 
+2 WEST 33RD ST. 'fel.phone: ELDORADO 5 • 80~ 125 WEST 45TH ST. 
Btt. Filth A 'tic. 61 B'wa, Ba. Sixth A•e. & B'u""' 
/ 
" 
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WE ARE VERY PROUD OF 
THE REGI~~NT'S RECORD 
IN ALL THE WARS 
OFFICERS AND MEN MAINTAINED 
AND ADDED TO ITS 
HALLOVJED AND GLORIOUS 
TRADITIONS 
AMOR PATRIAE VINCET 
V E T E R A N A S S 0 C I A T I 0 N 
SEVENTY-FIRST REGI~~NT N.G.N.Y. 
Organized January 14,1869 
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COMPANY "C" SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N. Y • N. G. 
This is the oldest company in the regiment, having been born as one of the 
original four companies composing the "American RiflesJ" it was the first to fill 
its quota in 1850, and has continued without change to the present date. Its minute 
book and other records were carefully kept to the time of the destruction of the 
armory in 1902, when they were destroyed. 
The first meeting for organizing was held in Military Hall on the Bowery, above 
Broama Street, on August 21,1850. The meeting was called to order by H.W.Fisher, as 
presiding officer, and William Kellock was elected secretary; the following company 
officers were the~ elected: Captain, H.W.Fisher Sr.; First Lieutenant, Thomas A.ColtJ 
Second Lieutenant, Moses C. Hagadorn: Third Lieutenant, George W. MarshJ Orderly 
SerEeant, James M. ParkerJ second sergeant, William Kellock; Third Sergeant, H.W. 
Fisher Jr. 
H.W.Fisher Sr. did not remain in office long, he was made Paymaster on the staff 
December 6,1852. In January 1851, Lieutenant Hagadorn was made Captain. Meetings were 
subsequently held at the Odd Fellows Hall, corner of Grand and Centre Streets; it was 
at that time one of the finest buildings in the City. 
Captain Hagadorn, who proved to be an excellent officer, after serving four 
years resigned, June 1855. In October 1855, L.H.Regur was elected Captain, and after 
serving eighteen months he resigned. 
On July 29, 1857, William J. Coles was elected to the command of the company; 
he was one of the best officers in the Guard, and was held in the highest esteem by 
the members of the company; in 1860, the company, to shaw thei·r "appreciation of hie 
ability as a commandant, and of his untiring efforts to make the company the star 
company of the regiment" presented him with a beautiful five-pointed star of heavy 
gold, nearly two inches in diameter, with a single diamond set in each point. Be 
commanded the company during the campaign of 1861, and in 1862 he acted as Major 
and in 1863 was Lieutenant-Colonel. 
The company removed from the Centre Market armory in 1862 to the corner of 
University Place and Thirteenth Street, then occupied by Company "F" 
Like the other companies of the 7lst Infantry this company went to the Border 
and was mustered out October 6,1916. Called into World War I service March 25,1917 
and stationed at Walton New York. To Van Cortlandt Park, New Yo~k from August 14,1917 
to September 29,1917 and then went to Spartanburg, s.c. 
The regiment was split up on GO #9 Hq. 27th.Div. Oct 1,1917 and most of the 
74 
members sent to the l05t h Infantry, 
mainder of the coL.pany was designated Co. 
54th PiontJ er Infantry and went through Vi 
War I under t hat title. 
TI1e company conti nued at the armory as 
Company C, 7lst Regiment, New York Guard, 
during the war. Reorganized after the war 
and continued as National Guard until mus-
tered into tederal service for World War II 
September 15,1940. Left ·the armory September 
26, 1940 for Fort Dix, New Jersey. 
Company C carried on in ·world War II 
with the 71st. regiment through France and 
Germany (see Regimental history) and was 
activated at Camp Chaffee, Arkansas on Nov. 
30, 1945. 
Company C carried on in World War II 
at the armory as Company C 17th Regiment 
New York Guard and was sworn in on January 
17, 1941 and continues to-day. · 
Following are the Commanding Officers 
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of the company in the order of their command After entertaining the boys at a USO 
Henry W. Fisher Sr .. ; Moses C. Hagadorn; L.H. concert in France. Colonel Porter C.O. of the 
RegUB; William J. Coles; Oliver Libby; 7lst Inf. made Miss Marlene Dietrich an 
Seymour A. Bunce; Alfred Spear; William C. Honorary member of the Regiment. The picture 
Dow; Martin L. Vantine; George H. Thompson; above shows Miss Dietrich with her certificate 
John P. Leo; Andrew C. Zabriskie; Ferdinand of Honorary membership and the picture below 
Heindsman; Arthur Leslie Robertson; John shows Miss Dietrich when sne went down the Bay 
Flavell Jenkins; William A.E.Ely; to greet the 7Ist on their return to New York. 
Co.C 17th Infantry liTG Commandinr; Of ficer · 
Harold L. Bache; ( now Lt.Col. & Executive 
Officer of the 17th Inf.NYG) William L. 
Glenzing; Edward c. Pedersen; PAymond 
Haskamp. 
BEST WISHES 
TO 
EVERYONE 
DONATED TO 
ALL 
71st MEEBERS 
BY A 
Lt.Cel. and Mrs FRIEND OF THE 
71st 
1847 
noward A. Steiger 
OuR 99TH YEAR 
R IDA BOCK & CO. 
EST • 1847 
CUSTOM TAILORED UNirORMS 
FOR OrriCERS Ot THE ARMED FORCES 
FINEST QUALITY EQUIPMENT 
420 MADISON AvENUE AT 48TH STREET 
NEW YORK N.Y. 
1946 
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COMPANY "D" SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N.Y.N.G. 
Of this company there are no records, it was the fourth and last of the 
original companies of the "American Rifles" organized in 1850, with Winchester 
P. Moody as Captain, who, when the regiment was formed, was made its Lieutenant 
Colonel. 
We next hear of it as on parade with the regiment at the obsequies of Henry 
Clay, July 20, 1852, on which occasion the name of Smith is mentioned as in com-
mand; Orders No. 572, A.G.O. May 11, 1852, mentions H.C.Smith as in command of 
one of the three new companies, he may have succeeded W~ody, but there is no re-
cord of it. 
The company apparently existed, if at all "on paper" for the next three or 
four years, as the next we hear of it is the election of David Meschutt as its 
Captain, on March 5,. 1856. 
The foHowing year the muster roll showed a membership of twenty-four, and 
from that ti1ne to 1869 it averaged about fifty members. 
~ith the consolidation of the 37th Regiment, there was brought to it Company 
"H" of that regiment and its Captain, John Youmans; from this time the company 
seems to havo declined. 
After the disbandment of the 79th Regiment, Captain William c. Clark of that 
regiment, with fifty men, came into the company in November 14, 1875, making it 
the largest in the regiment; it dropped again until in 1882, when it reached its 
low water mark, having but 28 present at inspection, from that time it rose up, 
and reached its high 'Nater mark ar:ain in 1886. 
Like the other comp~1ies in the 7lst this company went to the border and was 
mustered out Oot 6, 1916. Called into World War I service March 25, 1917 and 
stationed at Sidney New York. To Van Cortlandt Park Kew York City from Aug 14, 
1917 to Scp. 29, 1917 and' then to Camp Wadsworth, Spartanburg, S.C. 
The regiment was s~lit up on ~79 Hq. 27th. Div.Oct 1,1917 and most of the 
members went to the 105th Infant~{, the remainder of the company was desi~nated 
Company D 54th Pioneer Infantry and went through World War I und >r this title. 
The company continued at the ar:Jwry as Company D 71st Re giment New York 
Guard during the war. Reorganized after the war and continued as National Guard 
until mHstered into federal. service for v;orld War II Septerl;er 15,1940. Left the 
armory September 26, 1940 for Fort Ilix, New Jersey. 
Company D carri0d on with the 71st Infantry through France and Germany 
durinr- World War II (see re gimental history) and was inactivated at Camp Chaffee 
Arkansas on November 30, 1945. 
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CONTINUATION OF COMPANY "D" 
~~en the New York Guard was sworn in on 
January 17• 1941 there were no machine gun 
companie s forned and therefor this company 
room remained idle until it was loaned to 
the Headquarters Company of the 2nd Brigade 
J\Tew York Guard. In Februar; 1946 Company "D" 
17th infantry ·New York Guard was ae~ain 
brou~ht into existance with Captain Nelson 
Tarlton in command. 
FollowinE are the commanding officers 
of the company in the order of their command; 
·winchester P. Moody: David !&lschutt; Ceoq:;e 
w. Stol'l; Ceorge D. Wolcott; William H. Ben-
j~in; James H. Youmans; William H. Benjamin; 
Alvanus 'N. Sheldon; William C. Clark; Willi 
Henry Linson; Edward James Flack; Lucian s. 
Ereckinbridge; Robert R. Presnell; 1'heodo:re 
Scholle; Alexander ~amancsek; s. J. Hart~r~n 
On January 1• 1946 machine gun companie ABOVE IS A PICTURE Or THE PRIZE COMPANY 
are being or~anized in the New York Guard. AREA FLAG• THIS FLAG WAS DONATED BY THE REGI-
Company D .17th Infantry New York Guard has I..1ENT TO BE AWARDED EACH DAY IN CAMP TO THE 
beenorganized under Command of Captain COMPANY WITH THE FINEST STREET, TENTS AND 
Nelson Tarleton. KITCHEN AT THE MORNING INSPECTION. THE COMPANY 
.COMPL I !vENTS OF 
CoLONEL GEORGE l.BLIS 
COMPL I r!IENTS OF 
HARRY J. CAtvtMN 
CLARENCE B. D1 F"F'ENDurF'tR er CoMPANY "8" 
WHILE CA~TAIN WILLIAM 5. BEEKMAN WAS C.O. 
IN THE F'ULL DRESS UNIF'ORM WORN AT THAT TIMEe 
~.~. DIF"F'ENDUF'FER IS IN PIKESVILLE MD. NOW 
WINNING IT MAY CARRY IT THAT EVENING AT THE 
EVENING PARADE• 
~11/SGT SAMUEL 
MITCHELL HQeCo. 
71ST 
COMPL I r...£NTS OF 
WARRANT OFFICER & MRS• 
BERNARD 8AUM 
CI.cle 7-0051 
Founded 1888 
Tl?I:VI:L 
~vc~~~~LL~~ c~~·~~ 
~~ 
COMPL I MENTS OF 
lTo CoL. ~MRS. 
EDWARD c. MILAU 
COMPL I I\I£NTS OF 
~~AJOR & MRS 
HARRY A. CuTHBERTSON 
DIEGES & CLUST 
17 John Street New York 8, N. Y. 
Designers and Manufacturers 
of 
Outstanding Medals and Trophies 
For All Occasions 
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CO,MPANY "E" SEVENTY-FIFS T INFANTRY N. Y .F.. G. 
Orders No. 572, A.c.o., 1118-y 11,1852, mentions f'ive companies ot rifles then 
at t ached to the 1st. Brigade; we may therefore accept "E" as being the first 
company in existance at that date, this order mentions among the Cap.tains the 
name of Glover, as the others named can be properly placed, he may be considered 
as the first Captain of "E"; refering to Company "!i", we find Thomas A. Glover as 
Captain, July 6, 1854; it may be possible that he is the same. The name is again 
mentioned i~ the parade at the Clay obsequies, assigned at that time to "F", evi~ 
cl. en":; en error. 
The fir st we are sure of is Enoch Stevens, elected August 25, 1853, spoken of 
as being an excellent officer, he resigned November 1856. 
77 
Ee 'was succeeded by Lieutenant H.F.Metzler, on June 15, 1857, at that time the 
company had twenty-seven men, and never had as many as forty during Captain Metzler's 
t e rm of office; he resigned, leaving First Lieutenant Edward H. Wade in command, 
he recruited it up when the regiment went into the u.s.service, it resumed its 
previ ous condition after it returned; under ti.ate of November 20 1861, was issued 
Specie.! Order No. 66; 
"In accordance with orde~s of Brigadier-General Spicer, Companies 
B and E of this regiment, are hereby consolidated under the desig-
nation of Company E, with the following officers: Captain Benjamin 
L. Trafford of Company B; First Lieutenant Edward H. Wade of Company 
E; Second Lieutenant John R. Livermore of Company B." 
This gave the company about twenty more men, and from 1863 to 1869 it averaged 
about sixty men. (Lieutenant Wade soon after .joined the 59th N.Y.V., as a Captain 
and was ki lled at Gettysburg.) In October 1864, Captain Worcester was court-martial-
ad for disobedience of orders; he resigned' immediately after. 
By the consolidation of the 37th regiment, Company A of that regiment (what there 
was of it) was transferred to E in 1870; for a time it seemed to have new life, but 
w:l.th a varied experience. Captain Murfin was dropped for neglect of duty, having 
been absent without leave for over six monthsJ this was the last straw, and in G.O. 
# 27, Regimental Headquarters December 27,1880, the c~pany was disbanded. 
Several attempts were · made to resurrect it, the attempt was made when the 
present A was re-organized, and a l so with the present B; it was not until May 7,1897 
that a company was finally organized, which still exists and was then the lar~est 
in the regiment. 
Like the other companies of the 7lst Infant ry, this company went to the Border 
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CONTINUATION OF COMPANY "E" 
AND WAS MUSTERED OUT 0CTo 6,1915. CALLED IN-
TO WORLD WAR I SERVICE, MARCH 25,1917 AND 
STATIONED AT HARMON, NEW YORK. To VAN CORT-
LANDT PARK NEw YORK CITY FROM AUGUST 14,1917 
TO SEPTEMBER 29,1917 AND THEN TO CAMP WADS-
WORTH, SPARTANBURG, S.C. 
THE REGIMENT WAS SPLIT UP ON GO #9 HQ• 
27THo DIVe ncr. 1,1917 AND MOST OF THE MEM-
RERS WENT TO THE I05TH INFANTRY, THE REMAIN-
DER OF THE COMPANY WAS DESIGNATED COMPANY . E 
54TH PIONEER INFANTRY AND WENT THROUGH WORLD 
WAR I UNDER THIS DESIGNATION. 
THE CO~PANY CONTINUED AT THE ARMORY AS 
CoMPANY E 71sT REGIMENT NEw YoRK GUARD DUR-
ING THE WAR AND AFTER THE WAR CON TINUED AS 
NATIONAL GUARD UNTIL MUSTERED INTO FEDERAL 
SERVICE FOR WORLD WAR I I ON SEPTEMBER 15, 
1940. LEFT THE ARMORY FOR FoRT D1x, NEw 
JERSEY ON SEPTEMBER 25,1940. 
COMPANY E CARRIED ON WITH THE 71ST 
INFANTRY THROUGH WoRLD WAR I I THROUGH FRANCE 
AND GERMANY (s~E REGIMENTAL HISTORY) AND 
WAS INACTIVATED AT CAMP CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS ON 
NovEMBER 30, 1945. 
COMPANY E 17TH INFANTRY NEW YORK GUARD 
WAS SWORN IN ON JANUARY 17, 1941 AT THE 
ARMORY AND CONTihUES TO-DAYe 
FOLLOWING ARE THE COMMANDING OFFICERS 
OF THE CO~APANY IN THE ORDER OF THEIR COMM-
AND: ENOCH STEVENS: H. F. '·~ETZLER: EDWARD 
H. WADE: BENJAMIN L. TRAFFORD (PROMOTED 
~JOR) FRANKLIN E. WORCESTER: ORLANDO P. 
SMITH; JAMES s. TuRNER: EDWIN A. Me ALPIN 
(PROMOTED MAJOR) JAMES s. FoY: EDWIN H. 
IMLAY: EDWARD J. MURFIN: CHARLES HERBERT 
STODDARD: WILLIAM R. HILL: LEWIS L. CLARKE: 
RoBERT BYERS: JAMES EBEN: Wm. Johnson; 
Charles Bisenius; Dennis Quinn. The 17th 
Infantry Commanding Officers were: Jarvis 
Cromwell; Lawrence Jacob; V. Ladamocarski; 
Warwick Potter: Stanley Post; George P. 
Basset; George Klein. 
COMJ!tLILIENTS OF' 
LT.CoLONEL & MRs. EDwARD J. DouGHERTY 
WELCOME H 0 M E 
SEVENTY-FIRST 
"E" COMPANY 17TH INFANTRY 
N.Y.G. 
MAJOR JOHN J. GUSSAK TRYING TO SETTLE AN 
ARGUMENT REGARDING THE OLD BURMA ROAD 
G R E E T I N G S 
FROM 
SGT. S A M A A R 0 N 
-
FINE FURS 
208 WEST 27TH STe 
NEw YORK 
N.Y • 
...:::a' C!:> o 6 T E: 'fe' ..5 
CATHERINE FASANO A FRIEND 
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COMP.hllY "F" SEVEliTY-FIRST INFANTRY N.Y.:N.G. 
The origin o1· this company like others, is unce!"tain: from a good source 
we learn that in Iv:arch 1852, A.:M.Copeland was in cclJF.'1.and: when he resigned we 
have no record, there is some va01e idea that he we.s in command Septcmbe !·, 1854: 
he is not mentioned in the orders quoted, nor have we any record as to who was 
nis successor, but we learn that Asa F. Miller was Captain in 1856, as on April 
1st of that year, he and his men were transferred to Company H, a.nC. Company F' 
ceased to exist: Captain Copeland, therefore, may have b ~..') ell succeeded by Captair. 
Miller. 
The following order leads us to believe that it was another attempt to or-
ganize the company: 
"New York,Aug.25 1 l856. 
"Order No. 1: 
"The members of this company are hereby notified that 
the regular company drills will commence on Saturday eveni~g 
30th instant, at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of Captain Tompkins 
over Center Market, Grand and Centre Streets, entrance on 
Centre Street, and continue every Saturday avenine; until 
further notice. 
"G.Y; .B. IDMPKINS." 
Captain Tompkins remained with the company until he was elected YJ.a.jor 
and in 1859 was cormnissioned as Colonel of the 2nd Regiment N.Y.S.M. He was 
succeeded by George W. ~beeler who was transferred from the disbanded Company B 
in 1859. It became the largest company in the regimer1t by far, its membership 
being of a high social character, and financially representing much wealth, it 
was called the millionaire company. 
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The company at this time reached its high water mark. In 1860 the company 
removed its quarters to University Place and 13th Street: Captain Wheeler resigned 
and was followed by Julius L. Ellis, who died September 3, 1861 from wounds re-
ceived at Bull Run. From that tir.1e the company took a downward trend, and its 
subsequent condition was very far from that of 1860. 
In the fall of 1870 the remains of Company G, 37th Rer;iJPent, were transferred 
to the company, with its Captain, Charles H. Leland. 
In November 1914 came one of the most remarkable and irr.portant steps taken 
by the Regiment. After many consultations between General O'Ryan and Colonel Bates 
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CONTINUATION OF COMPANY "F" 
ill reference to the organization of an "ex-
ample" company abont this time, it was arr-
anged to use the letter of Company F as the 
nucleus of a company - as a "school" company 
This company to be recruited, discip-
lined and trained in a thorough and detailed 
manner, but to remain tactically, and in 
every other way a part of the 7lst. The mem-
bers then in turn to be transferred to other 
companies. 
Recruits for the new company were lim-
ited to young men not then in service, they 
were required to drill three nights a week 
and to receive one day's pay per week, on 
the same basis that they are allowed pay in 
oatnp. 
The company w.aa not only to constitute 
the tools with which the student officers 
should work, but thbir high standard of dis-
cipline aXld of fi'el4 efficiency would doubt-
less constitute a rttma.le.ting model for the 
entire regiment. 
It was decided that this company was to 
be the model company of the State Guard, 
under the colll!land of Li&ut. Albert T. Rich 
of the 2nd u.s.Intantry, who was assigned 
for that purpose, by the War Department. In 
furtherance of this object an "ad" was plac-
ed in the papers as follows& 
"National Guard-Company F,7lst Reg-
iment.N.G.N.Y. One of Manhattan's 
orack regiments,desires recruits of 
good character and sound health, at 
least 18 years oldJWith payJ no in• 
terterence with daily oceupationJ 
three evening drills each week,over• 
coat,two uniforms,rifle and other 
equipments furnished absolutely -free 
by the StateJ members have use ot 
bowl·ing all&ys,pool and billards, 
rifle range,gymnasium,library,shower 
bath,athletie trainer.For full par-
ticulars call any afternoon o.r ew-
ning,or address Commanding Officer, 
Company F,71st Regiment Ar.mory." 
Of the 222 applicants received, 147 
were rejected; the 75 accepted were a fine 
lot of young men in every respect, and with 
these the new company was launched. All, 
~ith the eYception of two who were ex-Ser-
geants of the Regular army and were made 
Sergeants of the new company, had never bee 
connected with any military organization. 
Like the other companies of the 7lst 
this company went to the Border and was 
mustered out October 6th 1916. Called into 
World War I service March 25,1917 and sta-
tioned at Cornwall New York. To Van Cort• 
landt Park New York from Aug 14,1917 to Sep 
29,1917 and then went to Spartanburg, S.C. 
The regiment was split up on G0#9 Rq. 
27th Div. Oct 1,1917 and most of the members 
sent to the 106th Infantry, the remainder of 
the company was designated Company F 54th 
Pioneer Infantry and went through World War 
I under that title. 
The company continued at the armory as 
Company F, 7lst Regiment New York Guard, 
during the war. Reorganized after the war 
and continued as National Guard until must-
ered into Federal service for World War II 
September 15,1940. Left the armory Sep. 26, 
1940 for Fort Dix, New Jersey. 
Company F carried on in World War II 
with the 7lst Regiment through France and 
Germany (see Regimental history) and was in-
activated at Camp Chaffee, Arkansas on Nov. 
30, 1945. 
Company F 17th Regiment New York Guard 
was sworn into service January 17,1~41 and 
continues in the armory to-day. 
Following are the Commanding Officers 
of the company in the order vf their command. 
A.M.Copeland: Asa F.Mlllera George W.B.Tom-
pkinsa George W. Wheeler: Julius L. Ellis: 
J.W.Domineck: John Morehead: Edward Primea 
Eugene S. Eunson: William L. Stanley Jr.: 
Charles H. Leland: Theodore V. Smith: Williaa 
Milne Jr.a John F. Cowan: Thomas A. Me Baint 
J.A.R.Dressela Westmorland D11 Ware DavisJ 
James Hollis Wells: James Merrill HUtohinsonJ 
Ralph Lewis Spotts; John Boyle Jr.: Harvard 
A. Kehlbeck;Albert T. Rioh,u.s.A.: HarrY 
Maslin; Captain MorriSJ Kevney 0 1ConnorJ 
George Lounsbury; Aleander Grossman, 
Joseph MaosalkaJ Michael Galiano. 
The following are the Comrnand,ing 
Ufficers of Company F 17th Regiment N.Y.G. 
in the order of their command: 
Frederick Cromwell; Joseph La Rocque; R. 
Brinckerhoff; Jess SweetsarJ Frederick Bell; 
Peter Carpenter; Reinald Kaufmann. 
GREETINGS FROM 
C 0 M P A N Y •F• 
lfTH I N F A N T R Y N. Y. G. 
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,COMPANY "G" SEVENTY-FIRST IllFANTRI ll.Y.Jt.G. 
This company has been the most difficult one of which to ascertain any o~ 
its early history, there are no records, and the -oldest living member could not 
co back of 1857. Being the seventh canpany, it must have had an existence in 1852: 
it may have been commanded by James c. Thomas ( see orders No. 572,A.G.O.), as he 
cannot be placed anywhere else we take the liberty of assuming that he was. 
Sf 
The first authentic information we have is that on March 9, 1857, Alexander 
P. Kinnan was elected CaptainJ he bore the reputation of having been much above the 
average as an officer, and is frequently mentioned in Vosburgh's administration. 
Whatever may have happened to this company prior to 1867, it has maintained its 
organization since. 
September 21, 18'70, Company "K" 1 :57th Regiment, was transferred to it. 
Its law-water mark, both in quality and quantity, was in l884J it took some years 
to pull it out of the depths into which it fell. 
In 1891 Captain Cobin took command; he hired a floor in the Edison building 
11:5 West :58th Street, fitting it up very handsomely for a club house for the company, 
and through it sought to procure an influence (outsiders being admitted to member-
ship) that would be for the advancement of the company, it did much to turn the tide 
for the better,and the present company dates its standing from then. 
Like the other companies of the 71st Infantry this company went to the 
Mexican Border and was mustered out October 6, 1916. Called into World War I service 
Karel 251 19~7 and stationed at Poughkeepsie, New York. To Van Cortlandt Park, New 
YorJc' frcm August 141 1917 to September 29, 1917 and then to Camp Wadsworth, Spartan-
bUl"g, s.c. 
The regiment was split up on G0#9 Hq. 27th.Div. Oct 1,1917 with most of 
the officers and men being transferred to the 105th Infantry and the remainder of 
the company became Company "G" 54th Pioneer Infantry and went throu~h World War I 
~er this title. 
The company at the armory continued as Company G 7lst Regiment New York 
Guard during the war and was federalized as National Guard on September 19,1919. 
Mustered into federal service for World War II on September 15, 1940 and 
left the armory September 26,1940 for Fort Dix, New Jersey. 
Company G 71st Infantry carried on through World War II with the 71st 
Infantry thru France and Germany ( see, regimental history) and was inactivated at 
Camp Chaffee, Arkansas on November 30, 1945. 
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CON:"INUATION OF COMPANY "G" 
Company "G" 17th Regiment New York 
Guard was sworn into service January 17, 
1941 and continues in the armory to-day. 
Following are the Commanding Officers 
of the company in the order of their command 
James c. Thomas; Alexander P. Kir..na.n: Willi 
s. Dunham; George W. Curtis; Richard R. Hunt 
Abram L. Vlebber; Samuel G. Blakely; Samuel G 
Blakely; James E. Place; William T. Gouch; 
Israel Jones Cotint Thomas W. Tircpson; 
Anthony J. Bleecker; Henry Maslin; George 
Firth; Jack Hahlo; Arthur ~~cfarla.ne; Edwin 
J. Rafter; &til Alisch; William J. Ankeline; 
Stephen J. Kovacs; The 17th Infantry NYG 
Commanding Ofiicers were Russel K. Jones; 
Charles Halsey; Geor~e Brewer; Kendall 
Stearns 
CoLONEL EDwiN J. RArTIA 
FoRMERLY c.o. Co. G '1ST AND c.0.3,TH 
AND 4TH U.S.INreR!GT 11 IN WORLD WAA II 
$GT 
INGENITO 
or OLD 
co. r. 
71sr. 
THA8UGH 
THIS WAR 
WITH 
THE 
94TH DIY 
USA 
CAPTAIN HENRY C. ABBES -Co. I 71ST INre 
Co. K I 17TH INr, 30TH DIVe USA 
W E L C 0 M E "71" 
T 0 
SAM'S CENTRAL CAFE 
FRITZ BAUM 
ARBER 
SHOP 
223 EAST 
86TH STREET 
NEW YORK 
ATwater 9-9715 
Hildred I. Sherman 
R. Buckley May c. Morgan 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
Lt. Jack Abramson 
and family 
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COMPANY "H" SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
The :first meeting of: this company was held on May 24, 1852, in Union Hall, 
corner of Avenue C and 4th Street. The officers elected at that time were: 
Captain John F. Woodworth; First Lieutenant and Treasurer, Washington I. Moore; 
Second Lieutenant, Michael Wolston; First Sergeant, A.N.Radcliff; Third Sergeant, 
Charles Humphreys; Corporal, Elliot C. Averell. As all of the offices were not 
filled at that time, it would seem that there was not a very large attendance at 
the first meeting. 
Captain Wocdworth was injured by the kick of a horse and resigned 1854. 
He died in 1855. On July 5 1854 Thomas A. Glover wes elected Captain. A consti-
tution and by-laws were adopted and printed the same month. In September 1854 
they moved to 361 Broome Street, and in May 1855 they took up their quarters in 
the Centre Market Armory. In the spring of 1856 Captain Glover resigned, he was 
elected an honorary member of the compny, and Captain Miller on April 1, 1856 
with what was left of Company F, was transferred to H, and the company was re-
organized; at the same time an independent company called the "United American 
Guards" came into it. 
May 19, 1857, the company had its first independent street drill and parade, 
with a miniature drum corps consisting of four small drums and two fifes. October 
13, 1857, they had a "big parade" in Brooklyn. On November 9, 1857, they were 
presented wi t:h a handsoll'e flag. 
April 28 1 1859, as a separate company, it joined in the Brooklyn parade, at 
the celebration of the completion of the waterworks of that City. In November 
1859 they won the State gold medal for recruiting the large~t number of men 
( This me,! al was lost by Captain Jordan on the New Orleans trip in 1881) This 
was the first company sent to Camp Black in 1898 to open the camp. 
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Like the other companies of the regiment this company went to the Me xican 
Border arid was mustered out October 6,1916. Called into Wor l d War I service March 
25 1 1917 and stationed at Hudson, New York. To Van Cortlandt Park, New York City 
from August 14, 1917 to September 29, 1917 and then to Camp Wadsworth, Spartan»urg, 
s.c. 
The regiment was split up on G0#9 Hq. 27th.Div. Oct 1,1917 with most of the 
officers and men being transferred to the l05th Infantry and the remainder of the 
company becoming Company H 54th Pioneer Infantry and as such went through the 
World War I through the Argonne and the Army of Occupation in Germany. -
The C9,.,~y at the armory continued as Company H 71st Regir11ent New York Guard 
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during the war ~~d was federalized November 
11,1919 as National Guard. 
Mustered into federal service for World 
War II on September 15, 1940 and left the 
armory for Fort Dix New Jersey on September 
26, 1940. 
Company H 71st Infantry carried · on thru 
World War II with the regiment thru France 
and Germany ( see res imental history) and 
was inactivated at Crunp Chaffee, Arkansas on 
November 30, 1345. 
Company H was a maehine gun company 'l.nd 
as the 17th Regiment New York Guard did not 
have Machine Gun companies this companywas 
not sworn in when the 17th Regiment came 
into existance on Jan 17 1941. The company 
room was used by the Personnel Adjutant of 
the 17th Regiment for a short time and then 
became the office of the Superintendent of 
the Armory, Captain Donald P. Sherman. · 
Following are the Commanding Officers 
ot the company in the order of their command 
John F. Woodworth; Thomas A. Glover; Asa F. 
Miller; Andrew H. Embler (later became 
Adjutant General of the State of Connecti-
cut) Henry W. Turner; Amos L. See; Frank S. 
Belton; Frank H. Jordon; Alfred P. Delcrun-
bre; Philip s. Tilden; Samuel Percy Fisher; 
Walter I. Joyce; L. W. Me Leod; Arthur Ed-
win Wells; (promoted to Major) Frederick W. 
Vogel George w. Russell Jr. G.L.Schillerr 
Clarence GottJ WillitW 1' • Webster. 
THE REGIMENTAL MOTTO 
As used in the coat of arms of the Seventy-first 
Infantry, "pro aris et pro focis" may be interpreted 
as: 
"For our freedom and our home," or "For our 
country and our families." 
"Strike-till the last armed foe expires; 
Strike-for your altars and your fires ; 
Strike-for the green graves of your sires, God, 
and your Native Land." 
THE REGIMENTAL FLAG AND INSIGNIA 
Technical description 
BLAZONRY 
, Shield: Azure, between two cres-
cents in fess or a fasces of the like. ffi~ 
Crest: That for the regiments of ~ 
the New York National Guard: ~ ~ 
On a wreath or and azure the full 
rigged ship "Half Moon" all __}) 
proper. r 
Motto: Prepared to guard. 
The fasces on the regimental insignia stands for 
authority and guardianship; the crescents, readiness 
and preparedness; hence "Prepared to guard." The 
eagle in the flag represents the Government; the ship, 
the State; the fasces and crescents, the Regiment. 
TO COMPANY H BOYS 
FROM 
&.. T eCOL • WILL I AM V • WEBSTER 
CAPTAIN GUSTAVE SCHILLER 
COMPLIMENTS 
1881 liEUTe ~AH 8AUFOAD 
COMPL I MENTS 
OF 
COLONEL 
IRA P. OOCTOR 
SIGNAL CORPS 
1907 
COMPANY "C" 71ST REGIMENT NON-COM STArr 
SERVICE 
BUFFALO, NEW YORK - RAILAOAD RIOTS 1892 
8A00KLYN,NEW YORK • TAOLLIE RIOTS 1895 
CUBAN CAMPAIGN 
- S~tANISH WAR 0 1898 
' A LITTLE MESSAGE FROM ~~OA DICK DAVIS 
FROM ST PETERSBURG, FLORIDA TO THE BOYS:-
n HALLELUJAH "" 
lAWnY LAWDY 11 tE REACHED F0 11 See••, 
AN' HOP IN' T.l IE 1 ROUN 1 A FEW YlA'S 1110 11 , 
OLE FATHA TIME 1 8 DUN GONE YES WAY, 
TA KUM 8AK SUM FA' DISTAN 1 DAY; 
$0 TO MA FRENS BOFE FA' AN' NEA', 
AH SENDS DES! GAEETIN 1 8 ~ESS FULL 08 OHEE' 
PRAYIN' DAT NINETEEN Fo'TY SIX, 
WILL MAK DEM HAPPY 1R AS DE OLE OLOK TIKS, 
DE OLE FOKES AN' D£ CHILLEN' TO', 
DARS MA StNCEE' WISH FO' YOU· 
""" YAS SAH """ 
DID YOU KNOW THAT 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY REGIMENT WAS THE 
FIRST INFANTRY REGIMENT CALLED INTO FEDERAL 
SERVICE IY PRESIDENT MCKINLEY; THE FIRST 
INFANTRY REGIMENT CALLED INTO FEDERAL SERVICE 
BY PRESIDENT WILSON; AND THE FIRST INFANTRY 
REGIMENT CALLED INTO FEDERAL SERVICE SY 
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT ? EVERY READY• 
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Very few of our members to-dfly remember 
a trip made by the Seventy-first to the 
South - February 24t~. March 7th 1881. 
There is a book published called "A 
New Invasion of the South " by John F. Cowan 
and published by the Board of Officers, 
Seventy-first Infantry in 1881 and we will 
quote a little from this book regarding the 
Southern trip. 
" In 1861 the 7lst left its armory for 
the South. Strong men were moved and women 
wept as with steady ranks a..--J.d grave f aces 
the men marched down Broadway. The drums 
seemed to roll a funeral march. ::v:any never 
came back- side by side with those who wore 
the gray - ·they lie in the sunny fields of 
t~e South. The flag was their shroud. the 
battle field their sepulchre. 
In 1881 again the order came to march; 
again there were the busy scenes at the 
armory; again the drums rolled out along 
Broadway. But it was no funeral roll this 
time, faces were smiling now, cheers and 
"God bless you's." took the place of tears 
and lamentations. The Louisiana regiments 
which had plunged into the fire and smoke 
of Bullrun to find the American Guard firm 
and steady amid the carnage, now waited with 
outstretched arms on the banks of the Miss-
issippi. to welcome as brothers, those whom 
they had before met as foes. 
In 1861 they met with crossed bayonets. 
In 1881 they met with clasped hands. 
This was a mission of no slight import. 
Representative Southern :nan hnd issued the 
invitation. The Royal Host of New Orleans, 
Drobably the most powerfull society in the 
Sou~;:'lern States. headed the invitations with 
the offer of generous hospitality. The City 
of New Orleans, the State Government of 
Louisiana, the active National Guard and the 
veterans of the war joined in the tender of 
warm friendship. These offers of good will 
made the expedition a necessity. Its wisdom 
cannot be doubted. since the result is known 
Hs.rdl;>' was the fl.lmouncenent made 1 when other 
States 1 Cities and tovms wheeled into line 
and s~owe red on the Battalion of the Seventy 
first such an accumulation of honors as to 
raisE:J the expedition to the dignity of 
Fational interest. 
The 24th of February was a cold blust-
ering day. The sun came ou·t; brilliantly 
enough in the morning but its rays were tem-
pE:Jr·3d 'Ni.th keen winds that searched every 
nook and corner for 7ictims. The old armory 
was chilly notwithstanding the roaring fires 
tha.t ar.uorer Kennedy kept bright. Hundreds 
of men rushed about here and there prepar-
ing for a march, th~t was to be ~morable 
in the history of the regiment. Such an 
accumulation of blue noses and frosted ears 
it is probable, was never seen in the armory 
before. Young recruits listened to gre¥ 
headed, veterans as they told the story of 
the march of 20 years ago. The wagons of 
the Quartermaster gathered about the doors 
were being rapidly filled and there was 
altogether a scene of unusual .bustle and 
activity. The order came to maroh, and the 
regiment filed out into the street and 
presented arms as the New Orleans Battalion 
marched past. There was a burst of melody 
from the Band, and they were off down Broad-
way. The winds swept up from the lower bay 
with fierceness, and the themometer kept 
sinking until everything cracked. The side-
walks were crowded, nevertheless and the 
regiment greeted with enthusiastic cheers. 
The music of the band died out by degrees, 
the musicians puffed and blew until their 
faces already red with the cold, became 
p.urple. Drtnn 11:!ajor Jenks twirled his staff 
and fiercely pulled his mustache, and 
Bandmaster Joyce shook his cornet and swore 
till everything was blue. But is was of no 
use. .The music was frozen. 
The special train waited at the foot 
of Liberty Street. The engine was gay with 
flags and streamers. The _ last words were 
said, good-byes spoken, and the train was 
off. Immediate behind the engine came the 
commissary and quartermaster's cars. Over 
the former commissary Jacob Hess presided, 
and the myrmidons of Acting Quartermaster 
o.c.Hoffman mnashed the baggage in the 
latter. Following these came three elegant 
passenger coaches, and they were followed 
in turn by four palace cars. The leading 
car bo~e banners on either side. On one was 
inscribed "Seventy-first Regiment,en route 
New York and New Orleans" The other bore 
the legend;- "Seventy-first New York, 
Louisiana Tieers, 1861-1881." 
The Battalion stopped over at Cinoin• 
uati where the First Regiment of Infantry 
of Ohio Yla re waiting to escourt the Batta-
lion in a parade through the town which 
was madJ in a sea of mud. A.fter the parade 
the Battalion was given a banquet at the 
Gibson House and then paraded back to the 
train. 
A stop was made at Holly Springs just 
over the nssissippi border and the Batta.lioh 
lined up outside the cars and n tall and 
coliliJiandiug looking man forced his way thru 
the crowd and bared his head. It was Y~jor 
General 'Ninfield 2cott Featherstone, at 
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one time commanding a division in the South-
ern Army. He made a speech to the boys which 
was answered by Colonel Vose. 
The arrival in New Orleans was what 
everyone awaited with keen interest. The 
train was taken far into the city before the 
signal to alight was given. It was rather 
war.m, but the boys did not realize it for 
awhile. The fact, however, that the thermo-
meter stood at 78 degrees in the shade 1 was 
more or less impressed on their minds before 
they reached their quarters. Of couroe we 
alighted from the cars in ·heavY marohing 
order - as we had left New York. That ment 
overcoats on and the heavy knapsacks capped 
with blankets. Everybody else was happy and 
cool in light summer costumes. The -military 
drawn up about the stopping place consisted 
of the Battalion of Louisiana Field Artill-
ery, Colonel Le Gardeur, commanding; the 
Veteran Company of the liashington Artillery, 
Captain C.L.C. Dupuy, commanding; The Batt-
alion of Washington Artill~ry. Colonel Hor-
ton, commanding; the Continental Guards; 
the Charleston Cadets; and the Boston Lan-
cers. Then came the Seventy-first in four 
companies, double rank formation. When the 
Arsenal of the Washington Artillery was 
reached there was a halt. We marched into 
the Arsenal along the lines of the Washing-
ton Artillery to the further end of the gre 
at hall, larger, if anything, than that_of 
the Seventh, at home, we marched and stood 
around tables, on which were placed goblets 
of champaign punch. The delightful coolness 
of the place lingered with the boys for day 
and the delightful fragrance of the punch 
lingers with them yet. A moment between 
drinks was snatched to listen to addresses 
of welcome, very short ones, from Colonel 
Horton, Major General Behan, Mayor Shakes-
peare, Brigadier General Gllnn and N~. 
Albert Baldwin, President of the Royal 
Host, to which Colonel Vose responded of 
course 1 and the boys let go of the punch 
glasses long enough to give the regimental 
cheer. Tnen we marched to the Levee, and 
down to our boat, the Robert E. Lee. 
After being bedded down each man was 
given a ticket which read DELMONICO RES-
TAURANT (Good for one meal) 7lst Regt. 
The meals during the entire stay in New 
Orleans were excellent. 
The Battalion participated in the 
Mardi Gras including all parades, parties 
and balls. 
The entire Battalion marched to Green-
wood Cemetery under the command of llajor 
E.A.Mc Alpin to fire a salute to the Con-
federate dead. The line was for.med and with 
the band playing a funeral march, at revers6 
arms the men went slowly in and around the 
Confederate monument. A halt was ordered and 
the rifles loaded. Amid an impressive silence 
the officers uncovered, the people crowded 
about and Dr. Martya, the chaplain stepped 
forward. He conducted a short service. Major 
MCAlpine's voice was low and solemn as the 
commands " ready, aim, fire" issued from his 
lips. Three times the guns rang out. It was 
a~small tribute but the shades of the de• 
parted seemed to smile proudly dawn through 
the smoke on the boys in blue. Many eyes 
were moistened as the Battalion marched out 
through lines of men and women who silently 
bowed their heads, Verily there was 
"Love and tears for the blue, 
Tears and love for the grey." 
There was another scene while the 
Battalion was in the Crescent City that 
while of a far distant nature, was equally 
impressive. It occured at the Grand Opera 
House on the day of the arrival of the King 
The Salute to the dead was a tribute of the 
North to the South, the ceremonies at the 
Opera Hpuse were a tribute from the South 
to the North. It was after the parade that 
the Battalion was marched in a body to the 
doors of the great theatre. About them 
stood members of the Royal Host in full 
evening dress, the insignia of their office 
glistening on their breasts. They were the 
leading men of the South, while here and 
there were seen officers of the Navy and 
other officials of the United States Govern-
ment. On the stage were grouped, Governors, 
legislators, judges, lawyers,clergymen, 
bankers, merchants, officers of the United 
States Army and Navy in fact the represen-
tative men of every walk of life. The Batt-
alion was marched in and occupied the first 
balcony. 
A most beautiful King's banner was 
presented to the Battalion with a grand 
speech of welcome made by Thomas J. Semmes 
When the speech was concluded Adjutant 
Frank H. Jordan went forward and took the 
staff. Tt was a trying moment for Colonel 
Vose- trying because it was unexpected. 
Every eye in the vast audience was turned 
towards him and there was an intense quiet. 
The least word wrongly applied might have 
marred a ceremony that up to this time was 
in perfect harmony. It was evident that the 
emotion of the audience had been gradually 
welling up during the eloquent addresses 
that had been given. It was the Colonel's 
opportunity to cap the climax and none felt 
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the responsibility more than himself • Iv:any 
of his own officers, in keen appreciation of 
the affair, moved uneasily, but the Colonel 
rose to the gravity of the situation. From 
the moment he commenced speaking there was 
a profound hush, broken nmv and again t~Nards 
the close by a sob. When he had ceased the 
applause took the form of a subdued murmer 
that gradually gathered in force until the 
very chandeliers jingled and the standards 
trembled with the rush of cheers. It was 
more than a pity that someone did not put in 
writing the words of that address. He said 
in substance that the Seventy-first had 
little expected such honors thrust upon it. 
They had come to New Orleans to grasp the 
hand of friendship, nothing more. They had 
undertaken a long and fatiguing journey, 
to visit the beautiful city. It was not a 
small undertaking to bring so many men so 
long a distance and they did not come for 
sake of the hospitalities that were to be 
shown them, but to tell their brothers of 
South how much they esteemed them and loved 
them, how they had never ceased to est·3em 
them, how, even when duty Jalled them to 
array themselves in the field, they went for 
ward to the task in fear and trembling to 
shed a brothers blood and with saddened 
hearts. But thank God, the dead past is for-
gotten in the joy of the present, and when 
in the future there was fighting to be done, 
they would be found shoulder to shoulder 
with the soldiers of the South - brothers in 
fact as in theory. He accepted the beautiful 
emblem from his r~jesty for the Seventy-
first and it should be sacredly preserved as 
a memento of the visit and of the honor con-
ferred upon the regiment. It would surprise 
the people in the North to learn of the 
magnificient reception their representative 
soldiers were having in the far South and 
their hearts would go out towards those of 
their Southern brothers in recor,nition. 
They would reGard the banner as a pDocla~a­
tion from the Kine; of 1;he Carnival command-
ing that henceforth peace should rei~n 
throur;hout the great land. 
Yfhen the Battalion marched out of the 
boat and away towards the cars for the re-
turn tri~, it was with a joyouseness temp-
ered with a certain sadness at leaving so 
pleasant quarters. 
Once across the river, the scenes 
recalled war times when the regiments were 
temporarily returning from the front. The 
dmvntown streets were literally packed with 
people, and the Battalion was forced to 
take the sidewalk as far as Broadway. 1be 
march to the armory was a march of triumph. 
Smiles and cheers awaited the men on every 
corner. Flags were flying from houses and 
windows. The great heart of the metropolis 
beat in unison with the cadenced step of 
the returning invaders, for "Peace hath 
her victories, no less renowned than war." 
OF:FICERS OF THE N.E:W ORLEANS BATTALION 
Richard Vose, Colonel 
Edwin A. McAlpin, tiaj or 
Joseph D. Bryant M.D. Major & Surgeon 
Carlos Ma.rtyll D.D. Captain & Chaplain 
F.H.Jordan, lst.Lieut. & Acting Adjt. 
Orrin C. Hoffman 
Captain,Inspector of Rifle & Act.QM. 
Jacob Hess 
lst~ieut. & Commissary of Subsistence 
FIRST COMPANY 
A.W.Belknap, Captain Commanding 
George W. !.~ills, Lieutenant 
F. J .McDonald, First :;e rgeant. 
SECOND COMPANY 
S.G.Blakeley, 0aptain Commanding 
T.P.Pares, Lieutenant 
M.B.Zngle, First Sergeant 
T:URD COMPANY 
John F. Cowan, Captain Cow~anding 
Frank T.L.Senet, Lieutenant 
G.B.Hebard, First Sergeant. 
FOURTH COMPAJ.TY 
G.A.Taylor, Captain Co~~anding 
George G.~~ilne, Lieutenant 
William Hamil ton, First Sergeant. 
Sergt. M.ajor Frederick Kohnen; Quartermaster 
Sergts,George V~~~ess and Duncan B. Harrison 
Commissary Sgts.John Ha6adorn, Fred May, 
James Kennedy; Ordnance Sgt. George 
Reinhardt; Hospital Steward Julius Imgard; 
Colonel's orderly Edmund Albert; Drum Major 
Nat. T. Jenks; Band 1\:S.ster :tv:orris J. Joyce, 
Sgt.Standard Bearers, J.B.Scott and Kilton 
Vosburgh; Right General Guide E.B.St.John 
Henriques; left General Guide Fre <: erick i.:S.y 
COMPLIMENTS OF' 
THE NATIONAL CITY BANK 
OF NEW YO!l< 
THIRTY-SECOND STREET BRANCH 
ONE PARK AVENUE 
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE COR~ORATION 
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OFFICERS MID COMMITTEES OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST REUNION 
Captain Donald P. Sherman, Chairman 
Colonel Stanley Bulkley, Treasurer Lt.Col. Edward J. Dougherty, Secretary 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 
Colonel Edwin J~-Rafter, Chairman 
Colonel Stanley Bulkley Lt.Col. Edward J. Dougherty Captain George I.Brennen 
l~r. Deane A. Healy 
li:r. Herbert Hertfelder 
Lt. J. Shufro Captain Augustus Hoffman 
SOUVENIR JOURNAL ADVERTISING COMMITTEE 
Captain Donald P. Sherman, Chairman 
Mrs. John McAleer Mr. George H. Wessel Lt. J. Shufro 
Mr. Francis O'Neill Captain Salvatore Pampinella 
Lt. Richard Mo Neill 
TICKET Co:IIIJMITl'EE 
Captain Harry Kay, Chairman 
:::rs. B. Brooks Mr. Herbert Hertfelder Mr. Robert Po Maguire Mr. Fred Bohlig 
Mr. Paul Martersteig Mrs Helene :V.arousek 
Lt. Richard 1!.c Neill 
Lt. Clayland T. Mo'r ge.n 
1~. ~hilip O'Connor 
Mr. Lou: s Hoffman 
HOTEL ACCOMQDATION C01.lMITTEE 
Colonel Stanley Bulkley, Chairman 
Mr. Stephen c. Parker Mr. A. George Rolandelli 
ENTER TAilHiiEli T COMMI TlliE 
Colonel Edward F. Knight, Chairman 
Captain Ray Hodgson Colonel Ernest Dreher 
Captain Reinald Kaufmann Mrs Helene Marousek 
REFRESIThiENT COMlf.ITl'EE 
Lt.Col. Arthur A. Smith, Chairman 
Major Ale~ander Komancsek 
Mr. A. George Rolandelli 
L,:t. Uoah Bruford 
Major ?Jichael c. Galiano Mrs John J. Me Aleer 
Mr. Rudolph Kelling Lt. Jack Abramson 
Major William J. Ankeline 
PUBLIC I TY COl.'lJ;;r TTEE 
Mr. I:ewis Randall, Chairman 
Mr. ErlinE c. Rosholdt Mr. Vincent J. Ma.roldi Mr. Philip G. O'Connor 
RECEPTION COMMITTEE 
Colonel George L. Bliss, Chairman Evening Session 
Colonel Edwin J. Rafter, Chairman Afternoon Session 
Colonel Lindsey J. Griffith Colonel John J. Williams Lt.Col. William Gleason 
Me. ~ or Renfrew s. Allen Lt. Col. Arthur A. Smith Lt.Col. Arthur Grant 
i:<!ajor Thomas Gannon Lt. Col. Craig Bedle Lt.Col. Emil Alisch Major i.:ichael Galiano 
Lt.Col. Stephen Y.ovacs Captain Dennis Quinn Lt.Col. Joseph R. Lewis 
CaiJ t e.in Sa!Tl.uel Senfeld !Ajor Donald s. Griffin Captain Gustave Schiller 
Captain ~inar Reinberg Captain Salvatore Pe.mpi nella 
THE COMMITTEE WISH TO THAN~ THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE FOR THEIR COOPERATION IN THIS REUNION 
COLONEL GEORGE Lo BLISS, COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE 17TH INFANTRY NYG FOR THE USE OF 
THE ARMORY AND THE FACILITIES OF THE 17TH I NF ANnn • 
SERGEANT ALBERT WAK8 FOR HIS PICTURES OF THE COMPANY ROOMS 
MR. SILVERMAN OF THE PROGRESSIVE PHOTO OFFSET 00o FOR ~RODUCING THE JOURNAL AT COSTo 
THE IVEL CORPORATION FOR THEIR LOAN OF EQUI~MENT AND DECORATIONS 
~. WATKIN We SHARP OF VOCALAIRE INCo FOR THE BOUND EQUIPMENT 
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COMPANY "I" SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
Up to 1861, although tactically a regiment was composed of ten companies., 
those in the Guard were not more thaneight, it being deemed better to have those 
filled up first. However in 1859, Seymour A. Bunce, Secretary of 'the Citizen 
Savings Bank (afterwards its President) and a Lieutenant in Company G, obtained 
permission, and did organize a company, which was given the letter I, it enrollfld 
36 men; it was not a healthy company and after a sickly infancy died before its 
second birthday. 
At Washington. Captain A. Van Horn Ellis (brother to the Captain of Company 
F), joined the regiment with his company from Newburgh, and took the letter I._ 
making 1 t the Howitzer Company; withdrawing on the return home, lea vi~ the 
letter vacant. 
The present Company I, was organized in October 1862; its first officers . 
wereJ Captain George I. TysonJ First Lieutenant, George Seibold; Second Lieu-
tenant A. B. De Groff. Captain Tyson was from Company H, of which he was Second 
Lieutenant, and joined February 21, 1856. , 
This company while it has had its ups and downs, its trials and tribulati~ 
in sympathy with the regiment, had maintained its organization since without 
disbandment or consolidation, and is today one of the strongest in the regiment. 
Like the other companies in the regiment this companywent to the Mexican 
Border and was mustered out October 6,1916. Called into World War I service on 
March 25,1917 and stationed at Kingston, New York. To Van Cortlandt Park New York 
City from August 14, 1917 to September 29, 1917 and then to Camp Wadsworth, S.C. 
The regi ent was split up on GO #9 Hq. 27th.Div. October 1,1917 ad most of 
89 
the officers and men were transferred to the 105th Infantry and the remainder of the 
company became Company I 54th Pioneer Infantry and as such went through the war 
in the Argonne and the Army of Occupation in Germany. 
The company at the armory continued as C0mpany H 7lst Resiment New York Guard 
and was federalized on•January 2, 1920 as National Guard. 
Mustered into .federal service for World War II on September 15, 1940 and left 
the armory for Fort Dix, New Jersey on September 26, 1940. This ~ampany carried on 
throu~h the .war with the 7lst thru France and Germany and wa~ mustered out at 
Camp Chaffee Arkansas on November 30, 1945. 
Company I 17th Regiment New York Guard was sworn into service on January 17 
1941 and continues in the armory to-day. 
Following are the Commanding Officers of the company in the order of their 
~ommand. 
90 lJ[UJ71 
Seymour A. Bunoe; George I. Tyson; Joseph 
A. Wise; Gerard Betts Jr.; Theodore V. Smith 
Alel W. Belknap; L. Frank Barry; George I. 
Bascom; John Bryan, GWashington Ward; 
Waldo Sprague; Clarence Geer Raton; William 
Furman Meeks; Alexander Soott Williams; 
John E. Chatfield; Robert E. Haen; Howard 
Hipkins; Stephen J. DeLanOft' Robert J.Geis; 
Lindsey J. Griffith; Earle c. Blakeman: 
Howard Steiger: William L. Xoob; Stephen 
KoTacs; Salvatore PampinellaJ James Maskiel 
The Commanding Otric$~8 of the 17th 
Infantry NYG in order of their command 
were Robert A. Nerrie Jr., J~s Rascovar; 
Salvitore Pampinella. 
THE 
PAM P S 
S. PAMPI NELLA 
AuDio-VISUAL 
CONSULTANT 
330 We 42 ST N.v.c. 
MEDALLION 3-5189 
LT.CoL. HowARD A. STEIGER 
MAJOR Wu 
J.ANKELEIN 
FORMERLY 
71ST & 
WITH THE 
AIR CORPS 
DURING 
WORLD WAR 
I I 
FORMERLY c.o. CoM~ANY I 71sT NYNG ALSO 
ExEc.OFFICER 87TH INFANTRY BRIGADE NYNG AND 
WITH C.B.I. DURING WORLD WAR II 
A 
L 
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Major and li.:rs. SYLVESTER J. MEIGHAN 
formerly Company 11 K11 7lst. 
[fJ 
''Ready'' 
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COMPANY "K" SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N.Y.N.G. 
The organization of the ninth company, s1.1ggested that of a tenth, the third 
in the year 1862. Accordingly, Lieutenant George A. Fairchild, of Company "E", 
undertook to do so: having secured a sufficient number of names, he received the 
following: 
"GENERAL :HEADQUARTERS STATE OF N'Ei'i YORK" 
Adjutant Genere.l' s Office 
Albany July 15,1862. 
"Application having been made pursuant to law for the organization 
of a new company of infantry to be attached to the 71st Regiment N.G., 
the same is hereby organized accordingly, and the · foll~1ing named per-
sons are commissioned as the officers thereof, as designated in the 
application, viz: George A. Fairchild as Captain; 1'homas B. Prendergast 
as First lieutenant; Joseph C. Leonard as Second Lieutenant. The above 
company will be designated by the letter "K" • 
By order of the Commander-in-Chief. 
D. CAL'PBELL 
Assistant Adjutant General." 
Thi,s company gave evici.ence of life; in 1863 it had a menbership of 52, 
but during the winter there were signs of hasty consumption; Captain Fairchild 
resigned July 1,1864, Clement Watts was made Capt ain, its membership was reduced 
to less than thirty, and on December 30,1864 the company was disbanded . 
No furthe r efforts were made to organize a new company, and it remair.ed 
vacant until the transfer of the 37th Infantry September 21,1870, when it was 
formed by the consolidating of Company "B" of the 37th with "K" of the 7lst, 
with William H. Cox as Captain, Sanford A. Taylor as I·irst Lieutenant, and John 
c. Rice as Second Lieutenant. Captain Cox had been an efficient officer in the 
37th, his company of 63 men at the time of consolidation, comprising. at least 
one-third of the strength of the 37th; his reputation was not maintained in the 
7lst; not long after serious charges were preferred. he was court-r•,artialed, 
after a long trial, the ch~U"ges were dismissed. His resignation was accept ed in 
1n 1873. In the meantime the cmr..pany had run down seriously, reduced to 28 men 
present at inspection. The First Lieutenant declined promotion, and the position 
remained vacant. until February 3 1875 when Lieutenant Robert s. Crser of Conpany 
"B", was induced to accept the office. 
91 
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CONTINUATION OF COMPANY "K" 
Captain Orser took hold with vigor, 
and aided by Lieutenant Taylor, soon broug-
ht the company up to a high state of effi-
oiency, which it has since maintained; in 
.a few months he had the largest company in 
the regiment. Unfortunately his business 
engagements compelled his resignation in 
1878; he was ably succeeded by his Lieu-
tenant, who filled the office for five 
years, and was followed by Adjutant Steven-
son, under whose administration the morale 
of the company declined and the number de-
creased. Captain Goss, who succeeded him, 
not only checked further decline, but 
HOME STATION NEWS BULLETIN 
GREETINGS TO ALL 7fsr. 
8 0 y s 
FROM 
JOHNNIE WILLIA!'/6 
turned the tide, and started the company on~------------------------------------------­
an upward track; finally reaching the full 
number required by law. 
Like the other companies in the regi-
ment this company went to the Mexican Bor-
der and was mustered out October 6,1916. 
Called into World War I service on March 
25,1917 and stationed at Middletown, New 
York. To Van Cortlandt Park New York City 
~rom August 14, 1917 to September 29,1917 
and then to Camp Wadsworth, s.c. 
The regiment was split up On G0#9 Hq. 
27th.Di~. October 1,1917 and most of the 
officers and men were transferred to the 
105th Regiment and the remainder of the 
company became Company K 54th Pioneer Inf-
antry and as such went through the war in 
Europe through the Argorme and the Army of 
Occupation in Germany. 
The company at the Armory continued as 
Company K 7lst Regiment New York Guard and 
b.eoame National Guard. Mustered into fed-
eral service for World War II on September 
15,19~ and left the armory for Fort Dix 
New Jersey on September 26,1940. This co~­
pany carried on thru the war with the 7lst 
through France and Germany (see Regimental 
history) and was inactivated at Camp Chaff-
ee, Arkansas on November 30,1945. 
Company "K" 17th Regiment New York 
Guard was sworn into service on January 17 
1941 and continues in the armory to-day. 
~ - CAMBRA I - Mf K~M.. CLUB 
COMPANY "K" 7(ST. 
EXTENDS !EST WISHES F'OA YOUR 
EXCELLENT ~ERF'eAMANCES 
HERBERT C. HERTrELDEA, CHAIRMAN 
JOHN J. WILLIAMS, TOASTMASTER 
CARLETGN J. SCHRODER, TREASURER 
WE UNHR8TAND 
THAT THE YOUNG 
RECRUIT AT THE 
LErT WAS THE 
F'IRST ADDITIO" 
TO THE 718T 
F'AMILY AF'TEA 
THE 71ST 'lAS 
CALLED OUTe 
WM.T.ANKELEIN 
SOAN OCTOBER 
1940 SON OF' 
MAJOR AND "'S 
WM J.ANKELEIN Following are the Commanding Officers of the company in the order of their com-
mand: George A. Fairchild; Clement Watts; 
William H. Cox; Robert S, Orser; Sanford A. 
Taylor; Robert A. Stevenson; Wright D. Goss 
Frank Keck; David Leavitt Hough; Lester ~------------~--------------~-------------
RUSSELL GOLDE! COMA.. I ~NTS John Blauvelt; Walter A. De Lamater; 
Fred Ranges; Ellis A. Robertson; Arthur 
Hoffman; Edward F. Knight; John J. Williams 
Sylvester J. Meighan; George Titus;Joseph 
R. Lewis; Michael T. Bodner; Walter Reilly 
Co.K 17th Inf. NYG c.O.'s were Robert L. 
Finley;Ser@e Obolensky;John P.Dooner;John 
T.Lawrence;Geo. Z.Leness;Frank A.Pfeiffer 
William A. Bennett. 
From 
II ED II 
FITZPATRICK 
ttK" 
Commercial Stationer 
1375 Sixth Ave. 
New York 19, 
N.Y. 
Telephone Circle 7-0079 
CAPT• & ~S 
E~ERY L.HAMLIN 
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ABOVE YOU SEE THE OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE REGIMENT, LOCAT~ 
ON THE PARK AVENUE SIDE or THE ARMORY OFr THE DRILL FLOORe ORIGINALLY THIS WAS 
A RECEPTION ROOM FOR THE COMMANDING OFFICER BUT WHEN COLONEL GEORGE l. BLISS 
TOOK COM~AND OF THE REGIMENT HE HAD THE EXECUTIVE OFFICES REARRANGED AND THE 
RECEPTION ROOM BECAME THE orriCE OF THE COMMANDING OFFICER. IN A GLASS CASE IN 
REAR OF THE COLONEL ARE KEPT THE REGIMENTAL COLORS AND ON ALL SIDES OF THE ROOM 
ARE SOME OF THE HANDSOME TRO~HIES WON BY THE REGIMENT DURING THE MANY YEARS or 
ITS EXISTANCE. 
C 0 M P L I M E N T S 
0 F 
A F R I E N D 
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W 0 R L D WAR II 
B R 0 N Z E 
M E M 0 R I A L T A B L E T 
THIS 5oUVENI~ JOURNAL THAT YOU POSSESS AND ARE READING HAS BEEN SOLD AT 
A YEE or 50 CENTS AND ALL THE PROCEEDS DERIVED rROM ITS SALE IS BEING PLACED IN A ruND 
AND HELD BY THE 71ST VETERANS AsseCIATIGN TO BE THE STA~T Or THE rUND TO PU~CHASE A 
BRONZE ~MeA I AL TABLET F'OR 71ST I~'ORLD WAR I f VETERANS TO IE ftLACED IN THE ARMORY AS 
WAS THE BRONZE TABLET F'GR WORLD WAR I VETERANS, A PICTURE OF' WHICH AftftEARS GN PAGE 40 
or THIS JOURNAL• 
THE CeMMITTEE re~ WeALD WAR f f BRONZE MEMORIAL TABLET 18 AS rOLLews:-
COLONEL ~ANLEY BULKLEY, TREASURER 
CoLeNEL EDWIN J. RAF'TER LT.CoL. EDWARD J. DouGHERTY LT· J. SHurAo 
CA~tT. GEORGE I. 8AENNAN CA~tT. AUGUSTUS HorYMAN 
IN ADDITION TO THE MONEY DERIVED rROM THE SALE er THIS SOUVENIR JOURNAL, 
THE AGaVE COMMITTEE WILL ACCEftT DONATIONS TO SWELL THE rONDe 
eo. "B" 
17TH INYANTRY N.Y.G. 
CAPT• NILS H. ANDERSON, CoMDG. 
ALL OF vou VETS OF co. •e• 
CCiv£ IN T~ COMPANY ROOM AND ONCE AGAIN 
GET REACQUAINTED WITH YOUR OLD THE "MIDGET SQUAD" 
BUDDIES. 
COMPANY "K" 
":BOOGTE'R~ MEXICAN BORDER 
ANNIE LAWRENCE NELLIE KELLER 
FRED 0. NEBLING BILL BRAY 
0Lt'IIA PARRA LYDIA SANTOS 
VERA SMrTH GEGRGE BERTRAM 
MARY Me NAMAAA ARTHUR Y~RROW 
A.sE RENNA LESTER LOWENSTEIN 
JOHN KUHN JoSEPH BOSELLI 
EDWARD Me CULLOUGH HELEN QUINONES 
PiTRlCK CUNNINGHAM LOUIS J. CANDELLA 
SOUVENIR EDIT ION i t[£]]71 
THE ORGANIZATI ONS BACK OF 
THE VETERAN ASSCC I AT I ON OF THE 
71sT REGI~£NT N.G. STATE or N.Y. 
CA~T. DQNALD P. SHERMAN, PRESIDENT 
71sT INFANTRY POST No. 487 
AMERICAN LEGION 
EDWARD P. FITZ~ATRICK, COMMANDER 
GENERAL FRANCIS VINTON GREENE POST 71 
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE U.S. 
STEPHEN C. PARKER, COMMANDER 
COLONEL WALLACE A. DOWNS POST 26 
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE U.S. 
FRANK FASANe, CoMMANDER 
MAJOR FRANK KECK CAMP No. 53 
UNITED SPANISH WAR VETERANS 
DAVID T. TUNSTALL, CeMMANDER 
THE VETERAN OFFICERS CLUB 
SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY NYNG 
CA~TAIN DoNALD P. SHERMAN, AREs. 
27TH DIVISION ASSOCIATION INC. 
71sT REGI ~£NT ARMORY NYC 
~~. A.GEOAGE ROLANDELLI,PRESIDENT 
THE WOMENS AUXILI~RY 
27TH DIVISION ASSOCIATION INC. 
MRs. HELENE MAROUSEK, PRESIDENT 
THE 17TH INFANTRY NEW YORK GUARD 
PARK AVENUE ! 34TH ST. N.Y.C. 
THIS REUNION 
CeLONEL GEORGE L. BLiss, COMMANDING 0FFICER 
GEORGE E. HARSCH Wqr ]frtrrttn Assoritttion Jos. A. Me LAREN 
JGHNSTONE J. FLYNN of tqr 7lst iRrgtmrnt JOHN P. CORELL 
JOSE~H V. Me GRATH N. ~. of tqr ~tatr of N. t. T. JOHN Me KEE 
P. M:>DE 
.:BOOSTERS LT· JOHN H. MEINKE 
CA~T. NICHOLAS F. CURTI CHARLES STEGEMAN LOUIS J. DE NO lA 
JULIUS J • JURGENSEN JosE~H Wa KAVANAGH ROBERT A. BROWN 
MAJOR ARTHUR L. VAN VEEN E. P. FITZ~ATRICK "L• S~ONY 
ENRICO UGHETTA CHARLES F. MORGAN STE~HEN c. PARKER 
CA~T & MRs GE0. L.BRENNAN EDWIN J. RAFTER LT. & MRs HARRY J. FLOOD 
GEORGE c. MEINSINGER DAVID S. SCOTT HERBERT W. SMITH 
ELIAS ORSENIGI GEORGE H. I< EM~ TI~OTHY RIZZATTI 
PERCY G. FLYNNE CHARLES A. PETRONE VERIT4 L. PETRONE 
CARL 0. LUCHTENBERG CATHERINE E. lUCHTENBERG BERNARD K. BOLTE 
--
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LAW~ENCE LANDS~AN ID4r Jtrtrrnu 1\5sntintinti ~. & ~s. GHARLEs s.STR 1 cKLEI't 
MR. ~ MRs ALBERT JuRGENSEN of tqr ll!it 1Rrgimrnt LT. ALICE L. STRICKLER 
ALICE D. JURGENSEN N. ~. of tqr ~tntr of N. ~i· FRED J. MEYER 
I HELENE I. JURGENSEN :B005TER5 HERBERT HERTFEL DE R I I 
ADOLF HAFNER CAPT. AUGUSTUS HOFFMAN 0.8. JOHN S. FLEMING 
L. SOMAN f'/RS AUGU ST US HOFFMAN HAROLD W. GRAH AM 
L. so~.4AN MORRIs LEVEY JOHN F. MINDERMANN 
HENRY L. BRYAN SR. GEORGE J. R. LAWRENCE LAMBERT L. EBEN 
I PHILIP G. O'CONNOR [MIL CASSANELLO MRs MARY CASSANELLO 
I 
EMIL CosTA CH ARLES F. Boos lv'Rs ELsiE Boo s 
WILLIAM MAY MRS '/ lOLA ·~AY PAUL C. MARTERSTEIG 
DEANE A. HEALY ALEX SIEBECKER HOWARD BIRD 
L. J. BLAUVELT FRANK DE CONCA LESTER D. STICKLES 
ROBERT FAIRCHILD JAMES C. MACKENZIE THOMAS B. KEEN I 
DANIEL M. KATZ ERLING C. ROSHOLDT JAMES J. FALLS 
RuDOLPH HE LLINGS FRANK M. GONSALVES RICHARD V. GOODWIN I I 
LEO FREED JOHN J. LYNCH WACLAW STEFANSKI 
GEORGE J. 8ASIEL 8YRON C. Me KANNA THOMAS W. BURNSIDE 
HORACE G. MARKS WILLIAMS. CONGALTON ANDREW A. CAMLEK 
Z. !.EISLER L. GOULD CHARLES H. BRINER 
FRANK A. FALLON JOHN J. MARTIN JOHN W. GRIMMER 
FRANCIS J. RIDGEWAY WILLIAM T. ESTERING MoRTIMER J. DOWNING 
s. ScHOENHOLTZ HARRY ADAMS JOHN G. THYSELIU8 f ! 
I 
II JosEftH H. Me DERMOTT GEORGE L • 8L Iss PHILift S. TILDEN 
(!' EDGAR C. FEARIS EDWARD A. DUNN THOMAS F. Dl XON 
·I EDWARD D. SMITH LT.COL· R. E. HEYER LTeCOLe R. E. HEYER 
1: GEORGE H. RAU LT. T. B. Me MANUS FRANK DEftEW 
I RoBERT s. o. LAwsoN J. FRED RANGES HENRY C. PERLEY 
t· 
' 
GEoRGE PANOftuLe HERMAN SCHRAM DAVE ~ RAN 
JOHN M. GAFF'NEY WILLIAM EWALD FRANK E. GRANT 
I JAMES EBEN HARRY J. ROVER NATHANIEL T. SEXTON 
EDWARD w. SALTER FRANK A. CASSADY FU,YD STEADMAN 
l~nry L. Boesiger Alfred J. De Angelis Capt. Donald P. Sherman 
CHARLES BRUNNER RICHARD N. DAVIS HERMAN RAIING 
CHARLES EMERY JOHNSON ARTHUR P. GOLDSMITH JOHN J. BECK 
HERMAN A. MuSER AMOS H. BARNETT GEORGE R. TABER 
J.&MES K. ENG J. NoBLE BRADEN JOHN J. REGAN 
II IRA H. PARKER SAMUEL F. KELLEY MD· HENRY J. DAVIS 
,., 
o: 
EDWIN W. TALLMAN ROBERT C. BRANDT ARTHUR F • PURDY : t 
, I. 
' I~ 
CoRNELIUS J. GwiNN HENRY J. DAVIS ALEXANDER VON SCHACK I ! il' ; \ Capt. S. P. Fisher An Absent Veteran ,, ALEXANDER VoN ScHACK 
1/ 
l 
I; 
1': 
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7lst Jnfantry Jnst, Nn. 4117 
Amrttau ~tgbnt 
• 71sT REGIMENT ARMORY 
S4TH STREET AND PARK AVENUE 
E X T E N D 
THEIR GREETINGS 
To 
A L L 0 F F I C E R S & M E N 
Of 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST 
C 0 M P L I M E N T S 
FROM 
A FRIEND OF 
CAPTAIN GUSTAVE SCHILLER 
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7ls t Tn:f:a~ ~try Post 487 Ame rican Legion . 
TENDING OUR GREETI NGS TO ALL THE MEN WHO SERVED IN THE 7LST REGIME NT N.G. 
N.Y. IN WORLU WA~ If , MANY Or ' IG M WE WILL GREET IN ~ERSON AT THIS REUN ION, THE PoST IS 
~LEASED TO RECORD HERE, A SHO~ SKETCH or ITS HISTORY, ArTER A QU ARTER or A CE NTURY Or 
SERVI CE TO THE VETERANS or WORLD WAR I 
THE PoST WAS ORGANIZED IN THE ~ALL or 1919 AT A MEETING HE LD IN THE SEVENTY-
F'IRST REGI PC:NT ARMORY. CA~TAIN HENRY MASLI N WAS ELECTED AS COMMANDER, BUT DUE TO PHYSICAL 
DISAaiLITi f q CAUSED IN HIS WAR SERV iCE , ~AS UNABLE TO ACT, WAS SUCCEEDED BY MAJOR FRANK 
POTTER, UNr :r WHOSE ADMI NISTRATION IT BEC , ME WELL ESTABLI SHED, AND HAS CONTINUED TO BE 
ONE OF' THE 0 *STANDING REGIMENTAL PoSTS IN NEW YORK COUNTY. FOLLOWING ARE THE SUCCESSIVE 
CoMMANDERs, WHO HAVE EACH CONTRIBUTED T9 TH E PesT'S ADVANCEMENT: STANLEY BULKLEY: A. G. 
ROLANDELLI: JOHN J. MCALEER: FRED c. KUEHNLE: PERCY G. FLYNNE: EDWARD DAMES: JULIUS F. 
JURGENSEN: CH ARLES s. STRICKLER: JEROME A. WAL KER; FRANK J. CAHIR: HARRY J. CAMMANN: 
GEoRGE F. r~~M~soN: GEoRGE c. MEINSINGER: EDwARD P. FITZPATRicK. 
T~ E POSTS ORIGINAL CH ARTER WAS GRANTED IN 1922 UNDER THE NAME 718T AND 105TH 
INFANTRY Po sT. THIS 'A1.AS CHANGED IN 1925 TO ITS ~RESENT DESIGNATION. 
IT WOULD TAKE SEVERAL ~AG 1 S TO ENUMERATE ALL ITS ACTIVITIES DURING THIS PAST 
QUARTER OF' A CENTURY, surriCE IT TO SAY, THAT IT HAS SUPPORTED ALL PATRIOTIC, AND WELrARE 
MOVEMENTS or THE NATIOBAL, STATE AND COU NT Y ORGANIZATIONS, HOWEVER THERE AR~ THREE OUT-
STANDING ErrORTS THAT SHOULD BE MEN TI ONED, NAMELY, THE PLACING or A WREATH BY THE POST, 
9N THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER'S MONUMENT IN ARLINGTON CEMETERY; THIS ACT WAS ACKNOWLEDGED IN A 
LETTER rROM ~AR DE~ARTMENT SIGNED IY THE ADJUTANT GENERAL; THE ~ARTICIPATION OF' OUR 
COLORS IN THE ONLY ~ARADE ON FOREIGN SOIL, WHEN THE AMERICAN LEGION HELD ITS CONVENTION 
IN PARIS, FRANCE 1927; AND THE ANNUAL ESSAY CONTEST ON AMERICANISM HELD AT TWO LOCAL 
SCHOOLS IN ~~NHATTAN, NAMELY A PUBLIC AND A PAROCHIAL SCHG.L, THE CONTESTS BEING SU~ER­
VISED eY THE ~RINCIPALS or rHE SCHOOLS U~ON WHOSE RECOMMENDATI0NS MEDALS ARE ~RESENTED IV 
THE PosT TO THE WINNERS. 
NOW THAT THE WAR HAS ENDED, MANY or THE SONS OF' MEMBERS, AND OTHER ELIGIBLES 
WHO SERVED WITH THE REGIMENT, ARE BEING ADMITTED AND WELCOMED TO MEMBERSHI~. 
GLAD TO SEE YOU HOME rELLOWS AND SINCERELY 
HO~E THAT YOU ARE EN~OYING THE lEST OF' WELCOME "71" 
HEAL THe 
lr YOU WISH TO DRO~ IN AND SEE A c•MM• COMPL.I tiENTS OF 
STUDIO IN O~E~ATI$N, WE WILL BE GLAD TO 
SHOW YCU ARGUNDe ROBERT PRE S S 
~ ARE ALL LCOKING FORWARD TO A GOOD TIME 
AT THE SEVENTY-riRST REUNI~N AND A GGOD PRINTERS 
TIME WE CAN EX~ECT 1r CA~TAIN SHERMAN HAS 3'7 WEST 20TH STREET 
HIS WAY• I'LL SEE YOU THERE••• NEW YORK CITY 
Alf£RT L. WAKS s/SGT GRENITZ HDQRSe CO• PROP. 
CoMM. i lLL· PHoTOGRAPHY ll I WEsT 34 Sr. N.v.c. " 
COMA... I tJENTS OF MARTELL'S .::J3C>O s T E '"R .s 
WINE ! LIQUOR CO. INC. RENE ARESU SAM K. TASH~Y J II.A S • RENCO CARL ANDERSON 
R.s.o. 17TH INFANTRY 28 ~ST 33RD ST. FRANCESCO TORRO JOSE~H P. NORTON 
N. Y .G. N.Y.C. HELEN KING JOHN J. SMITH 
r...,,..,, F~ t:'l!li'"U..,&<tnT "THE HAT" 
MAX J. DoYLE FRANK B. BARNES 
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COMPANY "l" SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N.Y.N.G. 
Thi~ company was organized in April 1909, its first Captain was Martin L. 
Mackey6 appointed April 15th 1909, resiened in the year 1914. Harvard Kehlbeck 
was transferred from Company F in 1914, to take charge of this company. Like all 
the other companies "L" was on the Mexican, Border and was mustered out October 6 
1916. Called into World War I service on March 25, 1917 and stationed at MiddletaRn 
New York •• To Van Cortlandt Park, New York City from August L4 1917 to September 
29, 1917 and then to Camp Wadsworth, .sp·artanburg, South Carolina where most of the 
officers and men were transferred to the 105th Infantry when the 7lst was broken up. 
The remainder of the Company became the 54th Pioneer Infantry and went through the 
Argonne and Army of Occupation in Germapy. 
The company at the armory continued as Company L 71st Regiment New York Guard 
and was mustered into Federal service for World War II on September 15, 1940 and 
left for Fort Dix, New Jersey on September -26th 1940. Went through the war with the 
Seventy-first through France and Germany and became inactivated at Camp Chaffee 
Arkansas on November 30, 1945. · 
Company L 17th Infantry New York Guard was sworn into service on January 17, 
1941 and continues in the armory to-day. 
Follov1 ng are the commanding officers of this company in order of their 
commnnd: Martin L. Mackey; Harvard A. Kehlbeck; George F. Terry; George I. Brennen; 
William Anthony; E. Francis HertzoG; George Firmes; Arthur Grant;Joseph R. Lewis 
Michael Bodner; The 17th Infantry Nevr York Guard Commanding Officers were; Oliver 
P. Donaldson; John s. Pettibone; Frederick H. Cruger; David F. Corker; Arthur E. 
Ames; Howard Hull; 
Under Captain Mackey's reign the boys had an organization called the Mackabee 
Scouts and for a tin1e had e. small farm where the members could go over the week ends 
and learn to ride horseback. 
IN ~EMEMBRANCE or THOSE WHO 
MADE THE IU~REME SACRIFICE• 
AND IN HONOR TO THOSE WHO 
SER~ED THEIR COUNTRY SO 
WELL AND THRU GoD'S GRACE 
RETURNED TO THEIR FIRE-
SIDES• 
FRED J. MEYER 
PAST PRESIDENT 718T REG'T 
VETERAN ~SSOCIATIGN NG NY 
COMR.. I MENTS OF 
THE ~t-I<ELEINS 
llT·COL.WM• E. GLEASON co.M 71sT 
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G R E E T I N G S 
TO 
THE - OFFICERS AND MEN 
OF 
THE SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY 
MAJOR FRANK KECK CAMP - NO. 53 
United Spanish War Veterans 
Instituted July 1,1905 
.SOUVENIR EDITION l1llll71 
COMPANY "M" SEVENTY-FIEST INFANTRY N. Y. N. G. 
T~IS eOMPANY ROOM HAS BEEN 
MNED OVE~ 1'(). 
THE ADJUTANT GEN~RAL 
WE HAVE NO OOTO 
This company was organized before Company L, January 1907, by Captain James 
JOJ 
M. Hutchinson of Company F; he had been in command of the same letter in the 7lst 
N.Y.V., and therefore kept his old letter. Like the other companies in the Regiment 
Company "M" lfent to the Mexican Border and was called into Federal Service for 
World War I March 26, 1917 and stationed at MOodna near WashingtonTille New York. 
Went to Van Cortlandt Park, New York and Camp Wadsworth Spartanburg South Carolina 
with the 7lst and when the regiment was broken up most of the men were transferred 
to the 105th Infantry, the remai nder becoming Company M of the 54th Pioneer Infantry 
and as such went through the Argonntr and the Army of Occupation. The Company M that 
remained at the armory became Company M 7lst New York Guard and with the regiment 
was mustered into Federal Service for World War. II on September 15 1940 and left 
the armory for Camp Dix New Jersey on September 26, 1940, carried on through the 
seoontl V:orld ·war with the 7lst thru France and Germany and was inactivated at Camp 
Chaffee Arkansas in November 1946. 
When the 17th Infantry New York Guard was sworn in on January 171 1941 there 
were no machine gun companies and therefor no Company M was formed •. At the present 
time and since the regiment left the armory Company M room has been used as the 
office of the Assistant Adjutant General of the State of New York. 
The Commanding Officers of the company in the order of their comnand are : 
James M. Hutchinson; Boyd Me Lean; Julius T. Vlestennann; Joseph H. Me Dermott; 
William Wohlfarth; F.ichard Dreyfus; William Gleason 
:I3oo .ST t: ~.s 
SuE 80SELLI \JI MMT THE fjARBEH 
THOMMY CL AAI<E JOHNNY CATANO COMPLIMENTS 0 F 
HARRY KOURA.JIAN JOSEPH FODOR 
BoB COSTELLO ::;&. rM liHEROLA 
JoE STIVALE ANTHONY LACARA 
Louts SMILES ANN'S LOVE 
ART I! CARRARA NORMAN PROULX COMPANY 
., .. 
. 
NICK NIF'OUR08 BILL VAN FOCI< 
ANDY RIBOSH C. HOLMES 17TH INFANTRY NEW YORK GUARD 
I AENE M. BECK CHARLES 6ECI< 
LT. HARRY BERG HELEN We PARKER 
MARIE M. MEINSINGEA VIRGINIA M. RArTER 
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THE ABOVE ~ICTUAE TAKEN IN OCTOBER !943 AND READING FROM LErT TO RIGHT 
To~ Ro~~ LT. OAts H~UILTON(ACTING S-2); LT. LENT RicE; LT·ROBERT SIDENBERG; CAPTAIN 
WALTER J. REILLY (KILLED IN ACTION) CHAPLAIN CRANE; CHAPLAIN TALBOT; CHAPLAIN STOBB 
BOTTO~ Row; CAPTAIN THOMAS GANNON (5-J); MAvOR CARL J. wrLG£ (SURGEON); COLONEL NORMAN 
C. CAUM (RE&IMENTAL CeMMANDER; LTeCOLe LEROY AUSTIN (EXECe0FFICER- } 
MA~OR RoBERT MCBRIDE ($-3); CAPTAIN RAYMOND TAIBBf (S-2) 
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SERVICE COMPANY SEVENTY-FIRST INFANTRY N.Y.N.G. 
THE SERVICE COMPANY OF THE 71ST INFANTRY WAS KNOWN AS THE SUPPLY COMPANY 
IN THE OLD DAYS. THERE IS NO HISTORY THAT HAS EVER BEEN WRITTEN ABOUT THIS COM-
PANY, BUT WE DO KNOW THAT IT WAS IN EXISTANCE WHEN THE REGIMENT WAS CALLED OUT 
FOR WORLD WAR I AND WAS STATIONED WITH THE HEADQUARTERS DF THE REGIMENT AT 
~~IDDLETOWN NEW YORK WITH THE SUPPLY OFFICER CAPTAIN WILLIAM FERN IN COMMAND. 
THIS COMPANY, LIKE THE OTHERS WENT TO VAN CORTLANDT PARK AND CAMP WADSWORTH 
SOUTH CAROLINA AND WHEN THE REGIMENT WAS BROKEN UP, MOST OF THE MEMBERS WERE 
TRANSFERRED TO THE I05TH INFANTRY WITH THE REMAINDER BECOMING THE SUPPLY COMPANY 
OF THE 54TH PIONEER INFANTRY AND WENT THROUGH THE ARGONNE AND ARMY OF OCCUPATION 
WITH THAT REGIMENT. 
THE COMPANY LIKE THE OTHERS OF THE REGIMENT BECAME THE NEW NATIONAL GUARD 
AFTER THE WAR AND WAS FEDERALIZED AND CALLED INTO ACTIVE SERVICE AND WENT TO FORT 
01X NEW JERSEY AND CARRIED ON THRU FRANCE AND GERMANY BEING INACTIVATED AT CAMP 
CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS IN Nov~MBER 1945. _ 
IN THE FORMATION OF THE NEW YORK GUARD FORMED IN THE REGIMENT ON JANUAR' 
17, 1941 AS THE 17tH REGIMENT THERE WAS NO SERVICE COMPANY SO THEREFOR THE SERVICE 
COMPANY ROOM HAS BEEN VACANT SINCE 1940. 
DURING THIS PERIOD THIS ROOM HAS BEEN USED FOR THE MEETINGS OF THE S. RANKIN 
DREW POST OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, THE MEETINGS OF THE AUXILLIARY OF THE 27TH 
DIVISION, THE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS SCHOOL AND THE PoLICE GLEE CLUB. 
THE COMMANDING OFFICERS OF THE SERVICE COMPANY IN THE ORDER OF THEIR 
COMMAND WERE AS FOLLOWS: CAPTAIN WILLIAM FERN: CAPTAIN F. GROFF; CAPTAIN GEORGE 
L. BLISS (THE PRESENT COLONEL OF THE 17TH REGIMENT ~YG) CAPT. H. FALKENSTEIN: 
CAPT. WALTER DONNELLY; CAPTAIN EDWIN RAFTER: CAPT. JOHN MALONE: CAPT. DONALD 
P. SHERMAN: CAPT. ARTHUR GRANT; CAPTAIN WILLIAM J. MURRAY. 
THE ABOVE ROOM WAS CONCIEVED AND FURNISHED AND PAID FOR DURING THE TIME 
THAT THE COMPANY WAS COMMANDED BY CAPTAIN DONALD P. SHERMAN. 
NlR3""t>R' r'f?fiii/K' kfC£( CA~P~.b3 t1A1L>R f11'ANK k'~cK Ct~~P ~£~ .:BoosrE~5 
STEPHEN c. PARKER HELEN F'ARKER FRANCIS A. 0 1 NEILL RICHARD N. HENRY 
FRED 80HLIG A FRIEND HARRY DIAMANT CLARENCE F. SEWARD 
TO Tl-£ BEST REG I M::NT COMA...I~NTS OF COMPL I f.ENTS OF M. DONOVAN "NEW YORK'S OWN" MAoJOR & ~s. 
CAPT. GEe. A. GRAHAM GROCERIES DELICATESSEN HAVE THE BEST OF TIMES JOSEPH MASK I ELL FORt.AERL y 348 SOUNDVIEW AVE ON YOUR DAY Co. "A" 71sr SERv.ce. 7Jsr. BRONX N.Y. LT. E. GREENFIELD 
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BATTALION HEADQUARTERS COMPANIES SEVENTY-FIRS~' INFANTRY 
1 
The picture above gives the home of the three Battalion Headque.rte>rs 
companies. In the l~ational Guard and New York Guard these companies were alv1ays 
small in numbers and one company room took care of the three companies. 
Tbe writer cannot find any history re ~arding these three Detachments but 
from memory gives the following. Connnanding Officers of the 1st Battalion Hdqrs. 
Detachment; William Banks;Howard Steiger; Xen."1e th Kuhn;Robert Herrie Jr., of the 
2nd Battalion Hdqrs.Detachment, CharlQs Martens; Arthur A. Smith, the 3rJ Batta~ion 
Hdqrs.Detachment, E. Francis Hertzog; Fred Rode; Edwin J. Re.fter;Arthur Grant; 
Sylvester J. ~reighan and Herbert Hawkins. 
CC!igRATll.ATl QNS TO THE fl ST REG I !£NT Y.mBAN§ 
~HOPE Te W~LCOME YeU AND YIUA YAMILIEI AT eUR 23RD ANNUAL 
EXPOSITICJN WHICH WE SHALL HOLD IN YOU" ARMORY NEXT NOVEMIE" 
4TH Tt lOTH INCLUSIVE. 
MNTY THIRD ANNUAL ¥0JEN'S INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION 
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HCM'ITZER COMPANY SEVENTY-FIRST DJFANTRY N.Y.N.S. 
In the day of the Seventy-first in the armory before the War the above 
room was occupied by the Howitzer Company 1 which in later years became the 
Canno.n Company and the room became the company room of the Headquarters Company 
when the New York Guard was sworn in on January 17,1941 as there was no Howitzer 
Company in tho Guard. 
There is no history of the Howitzer Company that the writer can find 
but from his memory digs out the following Commanding Officers: Jack liahlo; 
Justus ~'1. Kranz; Harry Cuthbertson and John Delahanty. 
The ::1egimenta1 Eeo.dquarters Company of the 71st Infantry used to occupy 
quarters ou the third floor of the Armory and the Company Commanders of this 
company were Grant Layng; Edwin J. Rafter; Dave Brown and Sylvester J. Meighan. 
~le Regimental Headquarters and Service Company of the 17th Infantry New York 
Guard as it Ylas called at its inception occupy the above quarters and their 
CoTTll1l!:'..cHiinr;; Officers VJere Georf>:e Droste; Arthur Mitnick; Joseph Laroque Jr. 
Gregory A. Purcell and Einar Reinberg. 
MAJOR S. TAGART STEELE JR. CHAPLAIN 17TH FATHER HEALEY AND 
INrANTAY NVG AT CHURCH SERVICE CAMP CHA~LAINS Or THE 71ST 
SMITH PEEKSKILL, NEW YORK 1945 N.J. SE,T 27 1940 
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TO OUR VOOOEST AND LATEST VETERANS 
Tl£ NEtt OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST f£GH.ENT .. FORTY·FO~TH DIVISION 
A MOST SINCERE AND HEART WELCGUE HOME IS EXTENDED &Y THE MEMBERS Or THE 54TH PIONEER 
INrAHTRY VET~RANS AsSOCIATION• AT THE SAME TIME WE EXTEND MOST SINCERE COMPLIMENTS TO YOU 
WHO DISTINGUISHED YOURSELVES SO BRILLIANTLY IN THE EUROPEAN THEATRE Or OPERATIONS AI TO UP• 
HOLD THE YERY BEST TRADITIONS or Tf IN ITS 96 YEARS or EXISTENCEe 
WE PAUSE TO PAY TRIBUTE TO YOUR MAGNiriCENT RECORD ACQUIRED ONLY ArTER HARDSHIPS AND 
~IYATIOMS or THE SEVEREST KIND ALONG A LENGTHY BLOODY ROUTE WHEREIN YOU PLAYED AN IM~ORT• 
ANT PART IN REPEATED VIITORIES AND IN THE CAPTURE or BETTER THAN 44,000 PRISONERS AND THE 
KILLING AND WOUNDIN8 Or OTHER THOUSANDS or THE ENEMY. · CONGRATULATIONS TO TOU roR THE WIN• 
NING or A PRESIDENTIAL CITATION BESTOWED UPON ONE or YOUR BATTALIONS AND AGAIN roR A STATw 
EMINT rROM LTe GEN. ALEXANDER M. ~ATCH ~~EAEIN HE SAID or THE BATTALION: • THE 7TH ARMY 
WOULDN'T BE WHERE IT II TO-DAY 1r IT HADN'T BEEN rOR THE HEROISM or THE riGHTING MEN or 
THE SECOND BATTALION.• 
ADOVE ALL, WE PAUSE IN DEEP AND SOAROWrUL RESPECT TO THE ~EMORY or YOUR HONORED 
DEAD AND THE HONORED DEAD or OUR NATIONe TO THE rAMILIES or YOUR COM~ADES WHO DID NOT RE-
TURN, MAY THEY GET SOME IOLACE rOR THEIR BROKEN HEARTS IN THE MEMORY or THE HIGH QUALITY 
or SERVICE~HEIR LOVED ONES GAVE TO THEIR COUNTRY. AND rOR THOSE Or YOU WHO HAVE SURVIVE~ 
THE DANGERS AND MISERY or COMBAT BUT WHO WILL HEREArTER surrER DISABILITY rROM IT, MAY TH£ 
AL~IGHTY POUR rORTH HIS BLESSINGS TO YOUR AID AND COMFORTe 
BRIGADIER GENERAL MAJOR ARTHUR E. WELLS 
WILIJAM GRAVES BATES 
CoMMANDER 1sT. BN· COMMANDING OrriCEA lTeCoLeVfAON C. CXllt MAJOR DAVID B. SIMPSON 
THE 54TH U.S.PIONEER INrANTRY WAS ORGANIZED AT CAMP WADSWORTH, SOUTH CAROLINA IN 
JANUARY 1918 BY REDESIGNATING A THEN REMAINING SKELETON UNIT or THE OLD 71ST NEW YORK 
INr~NTRYe THE REGIMENT WENT TO FRANCE IN 1918, ARRIVED IN THE ARGONNE•MEUSE SECTOR DURING 
THE ST. MIHIEL DRIV! AND TOOK PART IN THE MEUSE-ARGONNE orrENSIYEe As A RESULT or THIS 
THE REGIMENT WAS AUTHORIZED TO PLACE UPON THE REGIMENTAL COLOR A SILVER RING WITH THE 
FOLLOWING IN&CRIPTION "MEUSE•ARGONNE OrrENSIVE, SEPTEMBER 26 TO NOVEMBER I r,l918•" UN• 
LIKE OTHER ORGANIZATIONS, THE WORK Or THE REGIMENT DID NOT CEASE WITH THE SIGNING Or THE 
ARMISTICE BUT CONTINUED WITH DUTIES IH THE ARMY or OCCUPATION AT COBLENTZ AND VICINITY ON 
THE RHINE RIVE~, GERMANY UNTIL IT WAG RELIEVED ON MAY 23,191g• THE 54TH U.S.PIONEER INr• 
ANTRY COMPRISED 3549 MEN, MOST ~r WHOM CAME rROM THE STATE or MINNESOTA• THE REMAINDER OF 
THE REGIMENT COM~RISED MEN rROM NEW YeRK AND PENNSYLVANIA• THE 54TH PIONEER INrANTRY 
VETERAN ASSOCIATION II COMPOSED Or A CHAPTER AT PHILADELPHIA, A CHAPTER ~T MINNESOTA AND 
A CHAPTER AT NEW YORKe ALL THREE CHAPTERS TO THIS DAY KEEP IN CONTACT WITH EACH OTHER AND 
rROM TIME TO TIME HOLD REUNIONS• THE OrriCERS or THE THREE CHAPTERS ARE AI rOLLOW81 
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA, 
PRESIDENT- ERLING C. ~~H~LDT 
VICE•PRES• CAPTe DoNALD P. SHERMAN 
SECT I TREAS. PHILIP G. O'CONNOR 
M I N N E S 0 T A 
PRESIDENT -ERNIE J. NORLIN 
VICE-PREs.- LAWRENCE OLSON 
CHIEF LIAISON OrriCER FOR ALL THREE 
COMMANDER- JAMES COSTELLO 
VICE-CCMM- JACOB P.M.STEIGER 
AD~UTANT - FREDERIC C. SMYTHE 
FINANCE OrriCER• JAMES RUSSELL 
LIAISON OrriCER- C. WILSON FRY 
SGT. AT ARMS - EDWARD SHEA• 
CHAPTERS II C. WILSON FRY 
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COL. WALLACE A. DOWNS .. POST No. 26 
VETBRANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED STATES 
POUNDED MAY 14th, 19U 
-MEETING ON THE SECOND THURSDAY OF THE MONTH 
THE VETERANS' ROOM 
71st REGIMENT ARMORY, N. Y. N. G. 
33rd STREET and PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 
7 fIT V£LC0~ HeM: 71 IT • 
FROM YOUR FOURTH VICTORIOUS VENTURE 
THIS POST WAS FORr..£0 AND NA~ TO PERPETUATE Tl£ MEtvmY 
OF YM C<UMNDER OUR I NG Tt£ SPAN I SH-AWER I CAN WAR, BY 
VETERANS OF THE 71 IT REG I ~NT. 
OVER THIRTY YEARS SERVING VETERANS AND THEIR DEPENDENTS 
WE WANT TO ASSIST YOU IN ANY WAY POSSIBLE 
W E W E L C 0 M E 
H 0 M E 
0 F F I C E R S & 
0 F T H E 
y 0 u 
M E N 
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S E V E N T Y - F I R S T 
W 0 R L D W A R 
I N F A N T R Y 
II 
THE OFFICERS AND MEN OF 
THE FIFTY-FOURTH PIONEER INFANTRY 
V/ORLD WAR I 
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jhe ~e;ar OLd Seven~ f.:rst 
Words ~ Robert S. Suttijje :Jnc.m'c 'Jyfi(O.fambert ..r. c6en j ~ ~ w P11 y if 1 r r e!l r r ill r ~ r J\ 1 ) y,. ~ ; , 1 
f 1. ffhen there's 
2.. lfhen the 
R I h I ts Ll t\ I 1"1 I I k I f.. t 8 .; • ' • , I I • --, , • I ,.. 'if' ij .. I I 
shout- tnt bout the reg - i - ments ~Yho'¥e a! !fla;;s done &o 
last /Is - .sem - bty:S sound- eel and all earth's -- fi(ld- t'nf 
I ~- __ __~._ __ I I ' r--r· ~ J,z:;~ I-±_ ::;t -J J'i 1 j jl ~ J) ::J 
much_ /f'l1o wt:Jre ft',-st t'n this and. /trot en that and 
o'..,r_ lflren_ 'a!! are juc~g"ed by dt'eds a tone ,znd 
41 11- r p l JE1JS ~J 1 J ;~\ J ;g 
!<?c/ ;'n thus and such _ lust- &d yow e~ -
brav- 'Y hetP' the &<ore;- 11 _ - mor.g the j (< i@' 
I J f f. Ji ¥2 J\ J J I r~ ~ 
-tong: the (t'st Of those H'ho}e du - ty clone- find an 
ra""t'- ed__ "6. X. for du- tc.; done,~ you will 
I r v r v I v Jf9 ) I r ) J ~ I ~ ~,.1 
out - fr.'t !f/t.th the !ead.ers _ is num-bered Sevn- ty One" 
ichor~• ho<t of men ,.-ho .-eor the "''m - bm "§ey'n- ty One" 
''YUIJ'J.J. I r· r-! r r'l'r· J.B 
/1 _ !fay' down Souch in .i5tx - r.'e Me!> 
t I . I - . • . I ,.... .?""""f'._ ~ I -trF. I I - . -. l r , r , ' r 1 r ~ .. lil' 1 ~- .. • , r =r , 
lt'ent t'n '~c?e - ty One:'-- f?t a hot old tzme e'n 
tt (---Fr· J. I ~J. J. I r- =t-· I §) ±:-t$1 
~u- ba,- $he made the S,r.;an- c:::Zrd.s- run)·- $he 
I 1 J. I r· r· I r· ,::- I 1- I r· I r- r· I ,.. ~ 
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BOURJOIS 
INC, 
PARFUMEURS' 
31 WiST ~ .Sl"RIIT NIW "(~f( CrTY 
WELCO~ 71 ST AND !7TH WA'R 
V E T E R A N S 
HEADQUARTERS C0MPANY 
!7TH !Nr. N.Y.G. 
COME IN AND SEE US ON THE NEW 
GuARD ORGANIZATION 
COMFll ME NTS OF 
Lr.CoLONEL & ~s EMIL ALISCH 
LQf£LEI !£STAURAN! JACOB HERRLICH SONS,INC. 
~~ REGARDS TO ALL 7lat 
FROM 
D I N I N G AND YORKVILLE MEMORIAL CHAPEL 
JOHN. AND tLOAENCE DANCING 
DELAHANTY 231-235 EAST 86TH STREET 
NEW YORK CITY 
332 EAST 66 tt. STREET 
R E GE NT 4 -1 90a 
TREMONT FUNERAL HOME 
1963 GRAND CONCOUR3E 
BRONX BRANCH 
TR E M ONT 6 -6900 
AUGUST J. HERRLICH 
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CAPTAIN OONALD PARK SHERMAN NYRL 
CA~TAIN DoNALD P. SHERMAN, EDITOR Or THE HOME STATION NEWS BULLETIN AND CHAIRMAN 
er THE SEVENTY-FIRST REUNION COMMITTEE ENLISTED IN THE 71ST INFANTRY NYNG COM~ANY "L" ON 
DECEMBER 22,1911 AND WITH THE EXCE~TION or THE BORDER SERVICE OF THE REGIMENT HAD CONTIN-
U0US SERVICE WITH THE REGIMENT UNTIL HE WAS TAANSFERED TO THE STATE RESERVE ON SE~TEMBER 
10,1940. HE SERVED AS A REGIMENTAL su~PLY SGT.,COM~ANY CLERK IN CoM~ANY K, 2ND LT· IN co. 
L, AssiSTANT ADJUTANT or THE REGIMENT, c.o. er SERVICE CoM~ANY AND REGIMENTAL SuP~LY 
OrFICERe HE IS AT PRESENT THE SU~ERINTENDENT Or "THE 71ST REGI!.AENT ARMORY, PRESIDENT Or THf 
VETERAN AssociATION or THE 71sT REGit.AENT NGNY, PRESIDENT or THE AR'IAORY EM~LOYEES AssociA-
TION Or THE STATE or r·~EW V0RK, VICE PRESIDENT or THE 54TH PIONEER INFANTRY VETERANS AND A 
MEMBER OF THE GENERAL GREENE PoST VETERANS Or FOREIGN WARS AND THE 71ST AMERICAN LEGION 
POSTe HIS OFFICE IS ON THE MAIN FLOOR OF THE ARMORY AT PARK AVENUE! 33RD STREE~ AND THE 
LATCH STRING ON THE FRONT DOOR IS ALWAYS OUT FOR A VETERAN OR A FRIEND Or THE 7(8T OR 
17TH INrANTRYe 
~ 
Itt It It tiLl HeM:: STAT I ON NEWS BULLETIN 
ln .. sl;gote th;• II•"'• ~ower-Cost "G. 1." IA•~goge Pion I 
4% lnte.e•t Rate-Redudng to 31h% I II• ~egol or 1;tle £ope••• I 
If yoo .~ •• ~igibl• _.n, yoo .,., _.. • "G. 1." loon h.,. 
., "hom•·'"'" h,..lq~-, wi<h •h<>< rooo'Y"'''"' ,a.-nug~-
1. YoU .,., bon"" up ro " rou<h " I4P"" m""' <"'-• ~ • "n~ 
.,.1" \~n, ,.ducing ~ ,\iroiu.,ing •h• ,,.,nro•<Y down l"ym<"'· 
2. />.< R•i'-' f.,k..l S.•in<'• yoo ~"' <h• ~u•l "I••• <h•«~" 
that frequently run frotn ~75 to ~3oo or mort· 
3. Moochly I">""'" a of 17• 15, 19 ~ j<o p<' j<,OOO - in""'' 
(wh<h '""'" 4% ~d g~du•IIY ,.d- •• 3~%) ~d ''"' 
repay the principal. ......... -0--"" -M phon<"""".,. •-»~ [M .hO io£•~"'~ ........ No obli<•'""' of~-' 
RAILROAD FEDERAL 
SAVINGS tri':O ASSOCIATION 
4411 l'J(ll'<G'fON AVENUE (at 44th Sr.) NEW yol\K 17, N.Y . 
.\fidrown Branch fordham Branch 419 sEVE~ Til AVE- 316 EAsT Kl~GSBRlDGE RD. 
(at 33rd Street) (at fordham Rd.) 
Please moil m• aooklel 7\ Nom•-----
.,,_ 0.- ---------··--'-"··-""·-·~~ --
• • 
HARRY B. SltO 
~TICIAN 
157 EAsT I18TH Sr. 
N.Y. 58 N.Y. 
FoRDHAM 4-4-298 
JoHN C. NADZAM 
IN MEMORY or 
MICHAEL P. NADZAM 
EDDIE SwEENEY 
MYLES Me HUGH 
PHIL Me ENTAGGERT 
MYLES BURKE 
~LD DIIBLEE ____ 
J.£00RIES 
J. A. tiTZ~ATRICK 
GREETINGS FR0.4 
REN AND SALLY ALLEN 
~f£MBER8 GF" THE CGMMI TTEE WILL IE ALL 
OVER THE ARMORY AND WILL ALL IE WEARING A 
!ADGE MARKED W.fAITTEE 
THEY WILL BE GLAD TO ANSWER ALL YOUR 
QUESTIONS AND WILL DIRECT YOU TO ALL POINTS 
IN THE ARMORYe 
PlEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO MAKE YOUR.SELF" 
ACQUAINTED WITH THE MEMBERS OF" THE COMMITTEE 
THEY AR! MORE THAN WILLING TO ASSIST YOU. 
WELCOME HOME BOYS 
Fritz wants to see you 
at 
NICKOLAUS CHOP HOUSE 
99 Second Ave. 
(between 5 & 6 Street) 
New York City 
THE OLDEST & FINEST 
STEAK HOUSE IN THE CITY 
tRED C. 8ERNHAADT, MANAGER 
SOUVEN I R ED I Tl ON It rlll71 
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY 
liT'S ALWAYS VALLE THJE 
~EN YOU TlflN TO A ' P 
~ANT TO GET riNE roODS AT THRirTY ,RICE$eeeEVERY TI~E Y8U .HO' ? 
THEN TURN TO YIUR AI~ SU,ER MARKET -THAT'S THE 'LAOE TO riND 
REAL "IUYS" ON MIGHTY TASTY reGD8 - WHAT'S MORE, YOU'LL SEE THESE 
TEMPTING VALUES NO MATTER WHAT DAY Y~U IHO,, MeNDAY THROUGH 
SATURDAY - So, DON'T DELAY - COME IN TODAY AND SEE OUR OUTSTANDING 
"BUYS"• DISCOVER roR YOURSELr THAT rOR GRAND EATING AT MODEST COST 
IT'S HARD TO IEAT A!~• 
A & P FOOD STORES 
~~~ 
There is no need for you to be in-
convienced by carrying your Souvenir Journal 
around all evening. A booth has ben provid-, 
ed with a trained attendant who has mailing 
envelopes and stamps and for a small fee 
which pays the cost of the envelope and 
stamps will address and mail your Journal 
for you direct. 
THE COMMITTEE 
ll& j1[UI7f .o.£ STATION NEWS Bll.LETIN 
"I know what my BENDIX saves 
soAP ~.,.. ~r£A' 
CtOTHES 
T£AIPE~ ,~A£ ro~ f/tr• 
d ,,, 
... an me. 
·············· 
What you do: put in clothes, 
set a dial, add soap. 
What the BENDIX does: _ rms 
itself, tumbles clothes clean, 
thoroughly tumble rinses, 
dries clothes ready for the line 
or dryer, cleans, empties itself, 
and shuts off-all automati-
call;9'! The Bendix takes only 
4 square feet of ftoor space-
fits perfectly inJ kitchen, bath-
room, utility room or laundry . 
. 
································· 
e HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF ENTHUSIASTIC 
OWNERS of the Bendix automatic Home Laundry already 
know every word of this is true. Some washers may promise 
"eaaier" washdays-but the one-and-only Bendix does all the 
work! On top of that, clothes last longer-and you save on ~~Qap 
and hot water besides! 
Every step of laundering your clothes-from soiled clothes 
to sweet, fresh wash, all ready for the line or dryer-is com-
pletely automatic! You don't even put your hands in water! 
Nor need you watch your Bendix do the work. Once you set 
the magic dial, you're free to leave the house if you care to. 
Your Bendix even cleans and empties itself, and shuts off-
automatically-when the wash is done. 
See the famous Bendix actually demonstrated at your own 
dealer's-today. Have him put your name on his "first to be 
served" list. 
EXCLUSIVE TUMBLE ACTION: 
tumbles dothes through suds 
60 times a minute, yet so 
gently that even flne fabrics 
launder beautifully. 
······ ···················· 
: LOOK {Or the J3endix automatic : 
• Home Laundry Neon Signs. They : 
: identify your dealer. • 
. . 
: LOOK for your Bendix Dealer's : 
: nameinyourc~ssifiedphonebook. : 
·········· ·············· .. 
BENDIX ..ro ... , Home laundry 
ltndlx HolM Appllanm, In<., South ltnd, Indiana, PlonHn and l'orftclon af lht automatic "Washer'' 
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A Few 2~aps of 17th Infantry NYG Activities 
• 
TAKEN AT REVIEW TO THE ADJUTANT GENERAL 
BRIGADIER GEN'L AMES T. BROWN AT CAMP SMITH WHEN 
lTeCOL• JOHN J. WILLIAMS RECEIVED HIS 25 YEAR 
STATE MEDAL• FAOM LEF'T TO RIGHT: lTeGEN'L• HUGH 
A. OAUM, COMMANDING GENERAL NEW YORK GUARD, BRIG. 
GEN'L AMES T. BROWN, THE ADJUTANT GENERAL; LTeCOLe 
JOHN J. WILLIA~S, C.O. 716TH M.P. 8N.; COLONEL 
GEORGE L. BLISS C.O. 17TH INF'ANTRY N.Y.G. 
w 
I 15 
CA~T. WALTER s. EINSTEIN RSO 17TH INF' NYG 
AND HIS STArr SERGEANT 
HEAI)4UARTERS CO• MACHINE GUN SECTION 117TH 
IHF'ANTRY NYG AT CAMP SMITH 
ASHLEY C. FLYNN! 7/ U A MeR. , LEG/OIV ..:Boo,1'1£R$ JACK O'BRIEN 
EDWARD KALISH CLARENCE (lt<E) HAYWOOD ARTHUR C. BoRGESON 
PETER YYAGNER NEIL FERGUSON OSCAR A. FAGER 
s7SGT CHARLEs A. RicH REGGIE BRADF'ORD HAROLD E. SHELLY 
VIC. VOTERETSAS JOHN L. 8ALANDIS GEORGE A • F'l RMES 
CA P"T • HARRY MASLIN Jos. LAWLESS wu. I. WIDDEN 
FRANK R. Me CARTY WALTER NEWCITY W. F. ROSEBROOK 
THOS CURRY JOHN N. BROWN EDWARD J. ROGGENSTEIN 
0 
p 
.
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 F ~ -t z 
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GENERAL FRANCIS VINTON GREENE POST No. 71 
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED STATES 
71st REGIMENT ARMORY 
33rd Street and Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 
GENERAL FRANCIS VINTON GREENE, ION OF GENERAL GEORGE S. GREENE, WAI 
BORN IN RHOJE ISLAND IN 1850. IN 1866, HE WAS APPOINTED TO WEST PoiNT 
BY GENERAL U. S. GRANT, AND FOUR YEARS LATER, GRADUATED AT THE HEAD OF 
HIS CLASS OF 58, AI FIRST LIEUTENANT, IN 1877, HE WAS SENT IV THE 
GOVERNMENT AS MILITARY ATTACHE TO ST. PETERSBURG. HE WAS ATTACHED TO 
THE STAFF OF GRAND DUKE NICHOLAS DURING THE RUSSIA TURKEY WARe ~lNG 
THE WAR, HE WAS DECORATED BY THE EM~EROR OF RUSSIA WITH THE STe VLADIMIR, STe ANNE, 
AND THE BRAVERY MEDAL, AND THE KING OF RoMANIA DECORATED HIM WITH THE CROSS OF CAROLUS. 
IN 1892, MA~OR GREENE WAS ELECTED COLONEL OF THE 71STe IN 1898, COLONEL 
GREENE AND THE SEVENTY-FIRST REGIMENT, WERE THE FIRST TROOPS ORDERED OUT FOR THE SPANISH 
AMERICAN WARe HE WAS PROMOTED TO BRIGADIER GENERAL, AND WAS SENT TO THE PHILIPPINES. HE 
WAS AT THE CAPTURE OF ~ANILA ON AUGUST 13, 1898, AND PROMOTED TO MA~OR GENERAL• 
AFTER THE DEATH OF GENERAL FR~NCIS VINTON GREENE, THE GENERAL FRANCIS 
V. GREENE PosT No. 71 WAS ORGANIZED AND MUSTERED IN THE GENERAL V.F.W. ORDERS ON FEBe 
28,1922, WITH 35 CHARTER MEMBERS, 9~ OF ITS MEMBERS SERVED WITH THE 711T VOLUNTEER 
INFANTRY IN 1898 AT SANTIAGO DE CUBA. 
LIEUTENANT NOAH 8RUFORD WAS ITS FIRST COMMANDER. SINCE ITS ORGANIZATION, 
THE PosT, UP TO THE PRESENT DAY, HAS HAD TWENTY-ONE COMMANDERS, FIVE OF WHOM HAVE 
~ASSED OVER THE BORDER TO THE GREAT BEYOND• THE ~ESENT STRENGTH OF THE PoST NOW NUMBERS 
TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE• THE MEMBERSHIP IS COM~OSED OF MEN WHO SERVED IN FOREIGN 
TERRITORY DURING THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR, 1898, WORLD WAR I, 1917-1918, AND WORLD WAR II 
L94l-L945. 
GREENE PoST NUMBER 71, HAS HAD THE HONOR OF SENDING ONE OF ITS MEMBERS TO 
THE HIGHEST POST OF COMMANDER-IN-cHIEF OF THE VETERANS OF THE FOREIGN WARS, CHARTER 
MEMBER ALBERT J. RABINGe HE WAS ALSO THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF OUR NATIONAL HOME AT EATON 
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. IN 1942-1943, TME PoST WAS AGAIN HONORED BY HAVING ANOTHER OF ITS 
MEMBERS, ~TEPHEN C. PARKER, ALSO A CHARTER ~MBER, ELECTED TO THE nrFICE OF PRESIDENT 
OF THE NATIONAL HOME - THE ONLY PoST IN THE UNITED STATES HAVING THIS DOUBLE HONORe 
CA~TAIN WALTER I. JoYCE, ONE OF THE ORGANIZERS OF THE PoST, FOR MANY YEARS WAS QUARTER-
MASTER GENERAL AND NATIONAL PATRIOTIC INSTRUCTOR OF THE VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS• IN 
1945, ~RAITT W. BALDWIN WAS ELECTED COMMANDER OF THE DE~ARTMENT OF THE STATE OF NEW 
YORK. 
THE POST MEETS ON THE SECOND WEDNESDAY Or EACH MONTH AT THE SEVENTY-FIRST 
REG II.AENT ARMORY, 33RD STREET AND PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THE 
SEVENTY-FIRST VETERAN AssOCIATION. 
GEORGE W. CORWIN 
PoST HISTORIAN 
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GENERAL FRANCIS VINTON GREENE POST No. 71 
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED STATES 
:BOOST ER5 
ME~~ITT W. BALDWIN ELEANOR BALDWIN 
MERRITT W. BALDWIN JR• GLORIA BALDWIN 
eRENDAN J• BALDWIN PHILLIP A. BALDWIN 
RHEA BALDWIN WILLIAM J. BALDWIN 
MARGARET BALDWIN MA~Y ELLEN BALDWIN 
STEPHEN c. PARKER 
HEUN W. PARKE~ 
RoBERT A. PARKER FRANK W. COCHRAN 
Do~A PARKER 
CAPTAIN STEPHEN E. PARKER 
JAY PARKE~ EMANUEL .ROSENSTEIN 
DoNALD PARKER 
JrAN.r PARKE~ RoBERTS S• LEIGHTON FROOKS 
F'fUNC II DAVIS GLADYS E. FROOKS 
RoBERT DAVIS JOHN J. GILBERT 
ALEX. P. ~RCOIKEY I SADORE GEEN 
LEO STE~NF'ELt VE~NI!~ M. WHITNEY 
LOUIS CIOF'F'I EMANUEL H. LI~MAN 
F~ANK CIOF'F'I TILLIE lt~MAN 
GEORGI CIOF'F'I 
DR. PERRY J. MANHEI N 
LOUIS CIOF'F'I, J~. 
LUCY CIOF'F'I GEo. w. CORWIN 
JosEPH G. Bnz, JR. HENRY L. BROWNE 
J. J. CASSIBY M~s. AuREA BROWNE 
JosE~H JOHN BECK DAVID C. FRANK 
PAUL A. ScHWARTZ HARVEY Le ALBERT 
C\.YDE We lEVITT JULIA H. ALBERT 
SALVATORE DE lUCA DoNALD H. ALBERT 
KNUD F. RosENDAL KATHLEEN JUDITH ALBERT 
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U S E P A T C H 0 
READY -MIXED READY- TO - USE 
FOR QUICK, EASY, . ECOOOMI CAL 
HOME CONCRETE REPAIRS 
SIDEWALKS - DRIVEWAY - BASEMENT 
STEPS - PORCHES - ETC. 
NO CHOPPING - GRIPS TO FEATHER EDGE • 
• CALL 
ROXSEAL COMPANY INC. 
STILLWELL 4-5336 
AND AIK rOA THE NEAREST DEALIR• 
E. R. HEERE., ~EIIDENT 
ON THE RANGE AT CA, SMITH, COLONEL GEORGE l• 
BLISS, c.o. MAJOR CHARLES D.HALSEY, c.o. 
2ND.BN. ! LT.COL. HAROLD L. BACHE Ex.Ec.orr. 
17TH INrANTRY NYG 
NATIONAL SECURITY OOMENS CORPS FEEDING t CA,.TAIN REtNALD R. KAurMANN or cou,ANY "F" 
THE MEMBERS or THE 17TH INrAtURY NYQ Hf THE 17TH INr. NYG ON THE RANGE AT CAM, SMITH 
0AK RooM ArTER A ,.ARADE 
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PHONECANAL6-0682 
PROGRESSIVE PHOTO OFFSET Co. 
PRINTERS --
12.o4 WHITE STREET 
Captain Donald P. Sherman 
17th Regiment Armory 
~th Street & Park Avenue 
New York City 
Dear Captain Sherman: 
LITHOGRAPHERS 
• NEW YORK CITY 
April 12, 191+6 
I want to take this opportunity to thank you for 
g1 ving me the print orders on the Home Station News Bulle-
tin since 194-1 and all during the war period. It was in-
deed a pleasure and a priviledge to have worked With you. 
If 1 t were in my power I would award you a Medal 
of Merit and Sincerity for the way you have displayed your 
humble opinions to the thousands of soldiers throughout 
the world who looked forward to receiving your copy of the 
Home Station News Bulletin. 
May I again express my sincere thanks and appreciation 
for all you have done. If the occasion arises please do not 
fail to call me in time of need at a moment's notice. 
Sine erely yours 
HS:GM 
a
: 
z 
~ 
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FRIENDS I MET AT THE REUNION (" 
--
NA .. N~ME 
' / 
AoDR ESI ADDRESS 
~ 
NAME NAME 
4 
ADllR f:SS ADDRESS 
.. . . . . . 
- . . . 
NA .. NAME 
E.ss ADDRESS ADQR I~ 
-..!. 
NAME 
' 
ESS ADDRESS 
~A ttl£ 
ADDR 
j 7 ~ . 
·;_ 
-
NAME. NAME 
- . ·---· · 
... 
ADDR ESS ADDRESS 
NAME NAME 
----
ADDR ESS ADDRESS 
.. .. 
NAME NAME 
~R ESS ADDRESS 
NAME NAME 
.ADDR EU ADDRESS 
NAME I!JAME 
ADDR ESS ADDRESS 
NAME NAME 
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The Officers and Members of 
the 27th Division ·Association 
of World War I and II, extend 
their best wishes to the re-
turning Officers and Men of 
the Seventy-first Infantry. 
We greatfully appreciate the 
heroic deeds of our brothers 
. 
1n arms. 
A.George Rolandelli 
President. 
t29 
l24 
. ·t 
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This page has been reserved 
for all those 
friends 
of the Seventy-first 
who have sent 
in their boosters and advertisements 
too late for publication 
Please consider that they are all 
published on this page 
THANK YOU 
THE COMMITTEE 
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